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ABSTRACT 

One issue that faces second language (L2) teachers when they use task-based 

language teaching (TBLT) is how they should integrate focus on form into goal-oriented, 

meaning-focused tasks. This issue is particularly relevant to Japanese secondary school 

teachers, who need to prepare students for entrance examinations that heavily emphasize 

grammar. Researchers have proposed various ways to address this issue, one of which is 

shifting task modality from speaking to writing (Richards, 2002; Skehan, 1998). Studies 

have shown that learners engage in negotiation of form (i.e., an interactional sequence in 

which learners attempt to resolve a linguistic problem in their output) more frequently 

when they are required to produce written output (Adams, 2006; Niu, 2009). Another 

way of promoting focus on form during task-based interaction is to have learners use 

their first language (L1) to negotiate forms. Research has demonstrated that the use of 

metalanguage enables learners to discuss forms in detail and helps them maintain their 

attention on the forms (Fortune, 2005; Fortune & Thorp, 2001). Learners of English as a 

foreign language (EFL) typically develop explicit knowledge of English through the 

medium of L1 metalanguage. Thus, it is assumed that EFL learners will negotiate forms 

more frequently and effectively if teachers allow them to speak their L1 during task work. 

This study investigated the effectiveness of the two manipulations—shifting 

production modality to writing and having learners use their L1—in facilitating 

negotiation of form during task work. First-year university students in two EFL classes at 

a university in Tokyo participated in two data collection sessions. In the first session, 

both classes completed a picture story jigsaw task and then wrote the story in pairs. In the 
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second session, both classes completed another picture story jigsaw task and then orally 

narrated the story in pairs. In both sessions, one class was instructed to speak English 

only during the post-task while the other class was allowed to speak their L1 (Japanese). 

Students’ interactions were transcribed, and language-related episodes (LREs) were 

identified in the transcripts. LREs refer to interactional sequences in which the learners 

question or correct the use of an L2 item in their own or each other’s utterance (Swain & 

Lapkin, 1998; Williams, 1999). When all LREs were identified, they were classified 

according to focus, outcome, and L1 use. Then, to investigate the effect of modality, the 

writing post-task and the speaking post-task were compared in terms of the frequency, 

focus, and outcome of LREs. To investigate the effect of L1 use, the English-only (EO) 

class and the English/Japanese (EJ) class were compared in terms of the frequency, focus, 

and outcome of LREs. In addition, to study the effect of L1 use further, the texts that 

students composed in pairs on the writing post-task were analyzed, and the two classes 

were compared in terms of the accuracy of the compositions and types of errors they 

made. Finally, LREs in which students used Japanese (L1 Use) and LREs in which they 

used English exclusively (L2 Only) were compared in terms of metalanguage use and 

length. 

The comparison between the two post-tasks showed that the writing post-task 

generated significantly more LREs than the speaking post-task, and this result was 

consistent for both classes. Regarding the focus and outcome of LREs, significant 

differences between the two modes were found only with the EJ class. On the writing 

post-task, EJ pairs focused on lexis, grammar, and discourse almost evenly and resolved 
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70-80% of LREs successfully. On the speaking post-task, however, they focused 

predominantly on lexis and resolved less than 50% of LREs successfully. The 

comparison between the two classes revealed that the EO class generated significantly 

more LREs than the EJ class on both post-tasks. For the focus and outcome of LREs, 

significant differences between the two classes were found for the speaking post-task, but 

not for the writing post-task. On the speaking post-task, EO pairs focused equally on lexis 

and grammar and resolved about 80% of LREs successfully, while EJ pairs focused 

mostly on lexis and resolved only 50% of LREs successfully. As for the compositions 

they wrote, the study found no significant difference between the two classes, either in 

terms of accuracy or error types. The comparison between LREs in the two L1 use 

categories revealed that students used metalanguage in only 35% of LREs in the L2 Only 

category. This made a clear contrast to LREs in the L1 Use category. In this study, all L1 

utterances in LREs were regarded as metalanguage use. Thus, all LREs in the L1 Use 

category contained, by definition, at least one instance of metalanguage use. The 

comparison also indicated that LREs in the L1 Use category were significantly longer 

than LREs in the L2 Only category. In the L1 Use category, LREs that contained L1 and 

L2 metalanguage use were significantly longer than those that only contained L1 

metalanguage use. In the L2 Only category, LREs that contained L2 metalanguage use 

were significantly longer than those that contained no metalanguage use. However, there 

was no significant difference in length between LREs that only contained L1 

metalanguage use and those that only contained L2 metalanguage use. 
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The study demonstrates that shifting modality from speaking to writing in the 

post-task stage is an effective means to incorporate focus on form into task cycles. 

Researchers argue that written production is more conducive to learning than oral 

production because forms are visually salient and remain permanently (Adams, 2006; 

Swain & Lapkin, 2001; Williams, 2012). The results imply that, on collaborative writing 

tasks, these features of writing help learners notice problems in their output and initiate 

negotiation to resolve them. As for L1 use, the study shows that allowing learners to use 

the L1 can reduce, rather than increase, the opportunity for focus on form. When learners 

have their L1 available, they might use it for addressing non-linguistic issues that they 

cannot easily handle in the L2, such as working out story details and identifying contents 

of pictures. As a result, they might negotiate forms less frequently. The study also 

indicates that making the L1 available while learners write together does not necessarily 

help them produce more accurate texts. This means that the L1 has some impact on the 

frequency, focus, and outcome of negotiation, but this impact might not be so strong as to 

affect the task product. 

Thus, learners in the study negotiated forms less frequently when they were 

allowed to speak the L1, and this might be because the L1 directed their attention to non-

linguistic aspects of the task. Another explanation for this finding is that the L1 enabled 

learners to discuss one form longer, and this made it difficult for them to negotiate many 

forms in a given time. The latter explanation was supported by the comparison between 

the two L1 use categories: LREs in the L1 Use category were significantly longer than 

LREs in the L2 Only category. Closer examination of individual LREs in the two 
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categories revealed that the difference in length came from differences in metalanguage 

use. By definition, all LREs in the L1 Use category contained at least one instance of L1 

metalanguage use. The analysis revealed that L1 metalanguage in these LREs tended to 

involve Technical Metalanguage, such as grammatical terms, grammatical rules, and 

word definitions, and using Technical Metalanguage, learners often justified their choices 

or compared alternative candidates. In contrast, only 35% of LREs in the L2 Only 

category contained any use of L2 metalanguage, and the L2 metalanguage mostly 

consisted of simple response tokens such as yes and OK. Fortune (2005) and Fortune and 

Thorp (2001) emphasized the importance of Technical Metalanguage in negotiation of 

form. They argued that this type of metalanguage enables learners to articulate their 

explicit knowledge and discuss forms in detail, and thereby helps them engage in 

negotiation deeply. This study provides support to their argument and has shown that an 

important role of the L1 in EFL learners’ negotiation of form is to facilitate the use of 

Technical Metalanguage. Using L1 Technical Metalanguage, EFL learners can negotiate 

individual forms at length and maintain their attention on the forms. L1 Technical 

Metalanguage also helps them verbalize their explicit knowledge and share it with their 

peers. Through these, they can resolve linguistic problems collaboratively and scaffold 

each other’s learning. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter outlines the background of the issues that motivated this study. Since 

the late 1980s, Japan’s Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 

(MEXT)
1
 has gradually shifted the focus of secondary school English curriculum from 

grammar and intensive reading to communication and practical use. In response to this 

move, teachers have sought means to incorporate communicative activities into their 

lessons, and some have been interested in task-based language teaching (TBLT). 

However, when they try to implement TBLT, they often meet with various obstacles, 

some of which are unique to Japanese teaching contexts. The first section of this chapter 

outlines the transitions in Japanese English education since the late 1980s and discusses 

the obstacles that prevent full-scale application of TBLT in secondary and tertiary 

classrooms. The second section describes two of the obstacles that this study is designed 

to investigate: integration of focus on form into tasks and learners’ use of the first 

language (L1). In the sections that follow, the purposes and significance of the study are 

presented, the audiences that will benefit from the study are indicated, and factors that 

limit the scope of the study are mentioned. 

 

  

                                                 
1
 The ministry was called the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture until January 2001. 
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Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT) in Japan 

Task-based language teaching (TBLT) is a teaching approach that uses tasks as 

the central unit for organizing classroom activities, lessons, or courses. Although their 

definitions of tasks vary, researchers generally consider (a) goal orientation, (b) use of the 

target language, and (c) a primary focus on meaning as essential features of tasks (Lee, 

2000; Nunan, 1989; Skehan, 1996a). With these features, tasks can engage learners in 

meaningful interaction in classrooms, and thus TBLT evolved as a means for embodying 

the basic principle of communicative language teaching (CLT), namely, developing 

learners’ communicative competence through authentic use of the target language. TBLT 

emerged in the late 1980s and prevailed first in ESL environments, where English is 

taught as a second language, and then spread to EFL contexts, where English is taught as 

a foreign language. It was introduced to Asia in the 2000s, about 10 or 15 years after 

CLT was imported to the region (Butler, 2011). In some countries, it spread quickly with 

the government’s endorsement. For example, in China, Korea, and Hong Kong, the 

education ministry promoted the use of TBLT in secondary school classrooms 

(Littlewood, 2007). 

In Japan, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 

(MEXT) has strictly regulated the school education curricula from elementary school to 

senior high school. The Course of Study (Gakushu Shido Yoryo), which the ministry 

revises every 10 years, sets out what teachers and textbooks should cover for each subject 

and for each grade. Although the Course of Study does not give any specific directions as 

to how teachers should teach, it has considerable impact on teachers’ behavior in 
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classrooms. Until the late 1980s, the national English curriculum for junior high school 

and senior high school had emphasized form over meaning and prioritized grammar and 

intensive reading over listening and speaking. In line with this, English lessons at junior 

high schools and senior high schools had been heavily form-focused and teacher-centered. 

Teachers devoted a large part of the lesson time to explicit grammar instruction, by 

means of the grammar-translation method or other deductive approaches. They typically 

began a lesson by presenting the target forms and explaining the rules and meanings in 

Japanese. Then, they would make students read aloud and translate sentences that 

contained those forms or write sentences using them. The primary purpose of these 

reading or writing exercises was to test students’ knowledge of the forms, rather than to 

develop reading or writing skills. The role of students in such traditional classrooms was 

largely passive: They spent most of the time listening to the teacher’s explanations, 

answering his or her questions, and doing exercises (Sakui, 2004). 

However, in the late 1980s, the ministry shifted gears toward communication. The 

new Course of Study revised in 1989 stipulated that fostering a positive attitude toward 

communication be one of the goals of foreign language courses in all junior and senior 

high school grades (Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, 1989a, 1989b). In the 

same year, the ministry introduced a new course titled Oral Communication into the high 

school English program. The next revision, issued in 1998 for junior high school and in 

1999 for senior high school, marked another turning point. In addition to the fostering of 

a positive attitude toward communication, it introduced communication abilities as a goal 

of the foreign language curriculum, at both junior and senior high school levels (Ministry 
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of Education, Science and Culture, 1998, 1999). This was followed by the addition of a 

listening test to the English component of the National Center Test for University 

Admissions. The MEXT’s move toward communication and practical use of English did 

not stop in the new millennium. The latest 2008/2009 revision of the Course of Study 

maintained the same two communication goals: fostering of a positive attitude and 

development of communication abilities. However, it included new clauses that urged 

teachers to integrate grammar instruction and communicative activities, instead of 

teaching them separately. For both junior high school and senior high school, it stated 

that grammar instruction should be effectively linked to language activities because 

grammar supports communication (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 

Technology, 2008, 2009). Another notable addition to the latest version was the 

requirement in the high school curriculum that teachers conduct English lessons in 

English as a way to enhance opportunities for students to be exposed to English and to 

turn classrooms into places for authentic communication (Ministry of Education, Culture, 

Sports, Science and Technology, 2009). 

Unlike the education ministries of China, Korea, and Hong Kong, MEXT did not 

specifically promote the use of TBLT as a means for accomplishing the communicative 

goals in the revised Course of Study. Nevertheless, MEXT’s policy change turned some 

teachers’ eyes toward this new approach. Increased interest among Japanese teachers can 

be seen in the fact that some popular TBLT guidebooks written in Japanese were 

published in the 2000s (e.g., Matsumura, 2009; Takashima, 2000, 2005). These books not 

only explained the theoretical background of TBLT but also offered practical ideas for 
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classroom implementation. Gaining ideas from these publications, as well as conferences 

and workshops, some secondary school teachers began to incorporate tasks in their lesson 

plans. According to Yokota (2011), in the early stage of MEXT’s curriculum reform, 

some teachers adopted the Present, Practice, Produce (PPP) approach as a way to 

incorporate communicative activities into their grammar-focused lessons based on 

authorized textbooks. Some of these teachers later replaced the communicative activities 

in the production stage of PPP with tasks. 

To date, however, the implementation of TBLT in Japanese secondary 

classrooms has been limited to individual teachers’ sporadic attempts. Most of these 

teachers use tasks as a tool for teaching grammatical features, rather than a means for 

engaging students in authentic, meaning-focused interaction. Such full-scale application 

of TBLT is hampered by various obstacles, many of which are unique to EFL teaching 

contexts in Asia. For instance, Littlewood (2007) summarized five concerns in applying 

TBLT in East Asian countries including Japan. The first concern is that communication-

based teaching approaches such as TBLT often cause classroom management issues, such 

as noise and discipline problems, particularly in large classes that are typically found in 

EFL environments. The second concern is that due to lack of proficiency or confidence in 

their command of English, both teachers and students might rely too much on their L1. 

The third issue, which results from the nature of tasks rather than EFL contexts, is that 

students often complete tasks without speaking enough English. In other words, some 

tasks do not create sufficient linguistic demands to make students use all their resources. 

The fourth issue Littlewood reported is that many teachers in East Asia hesitate to use 
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TBLT out of concern for public assessment. Although major countries in this area such as 

Japan and Korea have adopted more meaning-focused and communication-based 

curricula for their English programs, their high-stake public examinations, such as the 

National Center Test for University Admissions in Japan, are still heavily form-focused. 

Thus, while understanding the need for using more communicative approaches, teachers 

are pressured to prepare students for these grammar-oriented examinations. Finally, as 

the fifth concern, Littlewood mentioned conflicts between communication-based 

approaches and traditional educational values in East Asia, which typically view teaching 

as passing knowledge from expert to novice and consider learning as a process of the 

accumulation, rather than the application, of knowledge. 

In their account of English education in Japanese secondary schools, Nishino and 

Watanabe (2008) echoed Littlewood’s concerns. As to why communication-based 

approaches are not widely used in spite of the shift in MEXT’s policy, they mentioned 

four teacher-related factors: (a) the lack of knowledge and training in communicative 

approaches, (b) limited English proficiency, (c) the lack of confidence in their own 

speaking skills, and (d) the belief that grammar and intensive reading are the most 

important skills in getting high scores on entrance examinations. 

Four years after Littlewood, Butler (2011) published an article on the same topic, 

which showed that the situation surrounding English teachers in Asia had not changed 

drastically. She mentioned four issues that thwart the implementation of TBLT in Asia: 

(a) conflicts with exam cultures, (b) uncertainty about how to incorporate grammar 

instruction into TBLT, (c) uncertainty about how to treat students’ use of their L1, and 
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(d) top-down decision-making processes. Of these, the first and second issues are in line 

with Littlewood’s fourth concern regarding teachers’ dilemma between fostering 

communicative abilities using tasks and teaching grammar for entrance examinations. 

The third issue, students’ use of their L1, overlaps Littlewood’s second concern and also 

relates to his first concern about classroom management. 

Unlike English education at the secondary school level, English programs at 

Japanese universities have been free from government regulation. Most universities 

require students to complete a certain number of English courses, but the contents of the 

courses vary tremendously among schools. An increasing number of universities have 

unified their English curricula so that all of their students, regardless of major, can study 

under the same syllabus using the same textbook. Nevertheless, what the unified 

curriculum aims at differs from university to university. Some schools focus on the 

acquisition of basic oral communication abilities while others aim for the development of 

academic English skills. Other universities do not have a university-wide curriculum, and 

each department sets its own course of study. Departments sometimes give individual 

teachers considerable discretion over what to teach and how to teach. 

The larger amount of freedom compared to secondary schools makes TBLT a 

more suitable option at the tertiary level. Teachers are free from the state-controlled 

curricula and the pressure to teach for national exams. Students have gained explicit 

grammar and vocabulary knowledge through secondary school lessons and preparation 

for entrance exams and are ready to apply it to communication. However, a greater 

diversity among teachers at the tertiary level makes it difficult for communicative 
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approaches to prevail in university classrooms. English teachers at Japanese universities 

come from a variety of backgrounds, including fields unrelated to TESOL or applied 

linguistics. Thus, the degree of their expertise on second language acquisition or foreign 

language education varies greatly. Those who are not familiar with EFL teaching 

methods often draw on their own experience of learning English at high school or 

university when deciding how to teach. Thus, in Japan, the concerns in implementing 

TBLT as described above apply to university contexts as well as secondary school 

contexts. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

As described in the previous section, the obstacle to implementing TBLT in 

Japanese English classrooms is manifold. Among those numerous issues, the following 

two are particularly significant, but also are resolvable through manipulating task design 

or modifying classroom implementation. The first issue relates to grammar instruction. 

This particularly concerns secondary school teachers, who struggle to find a compromise 

between the goals stipulated in the Course of Study and the need to prepare students for 

entrance exams. Behind this lies a widespread belief that communication-based 

approaches such as CLT and TBLT are methods for teaching speaking and are not 

suitable for teaching grammar (Butler, 2011; Sakui, 2004). Because of this misconception, 

some teachers separate communication activities completely from grammar instruction. 

They maintain their form-focused lessons and merely add tasks as an extra component. 

Other teachers search for a way to integrate TBLT into their lessons in a more 
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meaningful manner. A common solution is to structure a lesson following the traditional 

PPP approach and use tasks in the production phase. Many secondary school teachers feel 

that they cannot cover all the grammatical items they have to teach if they apply TBLT 

on a fuller scale (Butler, 2011; Yokota, 2011). Some junior high school teachers feel that 

their students are not ready for tasks because their repertoire of forms is too small to 

communicate meaningfully (Matsumura, 2011). 

The second issue relates to students’ use of their L1. Unlike ESL learners, who 

come from diverse non-English-speaking countries and learn English as their primary 

means of communication in the host country, EFL learners usually share a common L1, 

which they normally use outside the English classroom. This feature of EFL learners 

often works adversely in task-based lessons in Japan, especially at the college level. As 

mentioned earlier, university classrooms can be more appropriate settings for utilizing 

TBLT than high schools because university students already have basic grammar and 

vocabulary knowledge, which they can apply to task-based interactions. In addition, they 

are more cognitively developed and ready to handle more complex tasks. Thus, some 

college teachers prefer to use authentic tasks that require students to use all their 

linguistic resources, not only their knowledge of preselected forms. They might assign 

large projects made up of a series of smaller tasks, which students spend several weeks to 

complete. However, one question that arises in implementing such tasks or projects is 

whether or not to allow students to use their L1 for task work and, if the answer is yes, 

when and how much. What complicates this issue is that students’ use of the L1 during 

task work does not always indicate that they are not interested in the task. Actually, the 
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more challenging and more engaging a task is, the more strongly students might desire to 

accomplish it, and this desire might give them a reason for using the L1. In ESL contexts, 

students’ desire to complete a task gives them a reason to speak English because it is the 

only means of communicating with each other; however, in EFL contexts, the L1 can 

easily replace English as a more efficient and effective means of communication. Eguchi 

and Eguchi (2006) explained this point in their study that investigated an English 

magazine project conducted at a Japanese university. The students of the class interacted 

actively while working on the project, but they did not use as much English as they were 

expected to. They switched to Japanese even when they could have used the model 

conversation they had practiced in the pre-task phase. 

L1 use by students also poses a problem when teachers integrate grammar and 

vocabulary learning with the development of communicative competence through tasks. 

In many EFL contexts, the L1 shared by teachers and students supports teaching and 

learning of English forms. Junior and senior high schools in Japan provide a typical 

example. Students usually learn new words by associating them with Japanese 

translations and memorizing the L1-L2 pairs. They learn grammatical rules by listening 

to teachers’ explanations in Japanese or reading textbooks written in Japanese. The 

explanations often involve grammatical terms, and students become familiar with them, 

but only in Japanese. This indicates that the L1 plays an important role in EFL 

classrooms, particularly in the development of explicit knowledge of grammar and 

vocabulary. However, students’ excessive use of the L1 runs counter to the 
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communicative goals of TBLT, and this conflict creates a constant challenge to teachers 

who strive to incorporate focus on form into task-based lessons. 

 

Purposes and Significance of the Study 

As discussed in the previous section, EFL teachers in Japan are often faced with 

difficulties when they attempt to implement TBLT in their classrooms. Two of their 

major concerns are how to incorporate focus on form into meaning-focused tasks and 

how to deal with students’ L1 use during task work. This study is designed to investigate 

these two issues, with an aim to provide teachers with useful pedagogical implications. 

Regarding the first issue, the study investigates whether shifting production mode from 

speaking to writing in the post-task stage helps increase the quantity and quality of form-

focused interaction between EFL learners. If the results show that the modality shift is 

effective, teachers can use writing post-tasks as a way to integrate focus on form into 

their task-based lessons. Regarding the second issue, the study investigates whether 

allowing learners to use their L1 makes any difference to the quantity and quality of their 

form-focused interaction, as well as the quality of their task product. If learners discuss 

forms more frequently and more effectively and produce a more accurate product when 

the L1 is available, it gives teachers a valid reason to permit L1 use. 

 

The Audience for the Study 

The primary audience for the study is researchers in the field of second language 

acquisition. For the last few decades, a number of studies have assessed the efficacy of 
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tasks for L2 acquisition, but most have been conducted in ESL teaching contexts. Tasks 

need to be tested with EFL learners, who have their L1 as the primary means of 

communication and have little opportunity to use English outside the classroom. 

Particularly in need of exploration are the two issues that have prevented TBLT from 

spreading in Japan: integration of focus on form into tasks and learners’ L1 use. This 

study focuses on these two issues and fills the major gaps in the literature. In addition, the 

study contributes to the field through developing methodology for investigating tasks 

with EFL learners. In particular, its scheme for analyzing language-related episodes 

(LREs) that contain L1 utterances will help researchers conduct similar studies in other 

EFL contexts. 

Another important audience is English teachers at secondary and tertiary schools 

in Japan. As the national curriculum has shifted its focus toward communication and 

practical use, secondary school teachers have been pressured to change their approaches 

to teaching. TBLT can be an option for these teachers, but many hesitate to apply it in 

full scale, facing the demands of entrance examinations that still emphasize grammar and 

intensive reading. The study can inform this audience of an effective way to integrate 

communicative activities and grammar instruction and offers a solution to their dilemma. 

English courses at universities are free from the demands of entrance exams, and students 

are more equipped to learn from meaning-focused activities. However, TBLT is not 

widespread in universities either, partly because some teachers prefer to use traditional 

approaches they are familiar with. The study shows these teachers the potential of this 
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new approach in Japanese tertiary contexts and suggests ways to adjust it to their 

classrooms. 

The study can also benefit curriculum designers, course administrators, and other 

professionals who design and manage English courses at universities in Japan. Nowadays, 

many universities offer a unified English program to all of their students. At these 

schools, curriculum designers and administrators set course goals, write syllabi, select 

textbooks, and create teaching materials. Through making these decisions, they set the 

direction of their program and guide their instructors in that direction. The study offers 

people in these positions useful implications as to how TBLT can benefit their programs 

and how it can be modified to suit their needs. 

 

Delimitations 

Several factors related to participants and instrumentation limit the scope of the 

study and affect its external validity. The first factor involves the culture and language of 

the participants. Except for a few that had spent time overseas, the participants were all 

born and raised in Japan, and their first language was Japanese. As Littlewood (2007) 

pointed out, learners’ culture, especially their educational values and their beliefs about 

language learning, influences how they behave in English classrooms and how they react 

to TBLT. Thus, the findings of this study might not apply to learners whose cultural 

backgrounds are very different from that of the participants. Similarly, the participants’ 

L1 limits the scope of the study. Some languages are linguistically closer to English than 

others, and the distance between learners’ L1 and English is one of the factors that 
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determine how easily they can acquire English. Thus, if the study were conducted with 

speakers of other first languages, the results might differ considerably. For example, 

German speakers or French speakers might use their L1 less frequently when discussing 

English forms, or they might focus on different forms from the Japanese-speaking 

participants. 

The second delimitation also relates to participants. The participants of the study 

were a small group of students who attended one of the most competitive universities in 

Japan. They were by no means representative of the entire population of Japanese 

university students. A factor that is particularly relevant to this study is their English 

proficiency. In Japan, competitiveness of universities is largely determined by the 

difficulty of their entrance examinations, of which English constitutes an important part. 

The participants had passed a highly competitive entrance examination, and thus their 

English proficiency was presumably higher than average Japanese university students. If 

the same study were conducted with students at a less competitive university, it might not 

yield the same results. 

Another important delimitation related to participants is that secondary school 

students were not included. As described in the previous sections, the two issues that the 

study focuses on are the most relevant at the secondary school level. However, the study 

was conducted with university students, during regular lessons of a university EFL course. 

Although the implications drawn from the study can be useful for secondary school 

teachers, the tasks used in the study might not work in the same way in their classrooms. 
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The last delimitation relates to data collection instruments. The study used only 

one type of task: picture story jigsaw. Although this type of task generates negotiation of 

meaning effectively and has been widely used in research on negotiation, it does not 

necessarily represent tasks in general. There are many other kinds of tasks, such as 

decision making and opinion exchange, and studies show that different types of tasks 

generate different amounts of negotiation (e.g., Foster, 1998; Nakahama, Tyler, & van 

Lier, 2001; Pica, Kanagy, & Falodun, 1993). The same is the case with the story writing 

post-task that the participants completed after the picture story jigsaw task. This type of 

task is also quite popular with researchers, but it is not necessarily more representative of 

collaborative writing tasks than dictogloss or text editing tasks. Research also indicates 

that these different kinds of collaborative writing tasks generate different amounts of 

focus on form (Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2007; Swain & Lapkin, 2001). In 

short, the results of this study might be partly attributable to the specific types of tasks 

and might not be generalizable to other types of tasks. 

 

Organization of the Study 

The study is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is a review of previous research 

related to the focus of this study. I also discuss the gaps in the literature, state the purpose 

of the study, and present the research questions that the study seeks to answer. In Chapter 

3, I describe how the study was conducted. I provide detailed information about the 

participants and instrumentation and explain the procedures of data collection and 

analysis. Chapter 4 is a report of two pilot studies conducted prior to the main study. In 
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Chapter 5, I report the findings of the main study, and in Chapter 6, I discuss the findings 

for each research question in detail. In the final chapter, Chapter 7, I summarize the 

findings and present theoretical and pedagogical implications. I also discuss limitations of 

the study and make suggestions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

In this chapter, the literature related to the focus of this study is reviewed. The 

first section provides a brief overview of the development of second language acquisition 

(SLA) theories from the 1980s to the early 2000s, focusing on the roles of interaction and 

negotiation of meaning in the L2 learning process. In the second section, the development 

of TBLT as a means to promote classroom interaction and negotiation of meaning is 

illustrated, and previous investigations of its effectiveness are reviewed. The section that 

follows presents a different type of negotiation, negotiation of form, and explains its 

importance in L2 development. This section also presents two ways to manipulate tasks 

to promote negotiation of form—assigning learners a post-task and shifting task modality 

from speaking to writing—and reviews empirical studies that investigated their efficacy. 

Another possible way to facilitate negotiation of form in task-based interaction is to allow 

learners to speak their L1. In the subsequent section, the literature on this topic is 

reviewed. At the end, the major gaps in the literature are presented, and how this study 

seeks to fill these gaps is explained. 

 

Interaction, Negotiation, and Second Language Acquisition (SLA) 

One of the questions that SLA scholars have tackled over the years is how 

interaction, or participation in conversation, can lead to the acquisition of a second 

language. Prominent scholars have explained the process in different ways. For example, 
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in his early work, Long (1983) argued that non-native speakers (NNSs) could obtain 

comprehensible input by conversing with native speakers (NSs), and this would help 

them acquire the target language. This account, widely known as the Input Interaction 

Hypothesis, was founded on Krashen’s Monitor Theory, which posited that being 

exposed to a large amount of comprehensible input was the necessary and sufficient 

condition for SLA (Krashen, 1982, 1985). However, Long’s hypothesis differed from 

Krashen’s in that it viewed interaction as the primary source of comprehensible input, 

rather than listening or reading as argued by Krashen. According to Long, 

comprehensible input was provided to learners when they and their NS interlocutors were 

faced with some kind of communication problem and the NSs modified the structure of 

interaction. This could occur, for example, when a learner did not understand the NS 

interlocutor’s utterance and asked the NS to confirm or clarify, and the NS reacted by 

rephrasing the utterance in a way the learner could understand. Comprehensible input 

would also be available to a learner when the NS interlocutor checked the learner’s 

understanding of his/her previous utterance by asking “OK?” or “Did you understand?” 

and adjusted the utterance in response to the learner’s signal of incomprehension. Thus, 

building on Krashen’s model, Long formulated a more dynamic account of SLA, which 

explained that comprehensible input was created by two interlocutors as they worked 

together to establish a common understanding of meaning, the process now widely 

known as negotiation of meaning. 

Long’s Input Interaction Hypothesis inspired other SLA researchers to further 

explore the roles of interaction and negotiation of meaning in SLA. Swain (1985), for 
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example, assessed the communicative competence of L2 French learners in Canadian 

immersion programs and concluded that comprehensible input alone was not sufficient 

for developing L2 competence, particularly in the area of grammar. The learners in her 

study had been continuously exposed to large amounts of target language input for more 

than six years since kindergarten. The input was presumed to be comprehensible to the 

learners because their scores on content knowledge tests were comparable to those of 

students in L1-only programs. However, a series of L2 proficiency tests revealed that the 

learners’ grammatical competence in French had not reached the level of their NS 

counterparts. What lacked in the learning environment for these learners were 

opportunities to produce the target language, and Swain argued that this lack of output 

had prevented their acquisition of native-like grammar. She explained that output 

provided learners with opportunities to use the target language for communication and to 

negotiate meaning when their messages did not come across. Through negotiation, 

learners could obtain feedback on their initial, problematic utterances, and this would 

help them modify the utterances into more comprehensible and target-like ones. In other 

words, Swain considered output and negotiation as essential for linguistic development 

because they pushed learners beyond the level of merely conveying messages, and 

toward the level of conveying messages “precisely, coherently, and appropriately” (pp. 

248-249). 

Long’s and Swain’s accounts have developed into the interaction approach, which 

explains the process of L2 acquisition through input, feedback, and output (Gass, 1997, 

2003; Gass & Mackey, 2007; Mackey, 2007, 2012; Pica, 1994). Central to these three 
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processes is negotiation of meaning. As Long hypothesized, input is made 

comprehensible to learners through negotiation. As Swain postulated, learners are 

provided feedback through negotiation and encouraged to produce more comprehensible 

output. Of these three processes, the interaction approach puts the greatest emphasis on 

feedback, particularly negative feedback, which informs learners that their utterances 

have been incomprehensible to their NS interlocutors. Negative feedback prompts 

learners to rephrase their original utterances until they can convey their intended 

messages. This process of rephrasing often involves changing the forms of the utterances 

into more target-like forms and thus can promote the development of the target language. 

In other words, “through feedback, negotiation brings learners’ attention to L2 versions 

of their interlanguage utterances and heightens their awareness of their own interlanguage 

system” (Pica, 1994, p. 514). 

Based on the interaction approach, scholars have pointed out other benefits of 

interaction and negotiation of meaning. Pica (1992) noted that the negotiation of meaning 

could become a source of linguistic information that learners referred to when they 

modified their output. In Gass’ (1997) model, negotiation provides learners with 

opportunities for forming and testing hypotheses about the target language. When 

learners make problematic utterances and their NS interlocutors ask for confirmation or 

clarification, the learners’ attention is directed to the forms of their utterances, and then 

they hypothesize the correct ways to say them. Once they form hypotheses, they can test 

them by referring to the NS interlocutor’s subsequent utterances they hear in the 

interaction. When they find positive evidence in the NS’s utterances that confirms their 
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hypotheses, an important change can take place in their L2 knowledge (Gass, 1997, 2003; 

Gass & Mackey, 2007; Gass & Selinker, 2008; Mackey, 2007, 2012). As this model 

shows, whether negotiation of meaning leads to acquisition depends on various 

conditions; however, when the conditions are met, it can be “a catalyst for change” in 

learners’ interlanguage systems (Gass & Selinker, 2008, p. 331). 

Gass’ model as described above was formulated under the influence of cognitive 

psychology, particularly its theory about the roles of consciousness and attention in 

learning. During the 1990s, SLA theorists began to apply this emerging field of science to 

unraveling the complex process of L2 learning. The underlying tenet of their assumptions 

was that SLA was a cognitive process resulting from learners’ attending to linguistic 

items in input. One of the prominent theorists who adopted such a view was Schmidt 

(1990, 2001), who formulated the Noticing Hypothesis, which postulated that noticing, or 

conscious awareness, was the necessary and sufficient condition for L2 learning. He 

argued that when learners noticed specific forms in input, input was turned into intake 

and made available for acquisition. Other theorists agreed upon the importance of 

attention but questioned Schmidt’s claim about the necessity of noticing. For example, 

Tomlin and Villa (1994) viewed attention as a composite of three networks, alertness, 

orientation, and detection, and argued that only detection, or cognitive registration of 

input, was a prerequisite for acquisition. An important difference from Schmidt was that, 

for Tomlin and Villa, detection could occur with or without awareness, and thus 

unconscious learning was possible. Meanwhile, Truscott (1998) argued that Schmidt’s 

assumption was valid for only certain aspects of L2 learning. He claimed that noticing 
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was necessary for the development of metalinguistic knowledge, that is, conscious 

knowledge about the target language, but was not necessary for acquiring linguistic 

competence, which was unconscious in nature. Overall, in spite of the disputes over the 

nature of noticing and the specific role it plays in the SLA process, theorists who endorse 

cognitive views have agreed that a certain level of attention facilitates the acquisition of 

the L2, at least in some areas. 

The development of the cognitive accounts of SLA has prompted theorists to 

reevaluate the roles of input, output, interaction, and negotiation from the perspective of 

cognition. For instance, Long (1996) observed that negotiation of meaning facilitated 

noticing because it increased the saliency of target forms in input. He also explained that 

negotiation made input comprehensible to learners and thereby enabled learners to 

allocate more attention to form. Likewise, Swain (1995, 2005), who had proposed the 

Output Hypothesis, included noticing as one of the three functions of output, in addition 

to hypothesis testing and metalinguistic reflection. She argued that through their attempts 

to produce the target language, learners could recognize what they were unable to say and 

notice the “holes,” or what lacks in their linguistic knowledge. Schmidt, who established 

the Noticing Hypothesis, explained that interaction provided learners with opportunities 

to notice the “gap,” that is, the difference between the forms they produce and the forms 

they hear in NS utterances (Schmidt & Frota, 1986). 

As illustrated above, the development of SLA theories from the 1980s to the early 

2000s and has seen an increasing emphasis placed on the roles of interaction and 

negotiation of meaning in L2 development. Today, experts generally agree that being 
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exposed to a large amount of comprehensible input is necessary but not sufficient for 

acquisition to occur. Learners need to interact, use the target language to communicate 

their ideas, and receive feedback on their production in the process of encountering 

communication troubles and negotiating meaning. 

 

Using Tasks to Promote Learner-Learner Negotiation 

The interaction approach was originally designed to explain L2 learning through 

conversing with NSs in naturalistic environments. Many researchers, however, believe 

that the basic principles of the approach can be applied to learning in classrooms. They 

argue that, even in classrooms, learners can acquire the target language through 

interaction if they are given ample opportunities to communicate naturally and 

meaningfully. This idea is in accord with communicative language teaching (CLT). In 

contrast to the more traditional teaching methods such as grammar translation or 

audiolingualism, CLT places learners in the center of the classroom and expects them to 

play active roles in lessons, by participating in communication activities and using the 

target language to express themselves. In order to maximize the amount of learner 

interaction, CLT lessons typically use pair work and group work, in which students talk 

with each other, rather than with the teacher. The teacher, on the other hand, performs the 

role of the facilitator, who designs activities and implements them so that learners can 

participate in them smoothly and learn through them effectively. 

Task-based language teaching (TBLT) endorses these fundamental principles of 

CLT and thus can be considered as a development of the CLT approach. What 
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distinguishes TBLT from CLT is the use of communication tasks as the central activities 

in the classroom and the foundation of syllabus organization. The definition of tasks 

varies slightly among theorists. For example, Nunan (1989) defined a task as “a piece of 

classroom work which involves learners in comprehending, manipulating, producing, or 

interacting in the target language while their attention is principally focused on meaning 

rather than form” and claimed that a task should have “a sense of completeness” (p. 10). 

For Skehan (1996a), a task is “an activity in which meaning is primary, there is some sort 

of relationship to the real world, task completion has some priority, and the assessment of 

task performance is in terms of task outcome” (p. 38). Lee (2000) offered the following 

twofold definition: 

A task is (1) a classroom activity or exercise that has (a) an objective attainable 

only by the interaction among participants, (b) a mechanism for structuring and 

sequencing interaction, and (c) a focus on meaning exchange; (2) a language 

learning endeavor that requires learners to comprehend, manipulate, and/or 

produce the target language as they perform some set of workplans. (p. 32) 

Although phrased differently, these definitions share at least three common features, (a) 

an emphasis on task completion or outcome, (b) use of the target language, and (c) a 

primary focus on meaning, and these features can create an ideal environment for 

negotiation of meaning. Tasks require learners to use the target language for the purpose 

of achieving a certain outcome, not for practicing the language or having social 

conversations with no clear goals. On pair or group tasks, this means that learners have to 

exchange their ideas or the information they have with their partners without 
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misunderstanding. Because understanding each other is essential for successful task 

completion, when a communication problem occurs, learners have to stop their work 

temporarily and negotiate until they reach an agreement about message meaning. 

 

Effect of Tasks on the Frequency of Negotiation 

A number of researchers have tested the assumption that tasks promote 

negotiation of meaning between learners. Generally, these studies have found that when 

performing tasks in pairs or small groups, learners negotiate fairly frequently (e.g., Duff, 

1986; Gass & Varonis, 1985). In fact, some studies have suggested that learner-learner 

interaction might be equally or more facilitative for negotiation compared to NS-learner 

or teacher-learner interaction. For example, using a jigsaw task, Doughty and Pica (1986) 

compared the frequency of negotiation in ESL classes under three conditions: teacher-

fronted, small groups, and pairs. The study revealed that negotiation occurred more often 

in the small group and pair conditions than in the teacher-fronted condition. Porter (1986) 

used opinion exchange tasks to compare learner-learner interaction with learner-NS 

interaction. The study found the two types of interaction not significantly different, either 

in the frequency of negotiation moves initiated toward learners or in the frequency of 

negotiation moves initiated by learners. This meant that learners could benefit as much 

from interacting with other learners as from interacting with NSs. 

Although they did not use tasks, Varonis and Gass (1985) formulated a model for 

negotiation of meaning to explain why interaction between two NNSs was more likely to 

lead to negotiation than interaction between two NSs or between a NS and a NNS. The 
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model provided two reasons. First, NNSs often did not share a common background or a 

common L1 with NSs or other NNSs, and thus they were more likely to encounter 

communication problems while interacting with them. Second, when faced with 

communication problems, NNS-NNS pairs would be less hesitant to negotiate than NS-

NNS or NS-NS pairs because the two speakers stood on equal footing as learners and 

thus would not prioritize face saving. To test this model, Varonis and Gass compared 

conversations using the three types of dyads and found that NNS-NNS dyads actually 

negotiated more frequently than the other two types of dyads. 

However, research has also indicated that not all types of tasks are equally 

effective in promoting negotiation between learners. In the above-mentioned study, 

Doughty and Pica (1986) concluded that the frequency of negotiation could be affected 

by the type of task given to learners. This was because their previous study using an 

opinion exchange task had produced the opposite outcome: The teacher-fronted condition 

had led to a significantly more negotiation than the small-group condition (Pica & 

Doughty, 1985). Based on this study and other previous works on task-based interaction 

(e.g., Duff, 1986; Pica, Holliday, Lewis, Berducci, & Newman, 1991; Pica, Holliday, 

Lewis, & Morgenthaler, 1989), Pica et al. (1993) established a series of hypotheses on 

how different task conditions (i.e., one-way or two-way flow of information, interaction 

requirement, convergent or divergent goal orientation, and the number of outcome 

options) would affect the frequency of negotiation of meaning. They subsumed these 

hypotheses into a task typology (see Table 1). According to the typology, jigsaw tasks, 

which guarantee a two-way flow of information, require learners to interact and work 
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toward a convergent goal, and accept only one outcome, would most likely lead to 

negotiation. Information gap tasks, problem-solving tasks, decision-making tasks, and 

opinion exchange tasks followed jigsaw respectively, in their potential for providing 

negotiation opportunities. A number of studies conducted subsequently has supported this 

typology (e.g., Foster, 1998; Nakahama et al., 2001). 

 

Table 1. Task Typology by Pica, Kanagy, and Falodun (1993) 

 Flow of 
information 

Interaction 
requirement 

Goal 
orientation 

Outcome 
options 

Jigsaw 2 way Required Convergent 1 

Information gap 1 way (> 2 way) Required Convergent 1 

Problem-solving 2 way > 1 way Optional Convergent 1 

Decision-making 2 way > 1 way Optional Convergent 1+ 

Opinion exchange 2 way > 1 way Optional Divergent 1+/- 

 

Thus, research indicates that learners quite often negotiate meaning when they 

engage in tasks with one another, and teachers might be able to increase the opportunity 

by choosing the right type of task. However, some researchers have argued against these 

claims based on empirical evidence obtained in classrooms. For example, Foster (1998) 

studied how 21 students of an ESL class interacted while they worked on four tasks in 

pairs or small groups. Her study supported the task typology by Pica et al. (1993), 

indicating that jigsaw tasks led to more negotiation moves than decision-making tasks. 

However, the research also found that most students seldom produced negotiation moves 

(i.e., comprehension checks, confirmation checks, and clarification requests) regardless 

of task type or group size. Close examination of the performance of individual learners 
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revealed that only a particular few played an active role in negotiation sequences, with 

others remaining mostly passive. 

Foster obtained similar results in her subsequent study with Ohta (Foster & Ohta, 

2005). In this study, the researchers investigated negotiation of meaning by L2 learners of 

English and L2 learners of Japanese using information gap tasks. As in Foster (1998), the 

learners, particularly the learners of Japanese, initiated negotiation only infrequently, and 

the frequency varied widely among individual learners. In fact, 11 of the 39 participants 

did not initiate negotiation even once. The authors offered two explanations for the 

scarcity of negotiation. The first was that the learners in the study comprehended each 

other’s messages most of the time, and thus there was little need for them to negotiate 

and establish a common agreement of meaning. The second explanation was that the 

learners avoided negotiation even when they did not understand each other. As for the 

second explanation, the authors pointed out that negotiation could be face-threatening 

even when the two interlocutors were both learners. They explained that when requesting 

confirmation or clarification, learners needed to show their inability to understand in 

front of their peers. Furthermore, such requests might also disclose the peers’ inability to 

express their ideas. Because of these, the authors claimed that even when the two learners 

were aware of a possible miscommunication, they might not stop the flow of 

conversation at the cost of their own face or their partner’s face. 
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Effect of Task-Based Negotiation on Learning 

Quantity of modified input and output. Even among the researchers who 

believe that tasks promote negotiation, there is a question as to whether negotiation that 

occurs during task work is truly facilitative for learning. One issue relating to this 

question is that input and output might not be made comprehensible as a result of 

negotiation. For example, when one learner does not understand the other learner’s 

utterance and signals the incomprehension, but the other learner does not respond to the 

signal, the negotiation sequence ends without being completed. Even when the other 

learner responds to the signal and tries to adjust his/her initial utterance, he/she might not 

be able to do so successfully if the necessary linguistic data are not available. As 

discussed earlier, two ways in which negotiation can contribute to learning are through 

providing opportunities to receive modified input and opportunities to produce modified 

output. If learner-learner negotiation during task work does not offer as many of these 

opportunities as learner-NS negotiation, it might not be as facilitative as studies report it 

to be. 

Several studies have investigated task-based interaction from this perspective, by 

comparing interactions between two learners with those between a learner and a NS. 

Some of them have indicated that learner-learner negotiation was no less effective than 

learner-NS negotiation in terms of the opportunities for input and output modification. 

For example, Pica, Lincoln-Porter, Paninos, and Linnell (1996) had 10 ESL learner-

learner dyads and 10 ESL learner-NS dyads complete two jigsaw tasks and compared 

their interactions. The authors were mainly interested in how learners and NSs would 
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differ in (a) the modified input they provided in response to negotiation moves initiated 

by learners and (b) the modified output they elicited from learners as a result of 

negotiation they initiated. The authors hypothesized that learners would provide less 

modified input than NSs because of their limited linguistic resources. As for modified 

output, they predicted that learners would be more successful in drawing it out from other 

learners. One reason for this was that when a learner initiated negotiation with another 

learner, he or she would merely signal incomprehensibility and would not provide the 

target language model for the problematic utterance. Consequently, the one who received 

the signal would usually be made accountable for modifying his or her own utterance. In 

contrast, with NSs, learners might not feel the need to adjust their problematic utterances 

because NSs would often rephrase them when they initiated negotiation. The results of 

the study partially supported their hypothesis about input modification. For one task, 

learners produced significantly less modified input than NSs while, for the other, there 

was no significant difference between learners and NSs. However, the study did not 

support the hypothesis about output modification: The amount of modified output 

learners produced did not significantly vary whether they interacted with NSs or with 

other learners. Based on these results, the authors concluded that learner-learner 

negotiation was potentially useful as a source of modified input and output, but only to a 

limited degree. 

García Mayo and Pica (2000) replicated the study of Pica et al. (1996) with more 

advanced learners in an EFL setting. They measured the amounts of input and output 

modification that the learners produced as a result of negotiation during jigsaw and 
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decision-making tasks. The findings were largely similar to the findings of Pica et al. 

with no significant difference found between learners and NSs, either in the amount of 

modified input they provided learners or in the amount of modified output they elicited 

from learners. However, compared to Pica et al., the frequency of negotiation moves in 

this study was generally very low. 

Shehadeh (1999) hypothesized that learner-learner interaction would provide 

more opportunities for negotiation and more output modifications than learner-NS 

interaction. He generated this hypothesis based on Varonis and Gass’ (1985) model, 

which illustrated how interaction between two NNSs was more likely to lead to 

negotiation than interaction between two NSs or between a NS and a NNS. To test his 

hypothesis, Shehadeh had 16 learners complete two tasks either with other learners or 

with NSs and analyzed their interactions. The results partially supported the hypothesis. 

On one task, learners initiated negotiation and modified their utterances significantly 

more often when interacting with other learners than when interacting with NSs, but on 

the other task, no significant difference was found between the two conditions. 

Mackey, Oliver, and Leeman (2003) compared ESL learners and NSs in the 

amount of negative feedback they provided learners and the amount of modified output 

they elicited from learners during task work. The data came from 12 learner-NS pairs and 

12 learner-learner pairs that engaged in two tasks. The results indicated that learners 

provided significantly less negative feedback to their NNS partners in response to their 

non-target-like utterances but offered them significantly more opportunities to modify 

their utterances. NSs, on the other hand, initiated negotiation more often than learners but 
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tended to carry on with their turns without giving learners the chance to rephrase. As for 

the actual production of modified output, the research found no significant difference 

between learners and NSs in the amount of modification they elicited from learners. All 

in all, the results suggested that learners were as capable as NSs of contributing to their 

peers’ learning. 

Sato and Lyster (2007) conducted a similar study with university EFL learners in 

Japan. They asked eight learners to complete two similar jigsaw tasks in pairs. For one 

task, the learners paired up with each other, and for the other, they paired up with NSs. 

The researchers transcribed the interactional data and identified instances of language-

related episodes (LREs). These consisted of sequences in which the interlocutors 

negotiated meaning or talked about inaccuracy in their utterances. Analysis of the LREs 

revealed that learners adjusted their output significantly more when they worked with 

other learners than when they worked with NSs. 

Other studies have found that task-based negotiation between learners is not very 

likely to generate input or output modification. As noted above, Foster (1998) found that 

learners did not initiate negotiation frequently while working on tasks. She also found 

that even when learners did initiate negotiation, it rarely led to output modification. Only 

20 (23%) of the 87 negotiation moves she observed resulted in a semantic, syntactic or 

phonological adjustment to the original utterances. The rest were responded with merely 

a repetition of the initial utterance or a yes/no answer, or no response at all. With regards 

to these findings, Foster commented that the shared incompetence as learners, which 

Varonis and Gass (1985) and Pica et al. (1996) considered as an advantage of learner-
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learner negotiation, might actually work as an impediment. She explained that modifying 

one’s previous utterance was fundamentally a troublesome act, and therefore, even when 

their interlocutors had signaled non-understanding, learners might not go out of their way 

to correct themselves. This was likely to happen when they interacted with other learners 

and thought that the non-understanding was due to the interlocutors’ incompetence. 

Foster and Ohta (2005) obtained similar findings in which only 10 out of 56 negotiation 

moves (18%) resulted in output modification. 

 

Quality of modified input and output. In addition to the quantity, the quality of 

modified input and output also influences the efficacy of task-based negotiation between 

learners. If input modified by learners does not encompass a variety of forms, the 

opportunity for other learners to learn new forms might diminish. More importantly, if 

learners’ adjustments do not conform to the target language form, they might prevent 

their partners from modifying their utterances toward more target-like forms. Although 

the amount of literature investigating this question is quite small, a few studies have 

provided positive empirical evidence. Porter’s (1986) study cited above indicated that 

NSs might slightly be better as providers of input modification because they corrected 

8% of learners’ errors while learners corrected only 1.5% of other learners’ errors. More 

importantly, however, the study revealed that learners’ corrections were distributed for 

grammar and vocabulary just as evenly as NSs’ corrections. In addition, the majority of 

learners’ corrections were linguistically accurate: They miscorrected only 0.3% of other 

learners’ errors. 
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Pica et al. (1996) hypothesized that NSs would modify their utterances in a 

variety of ways, including lexical substitution, paraphrasing, and syntactic modification, 

whereas learners’ responses to negotiation signals would largely consist of segmentations, 

that is, simple repetitions of isolated words or phrases in their previous utterances. 

However, the study did not support this hypothesis. It found no significant difference 

between learners and NSs in the distribution of response types. On one task, learners and 

NSs both used syntactic or lexical modifications much more often than segmentations, 

while on the other, segmentations constituted more than half of the responses for both 

types of participants. Moreover, on both tasks, learners’ input modifications were as 

likely to conform to L2 grammar as their segmentations. These results suggested that 

learners had potential to become a rich source of comprehensible input for other learners 

in task-based negotiation. 

García Mayo and Pica’s (2000) study of advanced learners provided similar 

findings although negotiation occurred much less frequently. In the negotiations that 

occurred, segmentations constituted only a small portion of both learners’ and NSs’ 

responses. Learners’ responses, whether they were segmentations or other types of 

modifications, mostly conformed to target-language grammar. 

Some of the studies reviewed in the previous subsection also indicated that 

learner-learner interaction generated at least as much output modification as learner-NS 

interaction (Mackey et al., 2003; Sato & Lyster, 2007; Shehadeh, 1999). This finding 

suggested that output modification resulting from learner-learner negotiation was not 

different in quality from output modification deriving from learner-NS negotiation. This 
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is because, in these studies, learners’ responses to negotiation moves were coded as 

modified output only when they were more comprehensible or more accurate than their 

original utterances. 

On the other hand, Foster’s (1998) study suggested that output modification by 

learners might not be so rich in variety. Her investigation into classroom task-based 

interaction by ESL learners revealed that the majority of output adjustments made as a 

result of negotiation were lexical or phonological. Of a total of 20 negotiation moves that 

led to some kind of modification, only five resulted in syntactical modification, and only 

two in morphological modification. 

As described in this section, TBLT has evolved as a means to embody the 

principles of the interaction approach in L2 classrooms. With their primary focus on 

meaning and goal-oriented nature, tasks are supposed to create the need for learners to 

interact with each other and resolve communication troubles through negotiation of 

meaning. Input and output are made comprehensible through the process of negotiation, 

as learners modify their language use in response to feedback from other learners. 

However, studies on the frequency of learner-learner negotiation during tasks have 

produced mixed results. Some indicated that learners did negotiate fairly often while 

working on tasks, especially when the tasks required them to exchange information and 

work toward one outcome. Others found that negotiation did not occur very frequently 

between learners. Researchers have offered several explanations for this, including lack 

of major communication problems, learners’ reluctance to take responsibility of 

miscommunication, and their concern for face. Studies on the efficacy of learner-learner 
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negotiation in terms of input and output modification have also yielded mixed results. 

Some found that learners were capable of producing as much modified input and output 

when negotiating with each other as when negotiating with NSs. The modified input 

provided by learners was comparable to that provided by NSs, in terms of its variety in 

form and conformity to target-language grammar. Others suggested that learner-learner 

negotiation might not be an ideal context for input and output modification. These studies 

reported that negotiation moves often went unanswered, and even when they were 

responded, they largely ended in lexical, rather than syntactic, modification. A major 

limitation of this line of studies, however, is that few studies have researched the outcome 

of negotiation, and even fewer have studied it in learner-learner contexts. More than 

anything else, the dearth of research has prevented researchers from stating anything 

conclusive about this topic. 

 

Manipulating Tasks for More Effective Negotiation 

As described in the previous section, literature on task-based interaction has 

suggested that the quantity and quality of the negotiation might not be sufficient to cause 

any substantial changes to learners’ interlanguage systems. In the first place, as Foster 

and Ohta (2005) pointed out, tasks might not create as much negotiation opportunity as 

expected. As stated earlier, essential features of tasks consist of: (a) an emphasis on task 

completion, (b) use of the target language, and (c) a primary focus on meaning. A well-

designed task sets a goal that learners cannot accomplish without communicating with 

each other and exchanging information, and learners are expected to do these by 
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employing all their resources, both linguistic and non-linguistic. Thus, with tasks 

carefully adjusted to their levels, serious communication problems that require substantial 

negotiation should not frequently arise. 

In addition, even when a communication trouble occurs and negotiation is 

initiated, the end result might not be very promising for learning. The primary goals of 

tasks are meaningful communication and successful completion; negotiation is a means 

to these ends, not an end in itself. Thus, learners might negotiate while engaging in tasks, 

but not more than they need for solving problems that prevent them from attaining these 

goals. Because of this, task-based negotiation does not necessarily lead to more accurate 

language. For example, learners’ modified output sometimes does not conform to the 

target language grammar. However, it is rare that learners negotiate further until they 

come up with the target-like forms; they usually terminate the negotiation when they 

have clarified the meaning. In addition, because tasks do not motivate learners to 

negotiate more than necessary, negotiation during task work typically focuses on 

vocabulary. Grammar, particularly morphological grammar, is unlikely to become the 

focus of negotiation because it rarely impedes comprehension of meaning (Foster, 1998; 

Foster & Ohta, 2005; Pica, 1994). 

This tendency for learners to focus on meaning and vocabulary more than 

grammatical form can be intensified by their limited capacity to deal with the L2. As 

VanPatten (1990) argued, attention to meaning and attention to form compete with each 

other and cannot be easily achieved simultaneously in learners’ minds. When working on 

tasks, which emphasize meaning over form, learners’ attention is naturally directed 
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toward understanding the meaning of incoming messages, leaving little room for 

attending to the form that materializes it. This is especially the case with lower-level 

learners, who have to devote a larger portion of their cognition to comprehending 

meaning. 

 

Importance of Negotiating Form 

With these key features, prototype tasks can provide learners with opportunities to 

negotiate meaning, but the negotiation tends to focus on vocabulary and is pursued only 

to the extent needed for solving communication problems. Grammatical errors are usually 

overlooked unless they seriously affect comprehension. A negative consequence of this is 

that communication during task work tends to be highly lexicalized. Learners often rely 

heavily on isolated words and memorized chunks to get their messages across, without 

striving to string these pieces together and form grammatical sentences. Such style of 

communication might help increase fluency and develop communication strategies, but it 

does not contribute to developing accuracy (Richards, 2002; Skehan, 1996a, 1996b). 

When considering how tasks can promote linguistic development more effectively, 

it is convenient to classify negotiation into two types: negotiation of meaning and 

negotiation of form. What distinguishes the two is the presence or absence of 

communication problems. Negotiation, in its original sense, refers to negotiation of 

meaning, that is, an interactional sequence in which interlocutors modify their utterances 

in order to resolve a communication problem and reach a common understanding of 

meaning. In contrast, negotiation of form is initiated to address a problem of purely 
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linguistic nature when the interlocutors have no trouble understanding each other. 

According to Ellis, Basturkmen, and Loewen (2001), it refers to interlocutors’ “attempts 

to establish a correct form interactionally even though no breakdown in communication 

has occurred” (pp. 418-419). In other words, negotiation of meaning and negotiation of 

form both occur reactively to address problems during interaction, but the kinds of 

problems they deal with are different. 

In addition to these reactive types of sequences, Ellis et al. (2001) described 

another, proactive type of sequence that draws interlocutors’ attention to form. This type 

of sequence, a preemptive focus on form episode, occurs in the absence of any kind of 

problem, communicative or linguistic. They are usually initiated for the purpose of 

resolving such problems before they actually happen and thus take the form of questions 

and answers about target language grammar or vocabulary. Ellis et al. emphasized the 

importance of this type of sequence because it “addresses an actual or a perceived gap in 

the students’ knowledge,” compared to negotiation of meaning or form, which is 

sometimes triggered by performance errors (p. 414). 

Thus, tasks need to offer learners opportunities for negotiation of form and 

preemptive focus on form. Negotiation of form, which takes place in the absence of 

communication problems, deals with linguistic problems that do not interfere with 

comprehension. These problems typically involve morpho-syntax, for example, tense and 

aspect of verbs. In addition, negotiation of form is often initiated by other-correction. 

Compared to typical moves that initiate negotiation of meaning, such as requests for 

confirmation or requests for clarification, other-correction provides learners negative 
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feedback more directly and thus can prompt them to modify their utterances more 

effectively. Preemptive focus on form is even more likely to lead to target-like utterances 

because it directly derives from learners’ awareness of what lacks in their knowledge and 

their desire to produce more accurate language. For these reasons, these two types of 

sequences can push learners to produce the target language “precisely, coherently, and 

appropriately,” in the manners that Swain (1985) claimed to be necessary for linguistic 

development in her Comprehensible Output Hypothesis. 

 

Manipulating Tasks to Facilitate Negotiation of Form 

One way to increase negotiation of form or preemptive focus on form in the 

TBLT framework is to have learners perform a follow-up activity that requires them to 

recycle the ideas they have generated during the main task and express them more 

accurately. Because learners have already completed the main task, they know the 

meaning they want to express. Thus, in the follow-up activity, they can allocate large 

parts of their cognitive capacity to attending to the form that represents the meaning. As a 

useful approach to incorporating such follow-up activities into task-based lessons, J. 

Willis (1996) presented the notion of task cycle, which consists of three stages: task, 

planning, and reporting. In the first stage, learners work on the main task in pairs or 

groups. In the second stage, they prepare to report the outcome of the main task to the 

whole class. When they give an oral report, the planning work involves deciding what to 

say or creating presentation notes. When they give a written report, the planning work 

involves composing the report together. Finally, in the report stage, learners take turns at 
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giving their oral presentation or read each other’s written report. J. Willis believed that 

the requirement of speaking in front of the class or sharing a written report with the class 

gives learners the pressure to improve their production, and this pressure motivates them 

to reflect on the form of their output and venture to use new forms. When advocating the 

use of the task cycle, D. Willis and Willis (2007) emphasized the importance of 

collaboration in the planning stage. They claimed that jointly preparing for an oral report 

or composing a written report provides learners with opportunities to “correct each 

other’s contributions, discuss grammar points and collocation, thus scaffolding each 

other’s learning and giving that extra feeling of confidence” (p. 169). 

As another way to encourage learners to negotiate or talk about form during task 

performance, researchers have proposed shifting the task modality from speaking to 

writing. For example, Skehan (1998) suggested that teachers manipulate modality 

(spoken or written), along with other task conditions, such as time pressure, availability 

of support, and a surprise element, in order to control the amount of learners’ attention to 

form. On a similar note, Richards (2002) included product (i.e., producing an outcome 

orally or in writing) in his list of five conditions for task implementation that teachers 

could manipulate when controlling the level of accuracy in learners’ production. The 

other four conditions consisted of participation (i.e., working individually, in pairs, or in 

groups), procedures (i.e., dividing the task into smaller parts), resources (i.e., access to 

materials that assist performance), and order (i.e., sequencing the task in relation to other 

tasks). 
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Theorists have offered various rationales for switching the task modality from 

speaking to writing in order to promote negotiation of form. Skehan (1998) explained that 

writing gives learners more planning time and enables them to allocate more resources to 

attending to form, which the real-time nature of speaking does not allow them to do. 

Swain and Lapkin (2001) argued that in writing, what learners produce remains on paper, 

so they are able to reflect on their own language use and notice its problems without 

difficulty. They also pointed out that linguistic forms are visually salient in written texts 

and thus easier for learners to notice. Adams (2006) agreed with Swain and Lapkin on 

this point. She stated that “in writing, . . . the communication of meaning and focus on 

form can be separated in time” (p. 11), which means that writing enables learners to focus 

on meaning during production and then turn their attention to form once the production is 

completed (see also Adams & Ross-Feldman, 2008, for advantages of writing over 

speaking). Williams (2012) argued that two inherent characteristics of writing, slower 

pace and permanence, make it more facilitative for language learning than speaking. She 

explained that the slower pace of written production provides learners extra time to plan 

and monitor their own output. This increases the opportunity to focus on form and 

promotes learning. On the other hand, the permanent nature of written production 

increases demand for accuracy. The idea that their product might remain forever pushes 

learners to improve its quality. This can also lead to increased focus on form and learning. 

Researchers have also argued that these advantages of the writing mode are 

enhanced when learners compose together. As illustrated earlier, in task-based 

negotiation, learners receive negative feedback from their interlocutors and notice the gap 
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between the form they have produced and the form in the target language. However, 

when learners work on speaking-only tasks, the real-time demand of spoken interaction 

makes it difficult for them to provide feedback or process feedback because they have to 

focus on the meaning at the same time. Alternatively, when learners write together, they 

are liberated from the pressure of real-time performance and are able to attend to each 

other’s feedback more effectively while communicating for meaning (Adams, 2003; 

Swain & Lapkin, 2001). Benefits of collaborative writing have also been discussed from 

sociocultural perspectives. For example, Storch (2005) argued that creating a piece of 

writing together helps learners develop a sense of joint responsibility over the product, 

and this motivates them to negotiate to solve any problems in language use and accept 

feedback from their peers to improve the product. 

 

Effectiveness of Manipulations 

Writing as a post-task. A number of studies have investigated negotiation or 

discussion of form between learners by having them write together after they complete 

the main task. These studies have typically used picture story jigsaw tasks that consist of 

a main speaking task and a follow-up writing task. For the main task, the two learners of 

a pair are given different sets of picture panels that depict a coherent story when put 

together in the right order. Without looking at each other’s pictures, the two learners 

exchange information about the pictures and figure out the story. After completing the 

main task, the learners work together to write down the story they have figured out. 
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Generally, studies using this type of task have shown that the requirement of joint writing 

has positive effects on negotiation or discussion of form between learners. 

For instance, Swain and Lapkin (1998) used a picture story jigsaw task to study 

interactions by 12 pairs of Grade 8 French immersion students in Canada. In order to 

identify instances of negotiation of meaning, negotiation of form, and preemptive 

episodes of linguistic discussion in the transcribed data, they employed language-related 

episodes (LREs), which they referred to as “any part of a dialogue where the students talk 

about the language they are producing, question their language use, or correct themselves 

or others” (p. 326). The authors also classified the LREs into two types according to their 

focus: lexis-based, that is, LREs that involved vocabulary search or vocabulary choice, 

and form-based, that is, LREs that focused on syntax, morphology, spelling, or discourse. 

The data analysis revealed that, on average, the 12 pairs produced 8.8 LREs during the 

entire task including joint writing, on which they spent an average of 10.2 minutes. 

However, the variation in the number of LREs among pairs was extremely wide, ranging 

from 1 to 26. The mean for lexis-based LREs was 4.8 while the mean for form-based 

LREs was 4.0, indicating that the focus of talk was not overwhelmingly lexical, unlike in 

previous studies using tasks with no written components. 

In a subsequent study, Swain and Lapkin (2001) compared a picture story jigsaw 

task with a dictogloss task, both of which required writing. This time, they used two 

intact classes of Grade 8 French immersion students (N = 65), having one class engage in 

a picture story jigsaw task and the other class engage in a dictogloss task, which was 

based on the same story as the jigsaw task. As in the previous study, they transcribed the 
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recorded interactions, identified LREs, and categorized them according to their focus. 

The authors had predicted that the picture story task would generate more lexis-based 

LREs and the dictogloss task would generate more form-based LREs. However, the 

analysis revealed that the two tasks were not significantly different in the number of 

LREs, lexis-based LREs, or form-based LREs. As a reason why the two tasks were found 

similar contrary to their prediction, the authors noted that, in both tasks, the common 

requirement of writing encouraged participants to discuss the language they produced and 

pay attention to the accuracy of the product. 

Alegría de la Colina and García Mayo (2007) conducted similar research in an 

EFL setting. They had 24 university students in Spain work on three tasks that were 

based on the same content and all required writing: picture story jigsaw, dictogloss, and 

text reconstruction. Using the interactional data, the authors investigated the effect of task 

type on the frequency, focus, and outcome of LREs. They found that the number of LREs 

learners produced for the jigsaw task was significantly larger than that for the dictogloss 

task but significantly smaller than that for the text reconstruction task. For all three tasks, 

the number of form-based LREs exceeded the number of lexis-based LREs, but among 

the three tasks, the jigsaw task generated the largest number of lexis-based LREs. This 

result supported the authors’ hypothesis as well as Swain and Lapkin’s (2001) hypothesis. 

Regarding the outcome of LREs, for all three tasks, about 70% of all LREs were 

correctly resolved. Nevertheless, the proportion of correctly resolved LREs for dictogloss 

was significantly higher than that for jigsaw. The proportion of correctly resolved LREs 
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for jigsaw was higher than that for text reconstruction, but the difference did not reach 

statistical significance. 

 

Speaking vs. writing. To date, little research has been conducted to compare the 

two task modalities, speaking and writing, in terms of their effect on negotiation or 

discussion of form during task performance. Adams (2006) conducted one of the few 

empirical studies on this topic. In this study, an intact class of 44 adult ESL learners in 

the United States completed a decision-making task and a jigsaw task in pairs. Both tasks 

had an additional written requirement. For the decision-making task, the two learners 

discussed a list of guests for a dinner party and decided on a seating arrangement. Then, 

they wrote a passage describing the seating arrangement. For the jigsaw task, each learner 

held a different set of pictures that depicted a coherent story when combined, and they 

described their pictures to each other and figured out the story. They also had to write 

down the story, and some pairs worked on this after they had completed the main task 

while others worked on this as they were figuring out the story. Adams analyzed pairs’ 

interactions and compared their performances in the speaking segment and writing 

segment in terms of the frequency and target-like resolution of LREs. The results 

indicated that, for both types of tasks, learners generated significantly more LREs and 

successfully resolved significantly more LREs in the writing segment than in the 

speaking segment. Thus, the study showed that shifting task modality from speaking to 

writing increased the opportunity for learners to negotiate form and resolve problems 

successfully. However, comparison between the different work procedures for the jigsaw 
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task (writing after speaking or speaking and writing at the same time) showed no 

significant difference. 

Adams and Ross-Feldman (2008) used the same data as Adams (2006) but 

analyzed them more extensively with additional coding categories. Unlike in the previous 

study, the analysis revealed a significant difference between the two work procedures for 

the jigsaw task. Learners resolved more LREs successfully when they wrote after they 

completed the speaking-only main task than when they wrote as they were working on 

the main task. The authors commented that the timing of writing might not affect the 

frequency of LREs but might affect the effectiveness of LREs. 

Niu (2009) used a text reconstruction task to study the same topic. Eight pairs of 

Chinese university students completed the task. Four pairs reported their outcome orally 

while the other four pairs wrote down their reconstruction. She identified LREs in 

students’ interactions during the reconstruction work and classified them according to 

focus into lexis-focused, grammar-focused, and discourse-focused. She then compared 

the two task modes in terms of the quantity, quality, and focus of LREs. The study 

revealed that the writing mode exceeded the speaking mode in measurements of quantity, 

including the number of LREs, the number of LRE turns, and the proportion of LRE 

turns to all turns. As for the quality of LREs, students resolved more than 90% of LREs 

correctly in both task modes. However, Niu found that students were more engaged in the 

writing mode, often explaining and justifying their decisions. Regarding the focus of 

LREs, the study showed that the proportion of lexis-focused LREs was larger in the oral 
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mode while the proportions of grammar-focused and discourse-focused LREs were larger 

in the written mode. 

In Ross-Feldman’s (2007) study, 64 adult ESL learners in the United States 

completed three types of tasks: jigsaw, information gap, and decision-making. The three 

tasks all used pictures, but only the decision-making task required learners to write down 

the outcome after completing the main task. Although its primary purpose was to 

investigate the effect of gender on the frequency and resolution of LREs, the study also 

revealed that the three tasks varied significantly in the frequency of LREs. The decision-

making task generated significantly more LREs than the other two tasks, and the author 

speculated that this might be due to its collaborative writing requirement. 

More recently, García Mayo and Azkarai (2016) compared the two task modes 

using four different types of tasks. Two of them (dictogloss and text editing) required 

learners to produce written output while the other two (picture placement and picture 

differences) required oral production only. Forty-four university EFL students in Spain 

completed the tasks in pairs, and the researchers compared the two modes in terms of the 

frequency, focus, and outcome of LREs. The analysis revealed that the two writing tasks 

generated significantly more LREs than the two speaking tasks. The writing tasks 

generated more form-focused LREs (episodes that focused on morphology, syntax, 

phonology, or spelling) than meaning-focused LREs (episodes that focused on 

vocabulary) while the speaking tasks generated more meaning-focused LREs than form-

focused LREs. The proportion of resolved LREs was significantly larger in the writing 

mode than in the speaking mode. The researchers speculated that the modality difference 
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in LRE outcome might be related to the difference in LRE focus. In the writing mode, 

most LREs dealt with grammatical issues, and thus the learners were able to work out a 

solution more often, even though the solution was not always target-like. In the speaking 

mode, however, most LREs focused on vocabulary. In lexical LREs, when neither learner 

knew the English word they needed, the episode was likely to be left unresolved. 

 

Collaborative writing tasks. Similarly, not many researchers have tested the 

assumption that composing one piece of writing together encourages learners to discuss 

forms. One of the few, Storch (2005) compared collaborative writing and individual 

writing with 23 ESL students at an Australian university. The students wrote a passage 

describing a graph in pairs or by themselves. She analyzed their compositions to find any 

differences between the two styles of work. The analysis revealed that collaborative 

writing tended to generate shorter but more accurate and more complex texts. She also 

studied pair writers’ interactions to determine how much time they spent on different 

activities, one of which was LREs. The analysis showed that they spent an average of 

25% of the time on LREs. This was smaller than the amount of time they spent on 

generating ideas but much larger than the amount of time they spent on interpreting the 

graph or discussing the organization of the composition. However, large variation was 

detected among pairs. 

In a subsequent study with Wigglesworth, Storch had 24 pairs of learners 

complete two collaborative writing tasks: a report describing a graph and an 

argumentative essay (Storch & Wigglesworth, 2007). Quantitative analysis of the 
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interactional data revealed that, on the report writing task, the learners generated a total of 

346 LREs, and 54% of the LREs focused on lexis, 42% focused on form (syntax or 

morphology), and the rest focused on mechanics. On the essay writing task, the learners 

generated a total of 588 LREs, of which 52% focused on lexis, 38% focused on form, and 

the rest focused on mechanics. The learners in this study discussed morpho-syntax quite 

often, almost as often as lexis on the report task. However, as in the previous study, the 

researchers found large variations among pairs. The LRE count ranged from 14 to 44 for 

the report task and from 6 to 93 for the essay task. When they analyzed the data 

qualitatively, they also found variation among form-focused LREs: Some episodes were 

much longer than others. For example, in long LREs, learners corrected peers’ utterances 

and then provided explanations for the corrections, but in short LREs, they only corrected 

peers’ utterances or requested confirmation for their own utterances. 

Thus, tasks can provide learners with opportunities for negotiation of meaning, 

but the opportunities might be limited in quantity and quality. Learners tend to negotiate 

only when it is necessary for understanding each other, and the focus of negotiation is 

largely limited to vocabulary. For more balanced linguistic development, tasks need to 

offer opportunities for negotiation of form, which occurs in the absence of 

communication problems, and preemptive focus on form, which occurs proactively 

before any problems occur. As a way to achieve this goal, researchers have proposed 

shifting task modality from speaking to writing, particularly at the post-task stage. 

Studies have found that picture story jigsaw tasks followed by writing post-tasks 

effectively engage learners in negotiation of form and direct their attention to 
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grammatical features. Of particular importance are Adams’s study (2006), which 

compared the two modes incorporated in the same task cycle, and Niu’s study (2009), 

which compared oral and written versions of the same task. Both showed that the writing 

mode facilitates negotiation of form more effectively than the speaking mode. Ross-

Feldman’s study (2007) and García Mayo and Azkarai’s study (2016) supported this 

finding, but they compared tasks that differed not only in modality but also in task type, 

and therefore their results are less robust. 

 

Having Learners Use Their First Language (L1) 

Another possible factor that influences the amount of negotiation or discussion of 

form is learners’ use of the L1. Theorists argue for the benefit of the L1 in the L2 

learning process from various points of view. From the cognitive point of view, learners’ 

L1 is a useful cognitive tool that mediates their L2 learning. For example, the L1 helps 

learners understand input, retrieve knowledge from memory, plan what to say, and 

review their output (Scott & de la Fuente, 2008). From the interactionist point of view, 

the L1 is an obstacle to learning as it deprives learners of the opportunity to interact in the 

L2. However, some theorists argue that controlled use of the L1 can support, rather than 

inhibit, L2 interaction, particularly in contexts where learners have a common L1. For 

example, when engaging in a task together, learners can manage their collaboration better 

and focus their attention to linguistic forms more effectively in their L1 (Storch & 

Aldosari, 2010; Storch & Wigglesworth, 2003; Swain & Lapkin, 2000). From the socio-

cultural perspective, learners’ common L1 is a tool for establishing a social relationship, 
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scaffolding each other’s learning, and externalizing their thoughts through private speech 

(Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2009; Anton & Dicamilla, 1999; Storch & 

Wigglesworth, 2003). 

 

L1 Use During Task Work 

To date, very few studies have looked into the effect of L1 use by comparing 

learners’ interactions when they engage in tasks using the L2 only and when they engage 

in tasks using their L1 and the L2. Scott and de la Fuente’s (2008) qualitative study is one 

of the few examples. The researchers investigated two groups of university L2 French 

and L2 Spanish learners in the United States, using consciousness-raising tasks that 

required them to write down grammatical rules they deduced from sets of examples. The 

first group was allowed to speak the L1 (English) while working on the task in pairs 

while the second group was required to speak the target language only. Analysis revealed 

that Group 1 learners’ interactions were more continuous with fewer pauses, showed 

more signs of collaboration and balanced participation, and included more instances of 

metalinguistic terminology use than Group 2 learners’ interactions. Based on these 

findings, the authors concluded that the use of the L1 for consciousness-raising tasks 

could reduce learners’ cognitive load, facilitate their talk about language, and promote 

collaboration, and thereby could contribute to successful task completion and L2 learning. 

The authors proposed that teachers should not totally prohibit learners’ L1 use because it 

was part of the “natural and spontaneous cognitive processes that support L2 learning” (p. 

110) although they warned against letting them use it randomly. 
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Swain and Lapkin’s (2000) study is one of the few works that looked into the 

effect of L1 use on the quality of task product. In this study, Grade 8 French immersion 

students in Canada completed two collaborative writing tasks: picture story jigsaw and 

dictogloss. The researchers analyzed their interactions during task work to determine the 

number of turns they produced in the L1 (English). They also assessed the quality of their 

compositions in terms of content and language using 5-point scales. Then, by correlating 

these two measures, they examined the relationship between the amount of L1 use and 

the quality of task product. They found no significant correlation for the dictogloss task 

but found a significant negative correlation for the jigsaw task. This result suggested that 

students who created less successful products needed to use more L1 while working, and 

those who created more successful products needed to use less L1. However, the authors 

speculated that the needs for the L1 might differ depending on task type because they 

found a significant correlation only for the jigsaw task. In addition to the quantitative 

analysis, the researchers investigated learners’ interactions qualitatively and identified 

three common functions of the L1: task management, understanding the story, and 

vocabulary search. Focus on form was less prevalent than these three: Only 8% of turns 

containing L1 utterances performed this function. The researchers concluded that 

immersion students’ L1 use served important cognitive and social purposes and thus 

should not be prohibited. 

As described above, one of the goals of Swain and Lapkin’s (2000) study was to 

compare the amount of L1 learners used on different types of tasks. Other L1 use studies 

have shared this focus. For example, Alegría de la Colina and García Mayo (2009) 
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investigated the effect of task type on the amount and purpose of L1 use. In this study, 24 

low-proficiency English learners at a university in Spain worked in pairs to complete 

three tasks involving writing: picture story jigsaw, dictogloss, and text reconstruction. 

The researchers analyzed the pairs’ interactions in two ways. To find the amount of L1 

use, they counted the number of L1 words and found the proportion to the total number 

of words. To find the purpose of L1 use, they identified episodes in which the L1 was 

used and classified them into two types: metacognitive talk and metatalk. The results 

indicated that learners used the L1 quite frequently. In fact, with all three tasks, they used 

the L1 more than English. Of the three tasks, dictogloss and text reconstruction generated 

about the same amount of L1 use while jigsaw generated less. Learners used the L1 

mostly for metacognitive purposes, such as clarifying content or managing the task. L1 

metatalk, or discussion of vocabulary or grammar, occurred less often but still constituted 

27% to 43% of the episodes in which L1 was used. However, as for the amount of L1 

metatalk, the authors found great differences across the three tasks, with text 

reconstruction generating the largest amount and dictogloss the smallest. Acknowledging 

the benefits of L1 use for low proficiency EFL learners, the authors commented that 

learners’ cognitive and metacognitive skills could be transferred to the L2 while they 

worked on tasks using the L1. 

More recently, Azkarai and García Mayo (2015) conducted a similar study using 

four tasks: dictogloss, text editing, picture placement and picture differences. Of these 

four, the first two tasks required students to submit their written product while the other 

two did not. Thus, the authors aimed to find any influence of task modality on learners’ 
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L1 use by comparing them. They asked 44 university students in Spain to complete one 

of the four tasks in pairs and analyzed their interactions in terms of the amount and 

function of L1 use. They found that the proportion of L1 turns to all turns was greater for 

the dictogloss and text editing tasks, which represented the writing mode, than for the 

picture placement and picture differences tasks, which represented the speaking mode. At 

the same time, the research found variation between the two tasks of the same mode. 

Specifically, the text editing task brought about more L1 use than the dictogloss task, and 

the picture placement task brought about more L1 use than the picture differences task. 

This indicated that modality was not the only factor that determined the amount of L1 use. 

The authors speculated that the text editing and picture placement tasks required students 

to use more L1 because they were more structured than the other task of the same 

modality. As for the function of the L1, students used the L1 most frequently for phatics 

in both task modes. Grammar talk was the second most frequent in the writing mode 

whereas vocabulary talk was the second most frequent in the speaking mode. 

Storch and Aldosari (2010) conducted an experimental study in Saudi Arabia to 

explore how task type and pairing of learners of similar or different proficiency levels 

influenced their L1 use. In this study, 15 pairs of EFL learners completed three types of 

tasks: a jigsaw task, a collaborative writing task, and a text editing task. The study found 

that learners used their L1, Arabic, sparingly: L1 turns accounted for only 16% of all 

turns they produced. The study also found that task type and proficiency pairing 

interacted with the amount of L1 use. Low proficiency pairs used more L1 than high 

proficiency pairs or mixed proficiency pairs when performing the text editing task, but 
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not the other two tasks. The functions of the L1 also varied across different proficiency 

pairings. While the two most common functions were task management and vocabulary 

deliberations for all three proficiency pairings, the third most common function was 

different: It was grammar negotiation for low proficiency pairs and idea generation for 

the high or mixed proficiency pairs. Based on the results, the researchers suggested that 

instructors should be careful when they assign tasks to learners of different proficiency 

levels because different types of tasks might generate different amounts of L1 use 

depending on the proficiency level. Nevertheless, they emphasized that learners’ use of 

their L1 should not be prohibited because such restriction would “deny them the 

opportunity of using an important tool” for cognitive and social development (p. 372). 

 

Use of Metalanguage 

As described in the previous section, studies have shown that when learners use 

their L1 during task work, they commonly use it for language-related purposes, such as 

vocabulary search and grammar deliberation. In other words, studies have suggested that 

metalanguage, or language for talking about language, is one of the important functions 

of the L1 in task-based interaction. Although the amount of research is limited, SLA 

literature has drawn attention to L2 metalanguage. What has motivated researchers is the 

assumption that metalanguage facilitates negotiation of form and helps direct learners’ 

attention to the target feature of negotiation. 

Fortune and Thorp (2001) and Fortune (2005) investigated ESL learners’ L2 

metalanguage use in LREs. Their view of metalanguage was in line with that of Berry 
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(2005), who saw it as “more than terminology, more than just a specialised body of lexis” 

and as a concept that “applies to all aspects of language that is used to talk about 

language” (p. 17). Based on this view, the authors investigated both technical and non-

technical types of metalanguage use. The former included the use of grammatical terms, 

reference to grammatical rules, and explanation of word meanings. The latter included 

making evaluative comments about language use (e.g., “That’s right”) and asking 

questions about language (e.g., “What does the word mean?”). The authors emphasized 

the importance of the technical type of use because learners articulate their explicit 

knowledge and apply it to problem solving and decision making in collaborative contexts 

through this type of use. 

Based on the technical and non-technical distinction, Fortune and Thorp (2001) 

and Fortune (2005) developed taxonomies of LREs according to the type of 

metalanguage use they contained. They divided grammar-focused LREs into four 

categories: (a) non-technical use only, (b) non-technical use plus use of grammatical 

terminology, (c) non-technical use plus reference to a grammatical rule, and (d) non-

technical use plus reference to text content. Similarly, they classified vocabulary-focused 

LREs into five categories: (a) non-technical use only, (b) non-technical use plus 

explanation of meaning, (c) non-technical use plus provision of a synonym or an antonym, 

(d) non-technical use plus reference to a context, and (e) non-technical use plus reference 

to a formality level. 

Employing these taxonomies, Fortune and Thorp (2001) studied the data they 

gathered from intermediate ESL learners in the United Kingdom. The analysis revealed 
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that learners used metalanguage in only 29.4% of LREs that they generated while 

completing dictogloss tasks. In the rest of the LREs, they did not use any metalanguage, 

either technical or non-technical. Instead of negotiating or discussing the target form 

using metalanguage, learners tended to simply vocalize the target form in these LREs. 

The authors speculated that without enough L2 capacity to use metalanguage and 

articulate explicit knowledge, learners used vocalization as a means for tapping into each 

other’s knowledge, drawing feedback, and making linguistic decisions. 

To compare the results with those of higher proficiency learners, Fortune (2005) 

replicated the 2001 study with advanced ESL learners in the United Kingdom. He found 

that these learners used metalanguage more frequently, in 46.4% of all LREs. Of all 

grammatical LREs that contained any use of metalanguage, 43.4% contained use of 

grammatical terminology, and 27.5% contained reference to grammatical rules. These 

figures were much higher than those for the intermediate learners, which were 18.6% and 

7.6%, respectively. Another important finding concerned the effect of metalanguage use 

on the quality of LREs. Fortune classified LREs into continuous episodes and 

discontinuous episodes. The former referred to episodes learners left at one point, with or 

without resolution, to discuss another linguistic item or deal with a nonlinguistic issue 

and never returned to. The latter referred to episodes learners left at one point but 

returned to later. Fortune considered discontinuity as an indication of learners’ sustained 

engagement with the target form. The data showed that LREs containing metalanguage 

use tended to be discontinuous for three of the four pairs that participated in the study. 

Based on these findings, the author argued that learners could engage in negotiation of 
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form deeply and maintain the deep involvement for an extended period of time with the 

help of metalanguage. 

Basturkmen, Loewen, and Ellis (2002) studied how the teacher and students used 

L2 metalanguage when they discussed forms, a different context from Fortune and Thorp 

(2001) or Fortune (2005). They audio recorded interactions between the teacher and 

students during communicative activities, identified focus on form episodes, which were 

a construct similar to LREs, and determined how many of them contained any 

metalanguage use. In identifying instances of metalanguage use, they focused exclusively 

on the use of metalinguistic terms, or lexical items that described or analyzed language. 

In this regard, their view of metalanguage was narrower than that of Fortune and Thorp 

or Fortune. However, they were similar to both Fortune and Fortune and Thorp in that 

they distinguished between technical metalinguistic terms, such as verb, tag question, and 

tense, and non-technical metalinguistic terms, such as mean, word, and understand. The 

analysis revealed that metalinguistic terms were used in 32% of all focus on form 

episodes, and the majority of the terms were non-technical. Metalinguistic terms were 

used in student-initiated episodes as frequently as in teacher-initiated episodes, and used 

in 55% of preemptive episodes but in merely 9% of reactive episodes. The study also 

found that only in student-initiated preemptive episodes, metalanguage use significantly 

related to student uptake. From these results, the authors concluded that metalanguage 

was an important means for students, as well as for teachers, to initiate talk about 

language during communicative lessons. The study also suggested that, at least in 
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preemptive episodes, metalanguage made the target forms more explicit and noticeable 

for learners and facilitated uptake. 

Thus, studies on the use of L2 metalanguage have provided evidence for the 

benefit of metalanguage use, but at the same time, they have shown that learners, 

particularly lower proficiency learners, do not employ metalanguage frequently while 

they discuss form. When learners do not employ any metalanguage but still resolve 

linguistic problems or make linguistic decisions collaboratively, they either rely on their 

implicit knowledge or use their explicit knowledge without verbalizing it (Fortune & 

Thorp, 2001). With EFL learners, particularly those in Japan, the latter seems more likely. 

The development of explicit knowledge has long been at the center of the English 

language curricula for junior and senior high schools, and teachers have used Japanese to 

teach it. They typically spend a large part of the lesson time explaining grammatical rules 

in Japanese and teaching word meanings using Japanese translation. As a result, students 

in Japan tend to have well-developed explicit knowledge and can articulate it in Japanese, 

but not in English. It is possible for learners to negotiate form and resolve linguistic 

problems without using metalanguage. However, as the aforementioned studies suggested, 

when learners employ metalanguage in negotiation, they tend to be involved in 

negotiation more deeply, and their attention to the target form tends to be sustained. Thus, 

in Japan and other similar EFL environments, teachers should allow students to speak 

their L1 during negotiation of form and give them access to L1 metalanguage. 

From the cognitive, interactionist, and socio-cultural approaches, theorists claim 

that learners’ L1 plays an important role in their L2 learning. Studies on L1 use in task-
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based interaction revealed that talking about language was a common function of the L1, 

along with task management and understanding content. However, these studies also 

found that the relative importance of this function varied, depending on such factors as 

task type and proficiency level. Studies on metalanguage use showed that learners did not 

use L2 metalanguage very often when they discussed form, but when they used it, it 

helped them sustain deep engagement with the target form. This suggests that, if allowed 

to speak their L1, EFL learners can employ L1 metalanguage and focus on form more 

effectively. In view of these findings, EFL learners’ use of the L1 during task work 

should be justified if it is for the purpose of negotiating form. Overall, however, previous 

studies on learners’ L1 use are seriously limited in number and are often designed 

inadequately; further investigation into this topic is strongly needed. 

 

Gaps in the Literature 

SLA research over the past few decades has shed light on the complicated process 

of interlanguage development and provided valuable pedagogical implications. As the 

field has advanced, TBLT has been reviewed empirically in terms of its capability to 

provide learners with opportunities for negotiation and focus on form. The findings of 

these studies have encouraged researchers to devise ways to manipulate the design of 

tasks or task cycles to promote negotiation and preemptive discussion of form. However, 

the effectiveness of these manipulations has not been assessed sufficiently. As discussed 

in the previous section, researchers argue that incorporating writing into speaking-only 

tasks is potentially beneficial, especially when learners are required to write together to 
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report the outcome of the main task (Adams, 2003; Storch, 2005; Swain & Lapkin, 2001). 

Little has been done, however, to test the efficacy of such post-tasks, and as discussed in 

this chapter, the small number of studies that investigated this topic had room for 

improvement in terms of design. They compared writing post-tasks with speaking-only 

main tasks (e.g., Adams, 2006; Adams & Ross-Feldman, 2008), with speaking-only tasks 

of other types (e.g., García Mayo and Azkarai, 2016; Ross-Feldman, 2007), or with other 

types of tasks involving writing (e.g., Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2007; Swain 

& Lapkin, 2001). With the exception of Niu (2009), none of the studies compared the two 

task modes, speaking and writing, using the same task. 

Similar gaps exist in the literature on learners’ L1 use during task work. The 

number of studies in this area is small, and some of them have flaws in design. The most 

serious deficiency is that, except for Scott and de la Fuente’s (2008) study, almost no 

published studies have compared the L2-only condition and the L1/L2 condition in terms 

of negotiation or interactional focus on form. Most work in this area has examined the 

effect of task- or learner-related variables, such as task type or proficiency level, on L1 

use (e.g., Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2009; Storch & Aldosari, 2010; Swain & 

Lapkin, 2000). Although these studies have provided valuable information about factors 

that encourage or discourage learners to use their L1 while working on tasks, they have 

not revealed how L1 use influences negotiation of form and attention to form. Scott and 

de la Fuente’s study was an exploratory study aiming to describe learners’ interaction and 

collaboration in the two language conditions, rather than to investigate the effect of L1 

use on particular variables. 
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To study the variables mentioned above, there is a need for a comprehensive 

framework of analysis that covers different types of form-focused interaction in the L1 

and the L2. Most of the early negotiation studies focused exclusively on negotiation of 

meaning, which was typically initiated by the so-called “three Cs”: requests for 

confirmation, requests for clarification, or comprehension checks. However, it has 

become increasingly evident that negotiation of meaning, which is primarily the means 

for resolving incomprehension, explains only a small portion of the learning process 

through interaction. Language-related episodes (LREs) have emerged as a construct that 

encompasses a wider range of form-focused talk, including negotiation of form, which 

occurs in the absence of any incomprehension. However, most of the previous studies 

using LREs were conducted in ESL settings and investigated interactions made in 

English only. A small number of studies applied the framework to EFL or immersion 

contexts to analyze interactions containing utterances in the L1 (Alegría de la Colina & 

García Mayo, 2009; Swain & Lapkin, 1998), but none of them were conducted in Japan 

using data with Japanese utterances. 

Another gap in the literature is the lack of research that relates L1 use during task 

work to the quality of the written product. Analysis of compositions has often been 

included in studies on collaborative writing tasks. However, it has rarely been conducted 

in studies that investigate learners’ L1 use during collaborative writing tasks. In the 

studies on L1 use discussed in this chapter, only Swain and Lapkin (2000) looked at 

compositions written by participants in order to assess the effect of L1 use. The others 

were solely interested in the influence of the L1 on the process of writing. 
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Finally, there is a need to explore the relationship between L1 use, metalanguage 

use, and negotiation of form. The studies on ESL learners by Fortune and Thorp (2001) 

and Fortune (2005) have revealed that learners’ deep engagement with the target form 

tends to be sustained when they employ metalanguage in negotiation. In EFL settings, 

this benefit of metalanguage is assumed to be enhanced when learners use metalanguage 

in their shared L1. However, no previous research has tested this assumption by 

analyzing L1 metalanguage use and L2 metalanguage use with the same group of learners 

and compared their influences on negotiation of form. 

 

Purpose of the Study 

This study primarily investigates Japanese EFL learners’ negotiation of form 

during task work, with an aim to find how task modality influences the quantity and 

quality of negotiation. As a way to incorporate negotiation of form into meaning-focused 

tasks, researchers have suggested shifting task modality from speaking to writing, and 

previous studies have shown that learners are more likely to engage in LREs when the 

task requires written production (e.g., Adams, 2006; García Mayo & Azkarai, 2016; 

Swain & Lapkin, 2001). However, among these studies, Niu (2009) is the only one that 

compared the two modes using the same task. To address this gap, this study uses a 

speaking version and a writing version of the same post-task and compares LREs that 

learners generate in terms of frequency, focus, and outcome. 

In EFL contexts, another possible means to facilitate negotiation of form during 

tasks is to allow learners to use their L1. In Japan, learners typically gain explicit 
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knowledge of English through the medium of the L1 (Japanese). Thus, it is assumed that 

they will apply their explicit knowledge to negotiation and resolve linguistic problems 

more effectively when they have access to Japanese. The second purpose of the study is 

to test this assumption. Many researchers have investigated EFL learners’ L1 use in task-

based interactions and found that negotiation of form is an important function of the L1 

(e.g., Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2009; Storch & Aldosari, 2010; Swain & 

Lapkin, 2000). However, with an exception of Scott and de la Fuente (2008), none of 

these researchers compared learners’ interactions when they were instructed to speak the 

L2 only and when they were permitted to speak the L1. This study aims to address this 

gap by comparing the two language conditions (English-only and English/Japanese) in 

terms of the frequency, focus, and outcome of LREs that learners generate. 

To investigate the two variables mentioned above (task mode and language 

condition), the study uses LREs, a construct that encompasses negotiation of meaning, 

negotiation of form, and preemptive focus on form. The amount of research that applies 

this construct is increasing, and thus, the use of LREs makes the results of the study 

comparable to those of others. In addition, by using LREs, the study seeks to address 

another gap in the literature, namely, a lack of studies that analyze negotiation in the L1 

and negotiation in the L2 in the same framework. 

Another goal of the study is to determine whether L1 use during task work has 

any influences on the task product. If learners resolve linguistic problems more 

successfully through negotiating in the L1, the successful resolutions might raise the 

quality of the product. Only a limited number of studies have investigated this topic, 
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which is another gap this study aims to fill. To this end, the study compares the two 

language conditions in terms of the accuracy of the texts learners compose on the writing 

version of the post-task. 

The last purpose of the study is to explore the relationship among L1 use, 

metalanguage use, and negotiation of form. The study compares two types of LREs—

those in which the L1 is spoken and those in which the L2 is spoken exclusively—in 

terms of metalanguage use and length. Through the comparison in metalanguage use, the 

study aims to find how often learners use L1 or L2 metalanguage in negotiation of form 

and what kind of metalanguage they use in the two languages. Through the comparison in 

length, the study seeks to verify Fortune (2005)’s finding that learners’ attention to the 

target form tends to be sustained when they discuss the form using metalanguage. 

Through these two kinds of analysis, the study tests the assumption that the benefit of 

metalanguage is enhanced when EFL learners use L1 metalanguage in negotiation of 

form. 

Thus, the study seeks to answer the following questions: 

1. What differences, if any, appear in the frequency, focus, and outcome of LREs 

learners generate when they work on a speaking-only version of a reporting post-task 

and when they work on a writing version of the same post-task? 

2. What differences, if any, appear in the frequency, focus, and outcome of LREs when 

learners are instructed to speak English only and when they are allowed to speak 

their L1 during the post-task work? 

3. What differences, if any, appear in the accuracy of the compositions learners produce 
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on the writing version of the post-task when learners are instructed to speak English 

only and when they are allowed to speak their L1 while writing? 

4. How do LREs in which L1 is spoken differ from LREs in which no L1 is spoken in 

terms of metalanguage use and length? 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

 

This chapter describes the methods of data collection and analysis used in the 

study. The first section describes the students who participated in the study. The second 

section catalogs the instruments used for collecting audio and written data: the main task, 

two versions of the post-task, and the instructions about language given to students. The 

final section explains the procedures of data collection and analysis in two parts. The first 

part describes how data were gathered at the two data collection sessions, and the second 

part details how the data were analyzed following these five steps: 

 identifying LREs in the interactional data; 

 classifying LREs according to focus, outcome, and L1 use; 

 identifying errors in the written data; 

 analyzing LRE counts and error counts quantitatively to compare the two task modes 

and the two language conditions, in response to Research Questions 1, 2 and 3; and 

 comparing LREs in which L1 was spoken and LREs in which no L1 was spoken in 

terms of metalanguage use and length, in response to Research Question 4. 

 

Participants 

The participants of the study were students in the education department of a 

competitive private university in Tokyo. In the year they participated in the study, the 

education department of this university was ranked among top 10 education-related 
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departments of Japanese private universities (Shobunsha Gakko Annai Henshubu, 2012). 

This ranking was created by a major educational publisher, and it evaluated university 

departments based on students’ standard scores (hensachi)
2
 on mock entrance 

examinations. Because separate lists were created for different majors, the department’s 

rank slightly varied depending on majoring field. However, for all majors, it was in the 

third to fifth most competitive group, with the average standard score of 62 to 65. 

The participants belonged to the two EFL classes I was teaching. Class A had 32 

students enrolled (23 males and 9 females), and Class B had 31 students enrolled (19 

males and 12 females). Except two fourth-year students in Class B, all of them were first-

year students. After the two data collection sessions, I conducted a survey to gather 

background information about the students and got responses from 56 students. 

According to the survey, their ages ranged between 18 and 22 although the great majority 

was 18 or 19. All students who responded were born and raised in Japan, except one 

student who lived in the United States for two years from 18 months old. All respondents 

claimed Japanese as their mother tongue. All but three respondents were enrolled in the 

Japanese formal education system for 12 years from elementary school to senior high 

school. Those three students attended school overseas for a few years in their teens: Two 

of them attended Japanese language senior high schools in Singapore and the United 

Kingdom, and the other one attended school in the United Kingdom from age 13 to 15. 

The age at which they started learning English varied: Some had English lessons in 

                                                 
2
 Hensachi (z) of a raw score (x) is obtained by the following formula: z = 10 (x – M)/SD + 50. When a 

group of raw scores is converted by this formula, the group of standard scores has a mean of 50 and a 

standard deviation of 10. In Japan, publishers and preparatory schools regularly administer mock university 

entrance examinations and calculate the hensachi for each test taker. They use the data to obtain the 

average hensachi for individual university departments and create rankings. 
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elementary school while others learned the language for the first time in junior high 

school. However, all, but the three who spent time abroad, studied English for six years 

in junior high school and senior high school in Japan. 

The respondents had attended school in different parts of the country, and some 

had gone to public schools while others had gone to private schools. Nevertheless, the 

survey showed that their English learning experiences prior to university were strikingly 

homogeneous. Of the 28 students in Class A who responded to the survey, 22 (79%) had 

taken courses titled oral communication or English conversation at their senior high 

schools, and 23 (82%) had had lessons taught by native speakers. Nevertheless, when 

asked to identify the skills emphasized most in the lessons, 26 (93%) named reading, and 

21 (75%) named grammar, while only one nominated speaking. The Class B results 

showed the same tendency. Of the 28 participants who responded to the survey, 22 (79%) 

had had classes named oral communication or English conversation, and 26 (93%) had 

been taught by native-speakers in senior high school. However, the actual lessons they 

received emphasized reading (selected by 24 respondents, or 86%) and grammar 

(selected by 20 respondents, or 71%), and none of them chose speaking as a focal point. 

Another notable tendency found in both classes was that many participants had studied 

English outside their high school classrooms, apparently to prepare for university 

entrance examinations. Eighteen students in Class A (64%) and 23 students in Class B 

(82%) said that they had attended English lessons at cram schools regularly. 

The students in the two classes all belonged to the education department at the 

university, but their specializing fields varied. While some majored in education or 
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educational psychology, others majored in Japanese language or literature, English 

language or literature, social studies, or mathematics, depending on the subject they were 

interested in teaching in the future. For many of them, obtaining a teaching certificate for 

primary or secondary schools was an important, though not the only, goal of their 

university studies. 

The students were enrolled in a required EFL course entitled High-Intermediate 

English Communication. The education department required all students, regardless of 

major, to earn a designated number of English credits and offered them a variety of 

courses to fulfill this requirement, including English Communication, English 

Comprehension, and TOEIC Preparation. All the courses ran for a whole year, and 

classes met once every week for 90 minutes, 15 times in the spring semester and 15 times 

in the fall semester. Because students were expected to obtain EFL credits during the first 

two years of their studies, they usually registered for two or three different courses in 

their freshman year. Thus, most participants were taking one or two other EFL courses 

along with English Communication. However, the specific courses individual participants 

were taking were not known. 

The department offered required EFL courses at four levels—basic, low 

intermediate, high intermediate and advanced—and the participants’ classes were high 

intermediate. All students in the department were required to take an English proficiency 

test at the beginning of their first year to find out which level of EFL courses they should 

register for. In their second year and on, students were encouraged to stay at the same 

level or move up one level on their own, depending on the course grades they received in 
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the first year. The proficiency test, Web-Based Test for English Communication 

(WeTEC), was a standardized test that consisted of listening, grammar, and vocabulary 

sections and showed high correlations with the TOEIC. The department required students 

who scored 429 or below to take basic-level courses, those who scored 430-599 to take 

low intermediate courses, those who scored 600-719 to take high intermediate courses, 

and those who scored 720 or above to take advanced courses, in their first year. The 

scores of the students in Class A ranged between 608 and 716 (equivalent to 565 and 685 

on the TOEIC), and the scores of those in Class B ranged between 608 and 718 

(equivalent to 565 and 690 on the TOEIC). All the students’ scores fell within the range 

the department had set for the high-intermediate level. The mean score for Class A was 

652.94 (SD = 31.34), and the mean score for Class B was 658.38 (SD = 31.32). An 

independent t-test comparing these means showed that the two classes were not 

significantly different (p = .516). 

The department offered more than 20 classes under the course title, High 

Intermediate English Communication, in different periods on different days of the week 

so that students could choose the one that was convenient for their schedules. The 

participants’ classes were two of them. The education department had set a common goal 

for the course, which was to develop students’ speaking and writing skills, and requested 

that all teachers pursue this general goal. However, individual teachers had the discretion 

to set more specific goals, design syllabi, and choose instructional materials for their 

classes. As the teacher of the participants’ classes, I had set five goals for students to 

achieve: (a) interact fluently with classmates; (b) have smooth and meaningful 
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discussions in small groups; (c) give a 5-minute oral presentation using visual aids; (d) 

write a paragraph with appropriate organization; and (e) use the vocabulary and structures 

needed to describe people, objects and events, to express opinions, and to report surveys 

or discussions. I had also designed and implemented a project-based syllabus for the two 

classes. I organized the 30 lessons around six projects, each to be completed in four or 

five weeks. Each project formed a task cycle made up of a series of smaller tasks, such as 

interviews, surveys, short speeches and discussions, which supplemented each other and 

led into a presentation or composition. In addition to the project work, I had students 

engage in pair conversation or discussion for 10 or 20 minutes every week to develop 

their fluency and communication skills. 

The education department also left it to individual teachers’ discretion to choose 

the teaching approach they would follow and the amounts of Japanese they and students 

would use in class. For the two classes, I stated in the syllabus that lessons would be 

centered on pair or group work and English would be the primary language for 

communication in the classroom. Following this, I gave instructions and feedback in 

English unless I needed to ensure clear understanding or save time for something more 

urgent. To encourage students to speak English to each other, I implemented the “English 

only” rule for most activities, and made it clear to students before they began working. 

During these activities, I monitored students closely and when I found someone speaking 

Japanese, I told him or her to stop. However, I allowed students to speak or write in 

Japanese for some activities, for example, preparation for group presentations and peer 
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evaluation for speeches and compositions. Before these activities, I let students know that 

it was all right to use Japanese. 

I chose to collect data from these students for several reasons. First, the students 

were representative of first-year students at a competitive university in the metropolitan 

area of Japan, in terms of demography, educational background, and English learning 

history. Of particular importance to this study was the fact that the English lessons they 

had experienced prior to university were typical of those at the secondary school level in 

Japan. Another reason was that their proficiency test scores indicated that they were 

competent enough to complete the joint composition tasks designed for the study without 

speaking Japanese. Although they might have had limited experience in using English for 

communication, their knowledge of vocabulary and grammar was sufficient for handling 

the tasks. Finally, the goals and syllabus of the course made it fairly easy to incorporate 

the tasks into regular lessons and collect data in ordinary classroom environments. By the 

time of data collection, students were expected to have become familiar with task-based 

learning and have had enough training to interact with each other in English. 

 

Instrumentation 

In view of the argument that teachers could promote negotiation of form by 

assigning students a follow-up activity after they completed a main task (D. Willis & 

Willis, 2007; J. Willis, 1996), I used a task cycle composed of a main task and a post-task, 

both for students to complete in pairs. As described in the literature review, major studies 

on negotiation or discussion of form adopted this design (e.g., Adams, 2006; Alegría de 
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la Colina & García Mayo, 2007; Swain & Lapkin, 1998). Thus, the main task was 

designed as a typical communication task, which primarily aimed to engage students in 

idea exchange and to provide them ample opportunity for negotiation of meaning. The 

post-task, which corresponded to the planning stage in J. Willis’s (1996) framework, 

required students to prepare to report the outcome of the main task. While working on 

this task, students were expected to articulate the ideas they had generated on the main 

task and refine their expressions. To investigate Research Question 1, I created two 

versions of the post-task that represented the two modes, speaking and writing. The 

speaking version required students to give an oral report as the final product while the 

writing version required them to give a written report as the final product. To investigate 

Research Questions 2 and 3, I designed specific instructions for each class, as to the 

language students should use during the post-task. 

 

Main Task 

The main task required a pair of students to hold different sets of pictures that 

depicted scenes of a story and put the pictures in the right order by describing their 

contents to each other. This type of task, commonly called picture story jigsaw, is 

categorized as a jigsaw task in the task typology developed by Pica et al. (1993). Pica et 

al. predicted that jigsaw tasks would most likely generate opportunities for negotiation 

because of a two-way flow of information and the necessity of interaction it creates. This 

characteristic of jigsaw tasks makes them useful instruments for negotiation research. Of 

different kinds of jigsaw tasks, researchers who study focus on form or task modality 
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(e.g., Adams, 2006; Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2007; Swain & Lapkin, 1998) 

have used picture story jigsaw most frequently because it can be easily turned into a 

writing task. I chose to use this type of task for the same reason and also because of the 

amount of prior research using it. 

The two versions of the main task were based on two stories included in a 

commercial EFL textbook (Heyer, 1994). The two stories were similar in that they were 

both based on interesting incidents that really happened and both illustrated the process in 

which the main character encountered an unusual problem and solved it in a creative way. 

One story was about a man who won the lottery but realized that he had thrown away the 

winning ticket. He asked his neighbors for help and went to a garbage dump with them to 

look for the ticket. At the end of the story, one of the neighbors found the ticket, and the 

man gave him half of the money he had won. The other story was about a boy who was 

hit by a car and seriously injured. In the hope of bringing him out of a coma, his parents 

brought his pet dog to the hospital. When the dog touched the boy, he spoke for the first 

time after the accident. As he played with the dog, he miraculously recovered and finally 

left the hospital. 

I divided each story into nine segments and prepared a picture panel for each 

segment. For the lottery story, an artist drew the panels, and for the dog story, nine 

picture panels that accompanied the story in the textbook were used. The picture panels 

contained no language. Using these panels, I created a pair of picture cards on 29.5 

centimeters by 10.5 centimeters sheets (see Appendices A and B). The top half of a 

picture card contained instructions for the main task, space for students to note down the 
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order of the pictures, and a short text (one to two sentences long) that narrated the first 

segment of the story. The bottom half of a card displayed the picture panel for the first 

segment on the far left and showed four other panels laid out horizontally in random 

order. The two picture cards, one for Student A and one for Student B, had exactly the 

same design, differing only in the choice of the four picture panels. The panels for 

Student A were labeled A, B, C, and D, and the panels for student B were labeled E, F, G, 

and H. 

I selected three vocabulary items for each story and provided them under the 

picture panels that corresponded to them. The items for the lottery story were garbage 

truck, garbage dump, and garbage can, and the items for the dog story were ambulance, 

scratch, and in a coma. The purpose of providing these items was to ensure that students 

would complete the main task smoothly and distribute their attention to a variety of forms 

during the post-task. These items represented key notions of the story and would be 

difficult to avoid when students narrated the story. At the same time, they were likely to 

be outside students’ productive vocabulary. Thus, these items were likely to impede 

students’ communication during the main task and prevent them from completing the task 

in a given time. It was also possible that they would dominate students’ attention and 

prevent them from addressing other linguistic problems during the post-task. 

 

Post-Task 

The post-task represented the second stage, or the planning stage, in J. Willis’s 

(1996) three-stage task cycle. This means that the task played two roles simultaneously: a 
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follow-up activity to the main task and a preparation activity for the final assignment, 

which was to report the outcome of the main task to the teacher. The two versions of the 

post-task—speaking and writing—were designed so that they would differ in terms of the 

modality of the final product while being identical in all other aspects. Thus, the speaking 

version required student pairs to orally narrate the story that they had worked out on the 

main task and audio record the narration. The writing version required them to write 

down the story on a piece of paper. The work toward the final product was supposed to 

be similar in both versions: Students were expected to reproduce the story while they 

articulated its details and refined the language they used. 

Although the final product of the speaking version was an oral report, a writing 

component was incorporated in the task. As part of the post-task work, students were 

required to make speech notes on the worksheet, which they would refer to when they 

narrated the story. The main reason that I added this component was to help students stay 

focused on the task. One issue involved in designing the two versions of the post-task 

was how to make students spend the same amount of time working on them. I estimated 

that the writing version would probably take 15 or 20 minutes to complete. However, 

without any additional requirement, the speaking version was likely to take much less 

time. Motivated students would spend the extra time meaningfully. For example, they 

would practice the narration, find problems in the content or performance, and address 

them. However, less motivated students might be satisfied with what they produced and 

fill the extra time with off-task talk or with no talk at all. The extra note-making 

component aimed to keep all students working toward the goal and interacting with each 
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other until it was time for them to record their narration. However, in order to make the 

speaking version clearly distinct from the writing version in terms of modality, it was 

necessary to minimize the amount of text students would write. To this end, I set two 

rules: that they must not write more than two items for each picture and that each item 

must not be longer than a single word or a short phrase. 

I created a worksheet for each version of the post-task. The worksheet for the 

writing post-task was based on the lottery story. It was an A4 size sheet that consisted of 

directions, one to two sentences that narrated the beginning of the story (the same text as 

provided on the picture card for the lottery story), and space for students to write down 

the rest of the story (Appendix C). The worksheet for the speaking post-task was based 

on the dog story. It was a B5 size sheet with directions on the top half and an area for 

speech notes on the bottom half (Appendix D). The directions said that the students 

should complete the task in four steps: (1) check the order of the pictures they had figured 

out on the main task and write the letters of the pictures in that order, (2) make speech 

notes for each picture, (3) practice the entire speech using the notes, and (4) record the 

speech. The description of Step 2 included the two rules on note-making described above. 

The area for speech notes consisted of nine lines, numbered from one to nine. In each line, 

three blank spaces were provided. In the first one, students were supposed to write the 

letter of the picture that corresponded to the number, and in the other two, they were 

supposed to write two key words or phrases that corresponded to the picture.  
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Instructions About Language 

In this study, oral and written instructions about language to be given to students 

were the primary means to operationalize the two language conditions. Therefore, they 

needed to be prepared carefully. From the experience of teaching the same course at the 

same university for more than five years, I had learned that students generally followed 

my instructions about language. For example, if I told them to speak English only while 

working on a specific activity, most of them stayed in English until the end of the activity. 

I occasionally heard a few students utter a Japanese word or two, but they usually 

returned to English immediately. Thus, I decided that giving specific instructions orally 

and in writing immediately before the task and carefully monitoring students’ 

performance during the task would be enough to control the amount of L1 use and make 

the two conditions sufficiently distinct. 

During the main task, both classes were supposed to speak English exclusively. 

Thus, for this task, the same instructions were prepared for the two classes: to speak 

English only until they were told to stop working. For the post-task, different instructions 

were prepared for the class that would be assigned the English-only (EO) condition and 

for the class that would be assigned the English/Japanese (EJ) condition. The EO class 

was going to be given the same instructions as on the main task: to speak English only 

until they were told to stop working. The EJ class was going to be instructed that they 

should speak English as much as they could but it was all right to speak Japanese when 

they needed to. 
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Alternatively, the EJ class could have simply been instructed to speak Japanese 

for the post-task; however, I opted not to do this for two reasons. First, from the 

standpoint of the teacher of these two classes, telling students to speak Japanese for a 

classroom activity did not seem appropriate. As stated in the previous section about the 

participants, the main goal of the course was to develop fluency and communication 

skills, and I had made it clear to students that English was the primary language for 

communication in class. In some activities, I had permitted students to speak Japanese 

along with English; however, I had never told them to speak Japanese instead of English. 

Thus, if I gave students such an instruction, it would go against the class policy, and 

students would be confused. Second, from the researcher’s standpoint, it was not 

desirable to let the participants overuse Japanese. If they were simply told to speak 

Japanese, they might use Japanese for doing things they could easily do in English. This 

would not benefit the research because it would be difficult to determine when the 

participants really needed L1 support. In contrast, if the participants were permitted to 

use Japanese only when they needed to, and if they followed the instruction, the data 

would provide more accurate information as to the situations in which the L1 could be of 

help to learners. 

 

Procedures 

Using the instruments described above, I collected two types of data—audio and 

written—from students in the two classes. The audio data consisted of recordings of pairs’ 

interactions during the two versions of the post-task. The audio data for the speaking 
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post-task also included the final recordings of their speeches. I transcribed those 

recordings and identified language-related episodes (LREs) in the transcripts. Then, I 

coded the LREs for focus, outcome, and L1 use, in preparation for subsequent analyses. 

The written data consisted of the stories pairs had composed on the writing post-task. I 

identified errors in the compositions and evaluated the compositions using two accuracy 

measures. Then, I submitted the LRE counts and the composition measurements to 

statistical analysis to find any significant differences between the two task modes and the 

two language conditions. Finally, I explored any differences between LREs in which L1 

was spoken and those in which no L1 was spoken in terms of metalanguage use and 

length. 

 

Data Collection 

I collected data from the two High Intermediate English Communication classes 

twice in the spring semester, in Weeks 7 and 8, during regular lessons. By Week 7, both 

classes had completed one speech task and one writing task, which aimed to introduce 

students to basic skills of public speaking and paragraph writing. Students had also 

engaged in a variety of pair and group activities and thereby familiarized themselves with 

working together and communicating with each other in English. As presented in Table 2, 

in Week 7, students in the two classes completed the main task based on the lottery story 

and the writing version of the post-task. In Week 8, they completed the main task based 

on the dog story and the speaking version of the post-task. In both weeks, Class A was 
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assigned the English-only (EO) condition, and Class B was assigned the English/Japanese 

(EJ) condition when they worked on the post-task. 

 

Table 2. Data Collection 

 Week 7  Week 8 

Class Main task Post-task  Main task Post-task 

Class A 
 
 

Lottery story 
English only 
10 minutes 

Writing 
English only 
15 minutes 

 
Dog story 
English only 
10 minutes 

Speaking 
English only 
15 minutes 

Class B 
 
 

Lottery story 
English only 
10 minutes 

Writing 
English/Japanese 
15 minutes 

 
Dog story 
English only 
10 minutes 

Speaking 
English/Japanese 
15 minutes 

Note. Only the data from the post-tasks were used. 

 

At the beginning of the lesson in Week 7, I randomly paired the students who 

were present in each class. Twenty-seven students (19 males and eight females) were 

present in Class A (the EO class), and they were organized into 12 dyads and one triad. 

Twenty eight students (16 males and 12 females) were present in Class B (the EJ class), 

and they were organized into 14 pairs. Then, students had small talk with their partners 

for five minutes, a regular warm-up activity they were assigned every week. After that, I 

explained the purpose and procedure of the data collection in English and asked students 

to sign a consent form (Appendix E). Next, I handed each pair an audio recorder and 

asked the students to place it on their table. I followed this by outlining the rules of the 

main task, orally and also in writing on the blackboard. One of the rules was the 

instruction about language, which was to speak English only until I told them to stop 

working. The other rules were to keep working for 10 minutes, not to show their pictures 

to their partners, and not to use dictionaries. Then, I distributed copies of the two picture 
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cards and asked students to look at their cards and read the instructions silently. When 

students had finished this, I told them to start working on the main task and switch on the 

recorder at the same time. When 10 minutes had passed, I told students to stop working 

and turn off the recorder. For the following few minutes, I let the two students of each 

pair show their pictures to each other, recap the story, and check the order of the pictures. 

After this, I handed a copy of the writing worksheet to each pair and gave students 

the rules of the post-task orally and by writing them on the blackboard. This time, 

different instructions about language were given to the two classes. The EO class was 

instructed to speak English only until the end of the task while the EJ class was told that 

they should speak English as much as they could, but it was all right to switch to 

Japanese when they needed to. In addition, I set three rules, namely, to keep working for 

15 minutes, to work together all the time, and not to use dictionaries. Then, I told students 

to turn on the recorder and start working. Fifteen minutes later, I asked them to stop and 

collected the worksheets and recorders immediately. I followed this by a short debriefing 

session, in which pairs shared their versions of the story with the class and I provided 

feedback on their task work and language use. I collected the picture cards at the end of 

this session. 

At the beginning of the class in Week 8, I asked the students who were present to 

sit with the same partner as in the previous week. In the EO class, 27 students (20 males 

and seven females) were present, and 18 of them formed themselves into the same nine 

pairs as in the first session. The other nine students consisted of the three who had 

worked in a triad in the previous week, two whose initial partners were absent, and four 
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who had been absent in the previous week. These students were grouped into three dyads 

and one triad. As a result, 12 pairs and one triad were formed in the EO class. In the EJ 

class, 27 students (16 males and 11 females) were present, and 20 of them organized 

themselves into the same 10 pairs as in the first session. Of the other seven students, four 

had their original partners missing, and three had been absent in the previous week. These 

seven students were organized into two pairs and one triad. Thus, 12 dyads and one triad 

were formed in the EJ class. After a five-minute warm-up conversation and a quick 

introduction to the task, I distributed audio recorders and picture cards, and students 

started working on the main task. The procedures for the main task were the same as in 

Week 7. 

After the main task, the two classes proceeded to the post-task. At this point, a 

male student in the EO class arrived late, and he was paired with a female student in the 

triad. Because of this, students in the EO class completed the post-task in 14 dyads. First, 

I gave each dyad or triad a copy of the worksheet for the speaking post-task and 

explained the rules for the post-task. As in the first session, the EO class was instructed to 

speak English only until the end of the task, and the EJ class was told that they should 

speak English as much as they could, but they were allowed to speak Japanese when 

needed. I gave these instructions orally as well as in writing on the board. I also went 

over the four steps described on the worksheet with the classes and told them to spend 

roughly 10 minutes on the first three steps (checking the order of pictures, making speech 

notes, and practicing) and roughly 5 minutes on the last step (recording). Then, I told 

students to start working. Ten minutes later, I stopped them once to remind them that it 
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was time to record the final version of their narration. Some pairs started recording 

immediately and turned off the recorder before 5 minutes passed. Others continued to 

practice or work on their speech notes for the first few minutes and did the recording at 

the last minute. Because of this, the length of the audio data for the speaking post-task 

slightly varied from pair to pair. Five minutes later, I told students to stop and collected 

the recorders and worksheets. Then, after a short debriefing session, I collected the 

picture cards. 

To summarize, in the first data collection session using the writing version of the 

post-task, audio and written data were gathered from 12 dyads and one triad in the EO 

class and 14 dyads in the EJ class. In the second session using the speaking version of the 

post-task, audio and written data were collected from 14 dyads in the EO class and 12 

dyads and one triad in the EJ class. 

After checking these data for any technical problems, I excluded those I would 

not use for this study. First, the audio data for the two main tasks were eliminated 

because the study focused only on the post-task. Then, from the post-task data, those 

collected from the two triads (one in the EO class on the writing post-task and one in the 

EJ class on the speaking post-task) were excluded. This was because the coding schemes 

to be used in the study were designed to analyze interaction between two learners and 

were not applicable to triads. The data gathered from two dyads in the EO class on the 

speaking post-task were also excluded. Three of the students of these two dyads had 

worked together on the main task as a triad and were asked to split into two pairs on the 

post-task because a fourth student came late after the main task. Finally, the data 
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collected from a pair in the EJ class were excluded. This pair was made up of a first-year 

female student and a fourth-year male student, and the male student spoke most of the 

time. He often attempted to start a conversation, by making a proposal or asking for the 

female student’s opinion. However, because the female student only returned a simple 

acknowledgement or repetition, or did not respond at all, he often ended up answering his 

own question or solving his own problem. 

These eliminations left me with the following three sets of data: (a) audio 

recordings of interactions on the writing version of the post-task, collected from 12 pairs 

in the EO class and 13 pairs in the EJ class, (b) audio recordings of interactions and 

narrative speeches on the speaking version of the post-task, collected from 12 pairs in the 

EO class and 11 pairs in the EJ class, and (c) joint compositions collected from the 12 

pairs in the EO class and 13 pairs in the EJ class that generated the audio data for the 

writing post-task. All these pairs were comprised of first-year students. 

Of these three sets of data, the first and second sets (audio data) were mainly used 

to answer Research Questions 1, 2 and 4. To compare the two task modes for Research 

Question 1, only the data from nine pairs in the EO class and nine pairs in the EJ class 

were used. These students participated in both data collection sessions and completed 

both versions of the post-task with the same partners. To compare the two language 

conditions for Research Questions 2, all the data in the two data sets were used. All the 

interactional data were also used to answer Research Question 4, which compared LREs 

in which L1 was spoken and LREs in which no L1 was spoken. The third data set 
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(written data) were mainly used to answer Research Question 3, which compared the two 

language conditions in terms of the accuracy of task product. 

 

Coding of the Interactional Data: Language-Related Episodes (LREs) 

To prepare the audio data for further analysis, three research assistants transcribed 

them using a transcription system based on the Jeffersonian system (see Appendix F). 

The three were all native-speakers of Japanese with high proficiency in English, and they 

regularly used English at work. However, they had little experience in transcribing audio 

recordings for research purposes. Therefore, I first familiarized them with the 

transcription system and trained them to use it with sample data. When the assistants 

were familiar with the system, each of them transcribed approximately one third of the 

audio data. When they finished, I checked all the transcripts by listening to the recordings 

while correcting mistranscriptions and filling in gaps. 

When I verified all the transcripts, I coded them using language-related episodes 

(LREs) as a framework. The primary reason for using this construct was its wide scope. 

LREs covered both reactive and preemptive instances of learners’ talk about language 

and, of reactive episodes, both negotiation of meaning and negotiation of form. For the 

definitions of LREs, I mainly referred to Swain and Lapkin (1998) and Williams (1999). 

The former defined the construct as “any part of a dialogue where the students talk about 

the language they are producing, question their language use, or correct themselves or 

others” (p. 326). The latter defined it as “discourse in which the learners talk or ask about 

language, or question, implicitly or explicitly, their own language use or that of others” 
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(pp. 594-595). Although phrased differently, the two definitions share three common 

elements, which form the core of the construct: (a) questioning the speaker’s own 

language use or that of others, (b) correcting the speaker’s own language use or that of 

others, and (c) talking or asking about language. The first two correspond to reactive 

episodes (i.e., negotiation of form and negotiation of meaning), which originate from 

specific language use by interlocutors. The third, talking or asking about language, does 

not presuppose actual use of the target language and thus corresponds to preemptive 

episodes. 

Although these definitions provide general descriptions of LREs and core 

elements of the construct, they do not give much information about the structure of 

individual episodes. Because my research involved analyzing individual episodes in 

detail, it was necessary to establish a more specific coding scheme that would address 

various structural patterns. For this purpose, I referred to non-understanding routines 

proposed by Varonis and Gass (1985) and later elaborated by Ellis and Barkhuizen 

(2005) under the label negotiation sequences. Non-understanding routines consist of four 

interactional moves: Trigger, Indicator, Response, and Reaction. Trigger refers to the part 

of the speaker’s utterance that causes non-understanding or misunderstanding on the part 

of the listener. The second move, Indicator, consists of the listener’s utterance that signals 

the problem. This is followed by the speaker’s Response, which acknowledges the 

problem and perhaps attempts to resolve it. The model sequence ends with the listener’s 

Reaction, which indicates his or her uptake of the Response, although this move does not 

always occur according to the researchers. 
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Table 3. Non-Understanding Routines by Varonis and Gass (1985) 

Turn Move Definition 

1. Speaker Trigger The part of the speaker’s utterance that causes non-
understanding or misunderstanding 

2. Listener Indicator The listener’s utterance that signals the problem 

3. Speaker Response The speaker’s utterance that acknowledges the 
problem and perhaps attempts to resolve it 

4. 
 

Listener 
 

Reaction 
(optional) 

The listener’s utterance that indicates his or her 
uptake of Response 

 

When I applied this model to my data, I needed to modify it so that it would fit 

Swain and Lapkin’s (1998) and Williams’s (1999) definitions, as well as the data. Four 

issues needed to be addressed. One was that the original model did not represent 

negotiation of form, which occurs in the absence of non-understanding or 

misunderstanding. To address this deficiency, I expanded the definition of Trigger in the 

original model by referring to two other models. One was Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) 

error treatment sequences, and the other was Sato and Lyster’s (2007) LRE sequences. 

Lyster and Ranta developed their model based on classroom interaction between the 

teacher and students. Thus, an error treatment sequence is initiated by the teacher when 

he or she responds to a student’s error with some kind of Feedback. The teacher’s 

Feedback move might be followed by the student’s Uptake, which can include a repair of 

the error. The student’s Uptake is then followed by the teacher’s Reinforcement (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Error Treatment Sequences by Lyster and Ranta (1997) 

Turn Move 

1. Student Error 

2. Teacher Feedback 

3. Student Uptake 

4. Teacher Reinforcement 

 

Sato and Lyster modified this model so that it would apply to negotiation between 

learners. Their three-part model consists of Trigger, Feedback, and Modified Output. 

Trigger is classified into two types, incomprehensibility and inaccuracy, which 

correspond to negotiation of meaning and negotiation of form. Incomprehensibility or 

inaccuracy in the speaker’s utterance prompts various kinds of Feedback from the listener. 

In response to the Feedback, the speaker provides Modified Output, which makes his or 

her original utterance more comprehensible or more accurate. 

 

Table 5. LRE Sequences by Sato and Lyster (2007) 

Turn Move 

1. 
 
 

Speaker 
 
 

Trigger 
- Incomprehensibility 
- Inaccuracy 

2. 
 
 

Listener 
 
 

Feedback 
- Elicitation 
- Reformulation 

3. Speaker Modified Output 

 

Another issue to be addressed was that the framework of the Varonis and Gass 

(1985) model was rather too rigid to deal with a variety of exchange patterns that might 

occur between learners. For example, in their model, the listener gives the Indicator when 

he or she is aware of the problem in the speaker’s utterance, and the speaker gives the 

Response. However, in my data, the speaker often initiated negotiation in order to address 
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a potential problem in his or her own utterance. In these sequences, the speaker’s call for 

help or attempt at self-correction constitutes the Indicator. This call for help or attempt at 

self-correction might elicit assistance or feedback from the listener, which constitutes the 

Response. Presumably, this pattern is seen more often in negotiation of form, which is 

triggered by problems of language rather than those of communication. Because this type 

of problem does not disrupt comprehension, the listener tends to ignore it. Thus, it is 

often the speaker that launches negotiation and endeavors to resolve the problem. 

However, when the speaker recognizes an error in his or her own utterance and 

immediately corrects it, the sequence might end there, without the listener giving any 

Response. Self-correction instances like this have posed a problem when researchers 

operationalize LREs, and there is not yet any agreement on whether they should be coded 

as LREs. Some researchers (e.g., Leeser, 2004; Swain & Lapkin, 2001) have included all 

instances of self-correction into analysis. They follow Swain and Lapkin (1998), who 

stipulated that “any part of a dialogue where the students . . . correct themselves or others” 

constitutes an LRE. Others have excluded self-correction entirely from their studies, 

reasoning that they are solely interested in collaborative episodes involving more than 

one participant (e.g., Fortune, 2005; Fortune & Thorp, 2001). Between these two 

extremes, Adams (2006) took her own approach. Using the same reason as the latter 

group of researchers, she counted only the instances that involved both learners into 

LREs. Nevertheless, she did not disregard the instances involving only one learner: She 

put them in a separate category labeled Self Repair and kept them in her analysis. 
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I also opted for a third way although my solution was slightly different from 

Adams’s. I distinguished self-correction episodes involving both learners from those 

involving only one learner and identified the former as LREs while excluding the latter 

from the study. As discussed in Chapter 1, one major gap in negotiation research is that 

too much emphasis has been placed on how negotiation begins and not enough attention 

has been paid to how it develops. In other words, researchers have been interested in 

opening moves that prompt the interlocutor’s involvement and prelude negotiation, such 

as three Cs (requests for confirmation, requests for clarification, and comprehension 

checks), other-corrections, and recasts, while leaving self-corrections out of the scope of 

their studies. Few researchers have shed light on the fact that the speaker’s self-correction 

might engage the interlocutor and evolve into a negotiation sequence. For example, when 

the speaker makes an error and corrects it immediately in the first turn, the interlocutor 

might hear it and give an approval in the following turn. On occasion, the interlocutor 

might disapprove of the speaker’s correction and offer his or her own correction, in 

which case the interaction can turn into a complicated sequence. Of particular importance 

is that the interlocutor who hears the speaker’s self-correction and reacts to it is likely to 

have noticed the error and the alternative form given by the speaker. In this light, these 

sequences share the same fundamental nature with more conventional negotiation models 

like that of Varonis and Gass (1985). 

The third issue was that the Varonis and Gass (1985) model was not very useful 

for analyzing LREs that took place during the writing post-task. This task required the 

two students of a pair to compose a story together while interacting with each other. Thus, 
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many of the LREs that occurred during this post-task were triggered by problems in 

students’ compositions rather than problems in their utterances. The Varonis and Gass 

framework distinguishes the learner who produces the Trigger from the learner who hears 

it. However, when the Trigger is in a written text, it is not always easy to assign these two 

roles to the two learners of a pair. This is particularly true with LREs that occur when the 

two learners review the text they have written earlier. By the time the LRE is initiated, 

the authorship of that particular part of the text might have become unclear. Even when 

who has written the part of the text is known, that learner is not necessarily responsible 

for the Trigger. The style of collaboration between the two learners during a joint writing 

task can be very fluid. In this study, most pairs assigned the job of writing to one student 

when they started the task. In some pairs, the student simply took down the sentences that 

the other student orally produced. In others, the student produced sentences orally and 

then in writing while the other student monitored and pointed out problems. However, 

such division of labor was not rigid in most pairs, and students often switched the roles of 

the author, the scribe
3
, and the monitor. In view of this, I decided to treat LREs triggered 

by forms in compositions separately from those triggered by forms in utterances. 

The last major issue I had to deal with when formulating a LRE coding system 

was that the original framework did not represent preemptive LREs. As described earlier, 

this type of LRE occurs in the absence of any problem in communication or language. 

Learners initiate it primarily for the purpose of preventing such a problem from 

happening. Ellis et al. (2001), who investigated classroom interaction between the teacher 

                                                 
3
 In this study, the scribe refers to the student of a pair who is responsible for writing down what he or she 

or the other student has orally produced. 
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and students, found that most preemptive episodes were initiated by students in the form 

of questions to the teacher. Students’ questions were typically followed by the teacher’s 

answers, which were followed by students’ uptake of the answers. Ellis et al. coded the 

student’s question as Trigger and the teacher’s answer as Response. However, these 

codes did not match up with the Varonis and Gass model or the system I was developing. 

In these systems, incomprehensibility or inaccuracy in the speaker’s utterance constituted 

the Trigger, the listener’s (or the speaker’s) signaling of the problem constituted the 

Indicator, and the speaker’s (or the listener’s) acknowledgement or resolution of the 

problem constituted the Response. If these definitions were followed, there should be no 

Trigger in a preemptive episode, and the student’s question should be coded as Indicator, 

and the teacher’s answer should be coded as Response. This view seemed to suit the 

proactive nature of this type of episode better. 

To address these four issues, I revised Swain and Lapkin’s (1998) and Williams’s 

(1999) original LRE definitions and formulated separate definitions for the two types of 

LREs: reactive and preemptive. Reactive LREs were defined as interactional sequences 

in which one learner of a pair (a) questions the use (or non-use) of a target language item 

his or her own utterance or in the other learner’s preceding utterance, (b) corrects the use 

(or non-use) of a target language item in his or her own utterance or in the other learner’s 

preceding utterance, or (c) questions or corrects the use (or non-use) of a target language 

item in a text he or she has jointly composed with the other learner. Preemptive LREs 

were defined as interactional sequences in which one learner of a pair asks a question or 
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makes a comment about a target language item devoid of any use of that item 

immediately before (see Table 6). 

 

Table 6. Definitions of Two Types of LREs 

 Definition 

Reactive LREs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interactional sequences in which: 
a. one learner questions the use (or non-use) of a target 

language item in his or her own or the other learner’s 
preceding utterance, and the other learner responds to it; 

b. one learner corrects the use (or non-use) of a target 
language item in his or her own or the other learner’s 
preceding utterance, and the other learner responds to it; 
or 

c. one learner questions or corrects the use (or non-use) of a 
target language item in a text he or she has jointly 
composed with the other learner, and the other learner 
responds to it 

 
Preemptive LREs 
 
 

Interactional sequences in which one learner asks a question 
or makes a comment about a target language item, devoid of 
any use of that item immediately before, and the other learner 
responds to the question or comment 
 

 

With both types of LREs, I required that sequences involve both learners of a pair. 

The data included sequences that met the definition of reactive or preemptive LREs but 

involved only one learner, the one who initiated the sequence by questioning or 

correcting. A typical example was self-correction that was not followed by any responses 

from the other learner. These sequences were excluded from analysis on the grounds that 

they did not involve any interaction or negotiation between the two learners. 

I also modified the Varonis and Gass (1985) model to incorporate negotiation of 

form, the speaker’s self-correction, and LREs focusing on written texts. First, I revised 

their definitions of Trigger and Indicator and formulated my own definitions. Trigger was 
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defined as: (a) the part of the speaker’s utterance that is perceived to be potentially 

problematic (i.e., incomprehensible or inaccurate) by the listener or the speaker himself 

or herself or (b) the part of a text jointly written by the two learners that is perceived to be 

potentially problematic (i.e., incomprehensible or inaccurate) by one of the learners. 

Indicator was defined as the utterance by the listener or the speaker that demonstrates that 

the part of the speaker’s utterance or the part of the text is incomprehensible or inaccurate. 

Second, I divided reactive LREs into three types according to the structural pattern: 

Listener Gives Indicator, Speaker Gives Indicator, and Text as Trigger (see Table 7). The 

Speaker Gives Indicator pattern represents sequences in which the speaker’s self-

correction is followed by the listener’s response. The speaker’s error, the speaker’s self-

correction, and the listener’s response constitute Trigger, Indicator, and Response, 

respectively. The Text as Trigger pattern represents LREs focusing on written texts. In 

this pattern, the part of the text that contains incomprehensibility or inaccuracy 

constitutes Trigger. Thus, Trigger is not an interactional move and is not present in the 

transcript, and Indicator is the initial move to be marked in the transcript. Trigger in this 

pattern belongs to neither of the two learners, and thus no distinction was made between 

the speaker and the listener when this type of episode was analyzed. I then added 

preemptive LREs as a separate entity. 
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Table 7. Four Organizational Patterns of LREs 

 
 

Reactive LREs 
Preemptive 

LREs 

 
Listener gives 

indicator 
Speaker gives 

indicator 
 

Text as trigger 
 

Trigger (T) Speaker Speaker (Text) --- 
Indicator (I) Listener Speaker Learner A Learner A 
Response (R) Speaker Listener Learner B Learner B 
Reaction (RR) Listener Speaker Learner A Learner A 
Note. The fourth move, Reaction, is optional in all types of LREs. 

 

Reactive LREs: Listener Gives Indicator. The first step in the process of 

identifying this type of LRE in the transcripts was to search for a student’s utterance that 

signaled a problem (incomprehension or inaccuracy) in the other student’s preceding 

utterance. When such an utterance was found, it was coded as Indicator, and the student 

who gave the utterance was coded as Listener. Then, the part of the preceding utterance 

that caused the problem was coded as Trigger and noted as the beginning of a potential 

LRE. The student who produced the Trigger was coded as Speaker. When the Listener’s 

Indicator was followed by some kind of verbal reaction by the Speaker, this utterance 

was coded as Response, and the whole sequence from the Trigger to the Response was 

identified as an LRE. Sometimes, the episode did not end there, and the two students 

exchanged more utterances until they moved to the next topic or returned to the task work. 

These utterances were coded as Reactions and included in the LRE. 

Indicators in reactive LREs were classified into two types, Elicitation and 

Reformulation, based on Sato and Lyster’s (2007) categorization. Elicitation Indicators 

show that the Trigger has caused a communication problem or contains an inaccurate 

form, but they do not make any modifications to the Trigger. In contrast, Reformulation 

Indicators not only signal incomprehension or inaccuracy in the Trigger but also modify 
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the Trigger to make it more comprehensible or more accurate. The type of Indicator 

determines the roles expected of the two learners after the Indicator move as well as the 

course of development of the LRE. 

When the Listener gives an Elicitation Indicator, it signals a problem in the 

Speaker’s previous utterance and prompts the Speaker to reformulate the utterance. In the 

data for this study, this type of Indicator typically took the form of requests for 

clarification (e.g., what? e? n?) (Excerpt 1), requests for confirmation (i.e., repetition of 

the Trigger with a rising intonation or an expression of uncertainty), prompting (i.e., 

repetition of what the speaker has said immediately before the Trigger) (Excerpt 2), or 

metalinguistic comments or questions (Excerpt 3). (The abbreviations used in the 

transcript are explained in the note under the excerpt. See also the list in Appendix G.) 

 

Excerpt 1 

2012T1X13-12 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: was) 

Speaker: K; Listener: M 

 

T K: said she said (4.0) ticket was 

I (Eli) M: n? 

R (MO) K: might be (2.0) the ticket might be in 

RR M: aa ((acknowledgement)) 

 

Note. T = Trigger; I = Indicator; Eli = elicitation; R = Response; RR = Reaction; 

MO = modified output; italics = L1 utterance 

 

Excerpt 2 

2012T1X5-20 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: gave) 

Speaker: S; Listener: Y 

 

T S: a: gi:: Diego (1.0) gave. 
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I (Eli) Y: Diego 

R (NMO) S: gave ga- gave gave money, 

RR Y: gave money aa gave mo- aa gave (.) money, 

 

Note. NMO = non-modified output. 

 

Excerpt 3 

2012T1Y14-10 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: asked) 

Speaker: M; Listener: K 

 

T M: de he:: (1.0) e: so he: asked: 

  (2.0) 

I (Eli) K: ask tteiuka ((rather than “ask”)) sagasane? tte ittenja nai 

((saying “why don’t we search?”)) 

R (MO) M: ((laughter)) so he told to: 

RR K: a told told dayo ((copula + SFP, emphasis)) 

 

Note. SFP = sentence-final particle. 

 

When the Listener gives an Elicitation Indicator, it holds the Speaker accountable for 

reformulating the Trigger. Thus, in the Response move that follows, the Speaker is 

expected to produce modified output, which, in the data, usually took the form of self-

correction (Excerpts 1 and 3). However, in LREs that originated from a communication 

trouble, the Speaker sometimes paraphrased the Trigger or provided additional 

information to make the Trigger more comprehensible to the Listener. At times, against 

the Listener’s expectation, the Speaker does not modify the Trigger. In the data, the 

Speaker sometimes simply repeated what he or she said in the Trigger or gave an 

acknowledgement such as yes or un in response to the Listener’s Elicitation Indicator 

(Excerpt 2). On the other hand, when the Listener provides a Reformulation Indicator, he 

or she signals a problem in the Speaker’s utterance and also modifies the utterance. In the 
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data, this type of Indicator usually took the form of other-correction (Excerpts 4 and 5). 

The other-correction was sometimes accompanied by a metalinguistic comment or 

question (Excerpt 6). 

 

Excerpt 4 

2012T1X5-12 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: she) 

Speaker: Y; Listener: S 

 

T Y: she, she, think, thought she thought, 

I (Ref) S: a: his mother, 

R (MO) Y: his mother thought 

 

Note. Ref = reformulation. 

 

Excerpt 5 

2012T1X10-1 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: thought) 

Speaker: Y; Listener: J 

 

T Y: he thought ((laughter))  

I (Ref) J: he remember? 

R (NMO) Y: aa ((acknowledgement)) 

 

Excerpt 6 

2012T1Y2-9 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: garbage can) 

Speaker: M; Listener: K 

 

T M: in:: garbage can 

I (Ref) K: in the garbage can. (4.0) ma ((NLV)) in it no houga ii 

kamoshinnai ((“in it” might be better)) 

R (NMO) M: un ((acknowledgement)) 

 

Note. NLV = non-lexical vocalization. 
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Compared to Elicitation Indicators, the Speaker’s Responses to Reformulation Indicators 

tend to be simple because the Listener has already modified the Trigger. Thus, in my data, 

non-modified output such as simple acknowledgement was predominant (Excerpts 5 and 

6 above). Nevertheless, as Lyster and Ranta (1997) suggested, the Speaker might still 

produce modified output. In this study, the Speaker typically did this by repeating the 

Listener’s reformulation or incorporating it into a more elaborate utterance (Excerpt 4 

above). (Appendix H presents a more detailed illustration of the Listener Gives Indicator 

pattern, with lists of speech acts commonly performed in each move.) 

 

Reactive LREs: Speaker Gives Indicator. With LREs of this pattern, the 

identification process started with searching for a student’s utterance demonstrating that 

his or her own previous utterance had caused a problem. When such an utterance was 

found, it was coded as Indicator, and the part of the previous utterance that caused the 

problem was coded as Trigger. In this pattern, the Trigger and the Indicator belong to the 

same student. This student was coded as Speaker. In my data, the Speaker gave the 

Indicator sometimes in the same turn as the Trigger (Excerpts 7 and 8) and sometimes in 

the third turn after the Listener had spoken (Excerpt 9). In the latter case, the Listener’s 

second turn usually consisted of response tokens such as yeah or un, or repetition of the 

Speaker’s previous utterance with no stress or rising intonation, and thus it did not 

perform any functions other than showing agreement and passing the opportunity to talk 

longer. Because of this, these two sequential patterns were put in the same category. 
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Excerpt 7 

2011(f)T1S6L170 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: carry) 

Speaker: N; Listener: Y 

 

T+I (Eli) N: e::? a garbage truck. carry. carry janai? ((it isn’t “carry”?)) 

R Y: aa collect. 

RR (NMO) N: aa aa ((acknowledgement)) 

RR Y: collect, (2.0) collect garbage truck (3.0) garbage truck (.) collect 

de i:njanai? ((isn’t “collect” okay?)) 

 

Excerpt 8 

2012T1Y3-7 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: about it) 

Speaker: M; Listener: K 

 

T+I (Eli) M: a: about it de iino? ((“about it” is okay?)) 

R K: un ((acknowledgement)) about it (3.0) it,  

RR M: it 

 

Excerpt 9 

2011(f)T1S3L242 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: found) 

Speaker: N; Listener: Y 

 

T N: he couldn’t fo(.)und 

 Y: un un. ((acknowledgement)) 

I (Ref, MO) N: find. 

R Y: find. 

 

When the Listener responded to the Speaker’s Indicator, the Listener’s utterance was 

coded as Response, and the sequence constituted an LRE. As in other organizational 

patterns, the fourth move, Reaction, was optional. 

As with the first organizational pattern, Indicators were classified into Elicitation 

Indicators and Reformulation Indicators. When the Speaker gives an Indicator, it displays 

the Speaker’s concern that his or her own previous utterance might not be understood by 
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the Listener or might have contained an inaccurate form. Thus, in this type of LRE, an 

Elicitation Indicator functions as an implicit or explicit request for reformulation toward 

the Listener. Literature often mentions comprehension checks as a typical example of this 

type of Indicator. However, participants in this study rarely used them. This was probably 

because most LREs in this study involved negotiation of form, rather than negotiation of 

meaning. Instead of comprehension checks, Speakers often repeated their previous 

utterances with a rising intonation (Excerpt 10) or with an expression of uncertainty. 

Other speech acts Speakers used as Elicitation Indicators included prompting (i.e., 

repetition of the utterance immediately before the Trigger) and metalinguistic questions 

or comments (Excerpts 7 and 8 above). 

 

Excerpt 10 

2012T1Y5-6 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: for) 

Speaker: M; Listener: S 

 

T M: carri::ed for for for (2.0) a: = 

 S: = mmm =  

I (Eli) M: = for? 

R S: to 

RR (MO) M: carried to 

 

When the Speaker gives an Elicitation Indicator, the Listener’s Response represents how 

he or she reacts to the Speaker’s request to reformulate. The Listener might grant the 

request by making other-correction. When this happens, the Speaker’s Reaction in the 

following turn is quite important, although this move is not required for the sequence to 

become an LRE. The Speaker might repeat the Listener’s reformulation or incorporate it 
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into his or her own utterance, and this constitutes modified output (Excerpt 10 above). 

However, the Speaker might react by merely acknowledging the other-correction without 

producing the modified form (Excerpt 7 above). Although it is atypical, another possible 

development after the Speaker’s Elicitation Indicator is that the Listener responds without 

making any reformulations. This type of Response can be performed by a repetition of 

the Trigger, an acknowledgement, or a metalinguistic comment (Excerpt 8 above). 

In contrast, when the Speaker gives a Reformulation Indicator, he or she has 

noticed a problem in his or her own utterance and tries to resolve it. In this study, the 

Speaker’s Reformulation Indicator often took the form of simple self-correction (Excerpt 

9 above) or self-correction accompanied by a metalinguistic question or comment 

(Excerpt 11). 

 

Excerpt 11 

2011(f)T1S7L237 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: taked up) 

Speaker = Y; Listener = A 

 

T+I (Ref, MO) Y: taked up? kana ((SFP, doubt)) take up de i:nokana ((is “take 

up” okay?)) chigauyone ((not right)) a collected, 

R A: a so:dane ((right)) 

 

Compared to the Listener’s Response to an Elicitation Indicator, the Listener’s Response 

to a Reformulation Indicator tends to be quite simple. Because the Speaker has already 

produced modified output, the role expected of the Listener is to judge the adequacy of 

the modification. When the Listener approves or acknowledges the modified output or 
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repeats it, the LRE usually ends there (Excerpts 9 and 11 above). (A detailed model of the 

Speaker Gives Indicator pattern is presented in Appendix I.) 

 

Reactive LREs: Text as Trigger. Because the writing version of the post-task 

required the two students of a pair to produce a piece of writing together, some of the 

LREs they produced during this task focused on what they had written rather than what 

they had said. LREs of this type tended to occur toward the end of task work, while 

students were checking their compositions. The process of identifying this type of LRE in 

the transcripts started with searching for a student’s utterance indicating that a particular 

part of the composition was incomprehensible or inaccurate. When such an utterance was 

found, it was coded it as Indicator, and the particular part of the text that he or she 

referred to was regarded as Trigger. Thus, in this type of reactive LRE, Trigger is not an 

interactional move that appears in the transcript, and Indicator does not sequentially 

“follow” the Trigger. Although the two students sometimes performed roles similar to 

those of the Speaker and the Listener in regular reactive LREs, they were not labeled as 

such because neither of them spoke or heard the Trigger. The two students were not 

identified as the Writer and the Reader either because they had joint authorship to the 

composition, including the Trigger. This also meant that they shared the responsibility for 

reformulating the Trigger, and therefore, the first utterance of reformulation by either one 

of them was considered as modified output. As with other types of reactive LREs, when 

the student who heard the Indicator gave some kind of verbal response, it was coded as 

Response. (See Appendix J for a detailed illustration of the Text as Trigger pattern.) 
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Identifying the Trigger in the text was not always easy. When giving an 

Elicitation Indicator, students in the study sometimes read aloud the Trigger in their 

composition with a rising intonation or an expression of uncertainty (Excerpt 12) or 

incorporated the Trigger into a metalinguistic question or comment. This helped identify 

the item in the composition. More frequently, however, students referred to the Trigger 

simply as this, this word, or the sentence here (Excerpts 13 and 14), which made it 

difficult to determine the referent in the text. Moreover, even when they read aloud the 

specific item, the same item might have been used in other places in the composition. In 

cases like this, singling out the particular use they were referring to was equally difficult. 

 

Excerpt 12 

2012T1X13-4 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: in the garbage can) 

 

I (Eli) M: aa in kana: ((SFP, doubt)) 

 K: threw 

  (3.0) 

 M: garbage can, 

  (2.0) 

I (Eli) K: in? 

R (MO) M: to? 

RR K: a! ((CST)) to. to 

RR M: to  

RR K: to 

 

Note. CST = change-of-state token. 

 

Excerpt 13 

2012T1Y5-7 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: He went to there and found there were too vast 

to . . .) 
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I (Eli) M: korette ((this)) ichibun zutsu kiru beki janai? ((shouldn’t we 

separate each sentence?))  

R S: hh iya demo ((no but)) [tsunagetemo] ((connecting)) 

RR M:  [°i:noka°] tsunage chatte = ((it’s okay to 

connect)) 

RR S: = un ((acknowledgement)) 

 

Note. The students made no reformulation to the Trigger. 

 

Excerpt 14 

2012T1X4-12 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: he recollect) 

 

I (Eli) H: he aa ((CST)) koko ((here)) 

R S: [a aa] 

I (Eli) H: [he:] recollect recollect 

R S: OK OK. OK OK. ((laughter)) 

 

Note. The students made no reformulation to the Trigger. 

 

Reformulation Indicators posed a similar problem. When giving a Reformulation 

Indicator in this type of LRE, students often produced only the modified form without 

articulating the Trigger (Excerpts 15 and 16). 

 

Excerpt 15 

2011(f)T1S5L88 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: garbage can is empty) 

 

I (Ref, MO) M: was ka ((SFP, confirmation)) 

R S: a so:ka so:ka. so:ka so:ka. ((right right right right)) 

 

Excerpt 16 

2012T1X3-3 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: couldn’t found) 

 

I (Ref, MO) S: a couldn’t find. 

R H: found find fa- fi- a gomen ((sorry)) chigatta ((wrong)) 
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 S: ((laughter)) 

 H: ºfi- fi:ndº 

 

Preemptive LREs. Unlike reactive LREs, learners initiate preemptive LREs 

before they make any problematic use of the target language in their speech or writing. 

Thus, an LRE of this type does not have a Trigger and begins with an Indicator, which is 

a question or comment about language. Thus, the process of identifying a preemptive 

LRE involved looking for a student’s question or comment concerning a specific item of 

English in the transcripts. When such a question or comment was found and it was not 

preceded by any utterance of the target linguistic item, it was coded as Indicator and 

noted as the beginning of a preemptive LRE. Participants sometimes delivered questions 

explicitly, in the form of complete sentences (Excerpts 17 and 18). However, they often 

used single words in place of complete sentences, for example, the first word of a 

compound noun (Excerpt 19) or a Japanese word referring to a person, object, or action 

in the story (Excerpt 20). These utterances were sometimes followed by the other 

learner’s utterance of an item that filled the gap, for example, the second word of the 

compound noun or an English word that corresponded to the Japanese word. When this 

happened, the first learner’s utterance was considered as an implicit question and coded 

as Indicator because the second learner’s utterance indicated that he or she treated it as a 

question, even though it was not formulated as one. 

 

Excerpt 17 

2012T1X2-3 

Preemptive LRE 
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I (Q) N: looked into the a dust? tra? which which is better do you think, 

trash box 

 W: trash box = 

 N: = or garbage can. 

R W: a: garbage ca- 

  (3.0) 

RR N: so garbage can so: 

 

Note. Q = question. 

 

Excerpt 18 

2011(f)T1S7L202 

Preemptive LRE 

 

I (Q) A: seek no kakokei tte nani? ((what’s the past tense form of “seek”?)) 

 Y: u::n 

 A: ((laughter)) 

R Y: seek (1.0) seek sought chigauka ((wrong?)) 

 

Excerpt 19 

2012T1X1-5 

Preemptive LRE 

 

 J: a this person ((a man in the picture)) is (.) her? ((refers to a woman 

in another picture)) 

I (Q) Y: no no no e:to ((NLV)) garbage 

R J: aa ((CST)) garbage uh worker 

RR Y: yeah yeah yeah. 

 

Note. Y’s utterance in the initial turn was coded as Indicator (question) because 

J’s response demonstrates that he treated it as a question. 

 

Excerpt 20 

2012T1X6-16 

Preemptive LRE 

 

 K: dou setsumei sureba iindaro: ((how should I explain)) (1.0) Diego 

gave, 

 A: gave (3.0) his (6.0) ºhisº (5.0) ºhisº 

  (8.0) 

I (Q) K: orei orei ((token of gratitude)) 
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R A: ºreturnº returns ((laughter)) 

RR K: return ((laughter)) 

RR A: re- ((laughter)) ºreturnº 

  (5.0) 

RR K: un ((acknowledgement)) ja: ((then)) 

 A: gave 

 K: gave returns nanka sonna atta kiga suru ((I guess there was (an 

expression) like that)) returns 

 

Note. K’s utterance in the initial turn was coded as Indicator (question) because 

A’s response demonstrates that she treated it as a question. 

 

When the other student gave a verbal reaction to the Indicator, this utterance was coded 

as Response. In the data, when the Indicator was a question, the Response was usually an 

answer to the question. Sometimes, the other student replied, “I don’t know,” or said 

something to that effect (Excerpt 21), and these utterances were coded as Responses as 

well. However, when the student who heard the question merely repeated the question, 

the repetition was coded as Indicator, rather than Response. When the first student 

responded to this repetition with an answer or I don’t know, this utterance was coded as 

Response, and the whole sequence was identified as an LRE. When the first student 

responded to this repetition with another repetition, the whole sequence consisted of 

nothing but Indicators, and thus it was not counted as an LRE (Excerpt 22). On the other 

hand, when the Indicator was a comment, the Response usually took the form of an 

acknowledgement, a claim of understanding, or a repetition of the comment (Excerpt 23). 

(See Appendix K for a structural model of preemptive LREs.) 

 

Excerpt 21 

2012T2X5-2 

Preemptive LRE 
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I (Q) Y: what is what is coma. 

R S: I don’t know. 

RR Y: mmm OK. 

 

Excerpt 22 

2012T1Y5L106 

Non-LRE 

 

I (Q) M: orei toshite = ((as a token of gratitude)) 

I S: = orei? ((token of gratitude)) = 

I M: some money some money = 

 S: = mmmm? = 

 M: = orei orei orei (1.0) u:n 

  (5.0) 

I S: orei for (5.0) for, 

 

Note. The students are discussing what to write after he gave him some money for. 

 

Excerpt 23 

2012T2X3-8 

Preemptive LRE 

 

I (C) H: sou ((right)) coma (.) wa yabai jotai mitaina ((“coma” is kind of a 

critical condition)) = 

R S: = a sou nanda: ((is that right)) = 

I H: = konsui jotai mitaina ((like coma)) = 

R S: = naruhodone: ((I see)) 

 

Note. C = comment. 

 

Using this coding system, I identified LREs in all the interactional data that I had 

gathered from the two classes using the two post-tasks. Then, I trained another coder, 

who was a native-speaker of Japanese with near native proficiency in English and over 10 

years of experience in teaching EFL at universities in Japan, to apply the system to 

transcripts. Following this, she coded sample transcripts I had randomly selected from the 
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data set. The samples were based on audio recording of approximately 75 minutes in 

length and constituted 11% of the entire audio data. The coder agreed with me on 72% of 

the LREs I had identified in the same samples. We discussed the differences in our 

coding and resolved the disagreements. Subsequently, I adjusted the coding system to 

reflect our discussion. 

 

Classification of LREs 

After identifying LREs in the transcribed data, I categorized them according to 

focus and outcome. Research Questions 1 and 2 sought to investigate the effect of task 

mode and L1 use on the focus and outcome of LREs, and these classifications prepared 

the data for the investigation. I also sorted LREs into those in which L1 was spoken and 

those in which no L1 was spoken in preparation for Research Question 4. (See Figure 1 

for an overview of the LRE classification.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Classification of LREs: Overview. 
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The focus of LREs. In order to classify LREs according to focus, I developed a 

coding system referring to previous studies (Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2007; 

Fortune & Thorp, 2001; Leeser, 2004; Swain & Lapkin, 1998). The system sorted LREs 

into three types: Lexis-Focused, Grammar-Focused, and Discourse-Focused. To elaborate 

the definition of Grammar-Focused LREs, I created detailed lists of morphological and 

syntactical features based on error classification systems in published literature (Bardovi-

Harlig & Bofman, 1989; Kroll, 1990; Polio, 1997). 

 

Lexis-Focused LREs. The first category, Lexis-Focused LREs, consisted of LREs 

in which students talked about an English content word (i.e., noun, verb or two-word verb, 

adjective, or adverb) or idiomatic phrase. Lexis-Focused LREs included lexical search 

episodes, in which the two students of a pair sought an English vocabulary item that 

represented the idea they intended to express (Excerpt 24) or corresponded to the 

Japanese word they had in mind (Excerpt 25). Lexis-Focused LREs also included lexical 

choice episodes, in which the two students conferred with each other to choose one 

vocabulary item from among two or more candidates (Excerpt 26) or to replace a 

vocabulary item they had used with another one (Excerpt 27). In addition, the category 

included episodes in which students discussed the meaning of a lexical item (Excerpt 28). 

 

Excerpt 24 

2012T1X1-5 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical search) 
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I (Q) Y: e:to garbage 

R J: aa ((CST)) garbage uh worker 

RR Y: yeah yeah yeah. 

 

Excerpt 25 

2012T1X6-16 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical search using L1 translation) 

 

I (Q) K: orei orei ((token of gratitude)) 

R A: ºreturnº returns ((laughter)) 

RR K: return ((laughter)) 

RR A: re- ((laughter)) ºreturnº 

  (5.0) 

RR K: un ((acknowledgement)) ja: ((then)) 

 A: gave 

 K: gave returns nanka sonna atta kiga suru ((I guess there was (an 

expression) like that)) returns 

 

Excerpt 26 

2012T1X2-3 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

 

I (Q) N: looked into the a dust? tra? which which is better do you think, 

trash box 

 W: trash box = 

 N: = or garbage can. 

R W: a: garbage ca- 

  (3.0) 

RR N: so garbage can so: 

 

Excerpt 27 

2012T1X10-1 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: thought) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

 

T Y: he thought ((laughter))  

I (Ref) J: he remember? 

R Y: aa ((acknowledgement)) 
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Excerpt 28 

2012T2X5-2 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical meaning) 

 

I (Q) Y: what is what is coma. 

R S: I don’t know. 

RR Y: mmm OK. 

 

Grammar-Focused LREs. The second category, Grammar-Focused LREs, 

consisted of episodes centered on a morphological or syntactical feature. LREs that 

focused on morphology typically dealt with noun forms (e.g., singular or plural, 

possessive) (Excerpt 29) or verb forms (e.g., third-person singular s, tense formation, 

passive formation) (Excerpt 30), or involved grammatical functors (i.e., articles, 

prepositions, auxiliary verbs, demonstratives, or quantifiers) (Excerpt 31). Episodes 

focused on syntax typically addressed problems relating to word order, missing 

constituents, or sentence combining (Excerpt 32). 

 

Excerpt 29 

2012T1X9-10 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: two hour) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; noun form) 

 

T M: after two hour 

I (Ref) G: two::: (1.0) after two hours 

R M: after two hours 

RR G: ºunº ((acknowledgement)) 
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Excerpt 30 

2011(f)T1S3L242 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: found) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; verb form) 

 

T N: he couldn’t fo(.)und 

 Y: un un. ((acknowledgement)) 

I (Ref) N: find. 

R Y: find. 

 

Excerpt 31 

2012T1X13-4 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: in the garbage can) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; grammatical functor) 

 

I (Eli) M: aa in kana: ((SFP, doubt)) 

 K: threw 

  (3.0) 

 M: garbage can, 

  (2.0) 

I (Eli) K: in? 

R M: to? 

RR K: a! ((CST)) to. to 

RR M: to  

RR K: to 

 

Excerpt 32 

2012T1Y5-7 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: He went to there and found there were too vast 

to . . .) 

Grammar-Focused (syntax; sentence combining) 

 

I (Eli) M: korette ((this)) ichibun zutsu kiru beki janai? ((shouldn’t we 

separate each sentence?))  

R S: hh iya demo ((no but)) [tsunagetemo] ((connecting)) 

RR M:  [°i:noka°] tsunage chatte = ((it’s okay to 

connect)) 

RR S: = un ((acknowledgement)) 

 

Note. The students made no reformulation to the Trigger. 
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Discourse-Focused LREs. The final category, Discourse-Focused LREs, 

consisted of episodes involving reference and text organization. They included episodes 

in which students replaced a noun with a pronoun (Excerpt 33), identified the referent of 

a pronoun (Excerpt 34), or added or selected a discourse marker that logically connected 

different parts of text (Excerpts 35 and 36). 

 

Excerpt 33 

2012T1Y2-9 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: garbage can) 

Discourse-Focused (reference) 

 

T M: in:: garbage can 

I (Ref) K: in the garbage can. (4.0) ma ((NLV)) in it no houga ii kamoshinnai 

((“in it”might be better)) 

R M: un ((acknowledgement)) 

 

Excerpt 34 

2012T1X5-12 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: she) 

Discourse-Focused (reference) 

 

T Y: she, she, think, thought she thought, 

I (Ref) S: a: his mother, 

R  Y: his mother thought 

 

Excerpt 35 

2012T1X4-5 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: He went to garbage dump.) 

Discourse-Focused (connector) 

 

T S: he: (1.0) he went to garbage dump. 

I (Ref) H: aa then he went to then he went to: ga:rba:ge he went to there? 

R S: aa ((acknowledgement)) 

RR H: OK? 

RR S: OK. 
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Excerpt 36 

2012T1X7-20 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: so) 

Discourse-Focused (connector) 

 

T+I (Ref) Y: so? therefore? 

R K: s- so no therefore un. 

RR Y: therefore he =  

 

(Detailed descriptions of the three focus types are presented in Appendix L.) 

Some researchers included LREs focusing on spelling in their studies. Spelling 

can constitute an important part of learners’ talk about language, especially in joint 

writing contexts. In fact, I found some sequences in which the two students checked or 

corrected the spelling of a word while I was identifying LREs in the data. However, I 

chose to exclude these sequences entirely from the study. One reason was that they might 

inflate the results for the writing mode if included in the analysis. In principle, 

negotiation of spelling happens only when the task involves writing. If the task does not 

require any writing, learners do not have to spell words, and thus negotiation focusing 

exclusively on orthography is unlikely to occur. Although the speaking version of the 

post-task in this study did involve some writing (i.e., speech notes), the writing version 

was still likely to fare better than it should in terms of LRE frequency if spelling-focused 

episodes were included. Another reason for excluding spelling-focused LREs was that 

they tended to be difficult to analyze using the same coding scheme as LREs of other 

focus types. Students in the study often dealt with spelling issues without talking much, 

and this was problematic in identifying the episodes in transcripts and determining how 

they were organized. 
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Nevertheless, students in the study sometimes talked about spelling in a Lexis-

Focused or Grammar-Focused LRE. The LRE in Excerpt 37 presents an example of such 

an episode. This Grammar-Focused episode begins when S mishears H’s initial utterance 

gone to the garbage truck as go into the garbage truck (lines 2-6). H soon realizes this 

mistake and repeats the Trigger for him (line 7). S responds to this by spelling the word 

(line 8), and H reacts by repeating the word one more time (line 9). In this episode, S 

spelled the word gone not because he wanted to check the spelling or correct the other 

student’s misspelling. S spelled the word to confirm the verb form H had used in his 

initial utterance. H’s reaction move shows that he took S’s utterance as a request for 

confirmation. Thus, as in this example, students sometimes talked about spelling not as 

the primary focus of negotiation but in the course of negotiating a lexical or grammatical 

item. In these cases, I identified the entire sequence as an LRE and classified it as Lexis-

Focused or Grammar-Focused, instead of separating the exchange about spelling as an 

independent LRE focusing on orthography. 

 

Excerpt 37 

2012T1X3-12 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: gone) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; verb form) 

 

1 T H: gone to the garbage (.) garbage truck. 

2 I (Ref) S: go 

3 R H: go 

4 RR S: go [into] 

5 RR H: [un] 

6  S: the garbage truck 

7 I (Ref) H: aa ((CST)) had gone. 

8 R S: a G O N E. = 

9 RR H: = gone. 
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After coding all the LREs for focus using this scheme, I asked the person who had 

identified LREs in sample data to apply the scheme to the LREs in the same subsample. 

She coded a total of 54 LREs (11% of all LREs in the data), and we agreed upon the 

classification of all of them. Thus, the inter-coder agreement level reached 100%. 

 

The outcome of LREs. To analyze the interactional data to answer Research 

Questions 1 and 2, I also classified LREs according to how they ended. This coding was 

conducted in two steps. First, all LREs were classified into two general categories: 

Resolved and Unresolved. Then, LREs in the Resolved category were further classified 

into two types: Resolved Successfully and Resolved Unsuccessfully. 

 

Resolved or Unresolved LREs. In defining these two general categories, I 

referred to Adams (2006) and Adams and Ross-Feldman (2008). Adams created two 

outcome categories, Resolution and No Resolution, based on “whether learners had 

collaboratively agreed on a resolution . . . , or whether they had given up, choosing to 

rephrase instead” (Adams, 2006, p. 18). While Adams’s classification was based solely 

on the presence of agreement between learners, the coding system of Adams and Ross-

Feldman was more elaborate and emphasized the production of modified output in 

addition to agreement between learners. They coded an LRE as Resolved “if the learner 

who had originally produced the utterance that prompted the LRE modified his output 

following direct or indirect attempt . . . or if the learners agreed on a solution in a 
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discussion of form” and coded an LRE as Unresolved “if a learner simply repeated his 

original utterance or ignored feedback or attempts to discuss form and simply moved on 

with the task” (Adams & Ross-Feldman, 2008, p. 256). 

In view of the nature of negotiation of form, I considered both modified output 

and agreement between learners as essential elements of successful resolution. In this 

regard, the coding system of Adams and Ross-Feldman was more valid, so I adopted its 

basic framework. However, I modified their definitions of the two categories to address 

three particular issues. For one, in my model, modification was not always made by the 

learner who produced the Trigger. In addition, modification of the Trigger was not the 

only way the two learners resolved an LRE: they sometimes chose to keep the Trigger at 

the end of the negotiation. Such LREs should be regarded as resolved and distinguished 

from those in which one learner “simply repeated his original utterance” and returned to 

task work. Finally, my coding system needed to address preemptive LREs, which were 

not in the scope of Adams and Ross-Feldman’s model. 

Thus, in this study, a reactive LRE was coded as Resolved when (a) one student 

reformulated the Trigger into another form and the other student verbally agreed with the 

reformulation or (b) the two students verbally agreed not to reformulate the Trigger. 

More specifically, the first type of resolution takes place when the Listener reformulates 

the Trigger produced by the Speaker and the Speaker repeats the Listener’s reformulation 

(Excerpt 38) or gives an agreement or acknowledgement
4
 (Excerpt 39). The first type of 

resolution also happens when the Speaker reformulates the Trigger in his or her own 

                                                 
4
 In this study, acknowledgements refer to response tokens that the recipient of an idea uses to signal the 

absence of problems in agreeing with the idea or understanding the idea. They include short lexical phrases, 

such as yes, OK, hai, and so:ne, and non-lexical vocalizations, such as uh huh, un, and aa. 
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previous utterance and the Listener repeats the Speaker’s reformulation (Excerpt 40) or 

gives an agreement or acknowledgement (Excerpt 41). 

 

Excerpt 38 

2012T1X1-13 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: the man) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; choice of article) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: a man) 

 

T Y: the man (.) found (.) the ticket 

I (Ref) J: a man? 

R (Rep of Ref; MO) Y: a man 

 

Note. Rep = repetition. 

 

Excerpt 39 

2012T1X10-1 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: thought) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: remember) 

 

T Y: he thought ((laughter)) 

I (Ref) J: he remember? 

R (Ack; NMO) Y: aa 

 

Note. Ack = acknowledgement. 

 

Excerpt 40 

2011(f)T1S3L242 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: found) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; verb form) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: find) 

 

T N: he couldn’t fo(.)und 

 Y: un un. ((acknowledgement)) 

I (Ref, MO) N: find. 

R (Rep of Ref) Y: find. 
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Excerpt 41 

2012T1X3-5 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: asks) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; verb form) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: asked) 

 

T+I (Ref; MO) S: he a: (2.0) he asks asked 

R (Ack) H: un 

 

The second type of resolution typically takes place when, following the Listener’s 

Indicator, the Speaker repeats the Trigger in his or her own previous utterance and the 

Listener also repeats the Trigger or gives an agreement or acknowledgement to the 

Speaker’s repetition (Excerpt 42). 

 

Excerpt 42 

2012T1X1-9 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: people walking) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical meaning) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: people walking) 

 

T Y: = he asked people (.) walking 

I (Ref) J: worker 

R (Rep of T) Y: ye wo- a walking a sorry (1.0) walking. walking near the 

RR (Ack) J: aa ((loud)) 

 Y: the e: garbage dump 

 

A reactive LRE was coded as Unresolved when one student reformulated the Trigger but 

the other student did not verbally agree with the reformulation. Unresolved LREs occur 

when one student proposes an alternative form to the Trigger but the other student 

chooses to keep the Trigger (Excerpt 43). They also occur when one student reformulates 

the Trigger but the other student returns to the task at hand without verbally responding 

to the reformulation (Excerpt 44). 
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Excerpt 43 

2012T1Y9-8 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: the garbage was carried to the garbage dump) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; verb tense) 

Unresolved 

 

I (Ref) M: had toka ni suru? ((shall we use “had”?)) 

I (Eli) K: garbage ((prompting)) 

I (Ref) M: irenakute ii had [toka] ((don’t we need to add “had”?)) 

R (Rep of T) K:  [un] was, (1.0) a: sokka ((right)) a: iinja nai? 

((no need (to add))) (1.0) was carried 

 

Note. The episode ends without M’s Reaction. The two students return to the task 

after an 11-second pause following K’s Response. 

 

Excerpt 44 

2012T1Y9-21 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: him) 

Discourse-Focused (reference) 

Unresolved 

 

T+I (Eli) M: for him toka de iino ((is okay?)) ma iika ((okay)) 

R (Ref) K: for a: demo ((but)) the man toka ni shita houga ii kamo shinnai 

((it might be better to use “the man”)) 

 

Note. The episode ends without M’s Reaction. The two students return to the task 

after a 4-second pause following K’s Response. 

 

I applied the same two criteria, choice of a particular L2 form and agreement between the 

two students, to coding preemptive LREs. Thus, a preemptive LRE was coded as 

Resolved when one student asked a question, the other student answered the question, 

and the first student repeated the answer or gave an agreement, claim of understanding, or 

acknowledgement (Excerpt 45). A preemptive LRE was coded as Unresolved when one 

student asked a question, but the other student said that he or she did not know the answer 
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(Excerpt 46). A preemptive episode was also coded as Unresolved when one student 

asked a question and the other student answered the question, but the first student 

returned to the task without giving any response to the other student’s answer (Excerpt 

47). 

 

Excerpt 45 

2012T1X2-3 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: garbage can) 

 

I (Q) N: looked into the a dust? tra-? which which is better do you 

think, trash box 

 W: trash box = 

 N: = or garbage can. 

R (A) W: a: garbage ca- 

  (3.0) 

RR (Rep of A) N: so garbage can so: 

 

Note. A = answer. 

 

Excerpt 46 

2012T2X5-2 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical meaning) 

Unresolved 

 

I (Q) Y: what is what is coma. 

R S: I don’t know. 

RR (Ack) Y: mmm OK. 

 

Excerpt 47 

2012T1Y3-5 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical search) 

Unresolved 
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I (Q) K: he asked okusan, ((wife)) 

R (A) M: asked ºhis (1.0) wifeº 

 K: to:: ((return to task)) 

 

It should be noted that for an LRE to be coded as Resolved, the two students had to agree 

on their choice verbally. Thus, when one student reformulated the Trigger but the other 

student did not repeat the reformulation or give an agreement or acknowledgement, the 

LRE was coded as Unresolved. What needs to be clarified is that the absence of verbal 

agreement did not necessarily mean that the other student ignored or rejected the 

reformulation. He or she could have indicated approval nonverbally, for example, by 

nodding his or her head or making the suggested change in the composition. However, 

without access to video recording or effective means of identifying the corresponding 

changes in the compositions
5
, I referred solely to students’ utterances when classifying 

LREs into Resolved and Unresolved. Therefore, some LREs that were coded as 

Unresolved might actually have been resolved in the sense that the two students agreed, 

albeit nonverbally, on the reformulation, and the students might have incorporated the 

reformulation into their composition. 

 

Resolved Successfully or Resolved Unsuccessfully. I further classified LREs 

coded as Resolved into two categories, Resolved Successfully and Resolved 

Unsuccessfully, based on the linguistic item the two learners agreed to use at the end of 

the episode. When I coded a reactive LRE, I evaluated the outcome item independently, 

                                                 
5
In many cases, it was possible to match the LRE in the transcript with a particular change in the 

composition, but it was difficult to determine which student of the pair (the one who initially proposed the 

modification or the one who was in the position to agree or disagree with it) made the change.  
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rather than comparing it with the Trigger and judging its relative comprehensibility or 

accuracy. In other words, the quality of the Trigger did not affect my judgment of the 

outcome. For example, in the LRE in Excerpt 48, the students modified the Trigger asked 

to said to, which somewhat blurred the meaning they intended to express. Nevertheless, 

this episode was coded as Resolved Successfully because the outcome said to met the 

criteria for successful Lexis-Focused LREs when evaluated independently. 

 

Excerpt 48 

2012T1Y7-10 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: asked) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: said to) 

 

T Y: so he was >very surprised and< asked his mother 

  (1.0) 

I (Ref) K: a! ((CST)) said to (1.0) his mother 

R (App+Rep) Y: a sou e sou ((right right)) said to 

 

Note. App = approval. 

 

When I evaluated the item the two students agreed to use in each LRE, I applied different 

criteria depending on the focus of the LRE (i.e., lexis, grammar, or discourse). With 

Lexis-Focused LREs, the evaluation was based on whether the outcome item (a) existed 

in the target language lexicon and (b) made reasonable sense in the particular context in 

which it was used. When the item met both of these criteria, the LRE was coded as 

Resolved Successfully (Excerpt 49). When the item failed to meet one or both of these 

criteria, the LRE was coded as Resolved Unsuccessfully (Excerpt 50). Considering that 

the participants were all non-native speakers who had been learning English in EFL 
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settings with limited exposure to native-like usage, I accepted non-standard or non-

nativelike usage of vocabulary as long as the meaning of the item was comprehensible in 

the particular context it was used in. 

 

Excerpt 49 

2012T1X10-1 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: thought) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: he remembered he threw away) 

 

T Y: he thought ((laughter)) 

I (Ref) J: he remember? 

R (Ack) Y: aa 

 

Excerpt 50 

2012T1X6-4 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: take away) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Resolved Unsuccessfully (Outcome: get away his lottery ticket) 

 

T+I (Eli) K: take away (.) e? 

I (Eli) A: take away? 

R (Ref) K: take away (.) hh get away 

RR (Rep of Ref) A: get away. (.) e get away ((approving)) 

 

Note. The two students are discussing the two-word verb to use after he 

remembered that he. 

 

In Grammar-Focused LREs coded as Resolved, the two students of a pair agreed to use or 

omit a morphological or syntactical item. Thus, these LREs were classified as Resolved 

Successfully or Resolved Unsuccessfully depending on whether the use or omission 

conformed to English grammar. Excerpts 51 and 52 present an example of each category. 
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Excerpt 51 

2012T1Y4-3 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: ask) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; tense) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: asked) 

 

T+I (Ref) K: then, (1.0) he ask, (4.0) asked 

R (Rep of Ref) A: asked, 

 

Excerpt 52 

2012T1Y3-4 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: may lost) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; verb form after modal auxiliaries) 

Resolved Unsuccessfully (Outcome: may lose) 

 

T+I (Ref) K: he may lost lose 

R (Rep of Ref) M: lo::se 

 

Note. The correct form in the context is may have lost. 

 

With Discourse-Focused LREs, the judgement was based on whether the connector the 

two students selected linked different parts of the text logically (Excerpts 53) or whether 

the pronoun they selected agreed with its referent in number and gender (Excerpt 54). 

Because students were all EFL learners with limited exposure to native-like usage of 

discourse features, any use of a connector that was stylistically inappropriate (e.g., too 

formal or too informal) in the particular context was accepted if the connector linked 

different parts of the text logically. 

 

Excerpt 53 

2012T1X2-8 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: after a while) 

Discourse-Focused (connector) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: he tried to search the ticket by himself. After 

that, ...) 
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T N: after after a while, 

I (Eli) W: af (.) ter ((prompting)) 

I (Eli) N: maybe? 

R (Ref) W: after that? 

RR (Rep of Ref) N: after that, 

RR (Rep of Ref) W: after that 

 

Excerpt 54 

2012T1X5-19 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: lottery ticket) 

Discourse-Focused (pronoun) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: the black hair man found it) 

 

T+I (Ref) S: e: lottery ticket a: it = 

R (Rep of Ref) Y: = a: it = 

RR (Rep of Ref) S: = it. it. 

RR (Rep of Ref) Y: it. ((writes)) 

 

When determining whether an LRE was resolved successfully, I made the judgment 

strictly within the focus category of the particular LRE (i.e., lexis, grammar, or discourse). 

That is, with a Lexis-Focused LRE, only the criteria for Lexis-Focused LREs were 

referred to, and with a Grammar-Focused LRE, only the criteria for Grammar-Focused 

LREs were referred to. For example, in the Lexis-Focused LRE in Excerpt 49, the 

outcome item (remember) is not accurate in terms of morphological form. Nevertheless, 

this LRE was coded as Resolved Successfully because the item met the criteria for Lexis-

Focused LREs. 

Using this system, I coded all the LREs in the data for outcome. To obtain an 

inter-rater reliability, I asked the same coder who had coded a subset of data for focus to 

apply the system to the same subset. The agreement rate reached 87%. We discussed 

discrepancies and resolved disagreements. 
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L1 use. The final coding task was for L1 use. I first examined individual LREs 

and identified Japanese utterances. However, I did not include non-lexical vocalizations, 

such as un, aa, and e:to, into Japanese utterances. Non-lexical vocalizations performed 

important functions in LREs. When they were used by the Listener, they performed such 

roles as receiving information, passing a turn, or acknowledging the Speaker’s utterance. 

When they were used by the Speaker, they served as hesitation markers or fillers (see 

Appendix M for a list of non-lexical vocalizations and their functions). For this reason, I 

included them when I identified Response and Reaction moves and coded LREs for 

outcome. However, some non-lexical vocalizations in the data could not be easily labeled 

as English or Japanese. For example, Japanese response token un and its variations (e.g., 

un un, hun, hun hun) were used very frequently. They sometimes occurred in LREs that 

were otherwise produced entirely in English, and in these occurrences, it was often 

difficult to determine whether the student said un knowing that it was a Japanese token or 

used an English token such as mm or hm with Japanese-like pronunciation. In view of this 

ambiguity, I decided to exclude non-lexical vocalizations when I identified Japanese 

utterances in LREs. For the same reason, non-lexical vocalizations (both English and 

Japanese) were excluded from the analysis of metalanguage. 

After identifying all Japanese utterances, I classified LREs into L1 Use and L2 

Only depending on whether they included Japanese utterances in the Indicator move or 

thereafter. When an LRE contained at least one utterance made in Japanese in the 

Indicator move or thereafter, it was coded as L1 Use. When an LRE did not contain any 
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utterances in Japanese in the Indicator move or thereafter, it was coded as L2 Only. The 

two excerpts below show examples of LREs coded as L1 Use. The LRE in Excerpt 55 

contains four utterances in Japanese: suteru tte nante iimasuka in line 1, which forms a 

question, de iinja ne in line 3, which is attached to throw away and formulates the answer 

to the question, and two utterances of agreement token sou in lines 6 and 7. The LRE in 

Excerpt 56 contains only one utterance in Japanese, the sentence-final particle kana in 

line 5, which is attached to in. 

 

Excerpt 55 

2012T1Y6-1 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical search) 

Extensive L1 Use 

 

 I (Q) Y: ano ((NLV)) (1.0) suteru tte nante iimasuka ((how do you say 

“throw away”)) 

 R K: th- thro- throw away de iinja ne ((“throw away” is okay)) 

RR Y: throw away 

RR K: throw away = 

 RR Y: = a! ((CST)) sou ((right)) throw away = 

 RR K: = sou ((right)) throw away 

 

Excerpt 56 

2012T1X3-4 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: couldn’t find the ticket from the garbage can) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; preposition) 

Limited L1 Use 

 

T+I (Eli) S: from a ((CST)) from? 

R H: in [in] 

RR S: [in] 

  (2.0)  

 R H: in on. in kana ((SFP, request for approval)) [i:n] 

RR S: [i:n] 
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On the other hand, Excerpts 57 and 58 present examples of LREs coded as L2 Only. The 

LRE in Excerpt 57 contains no utterances in Japanese. The LRE in Excerpt 58 contains 

two short utterances un and aa, which are commonly used as tokens of acknowledgement 

in Japanese. However, because they are both non-lexical vocalizations, I coded this LRE 

as L2 Only. 

 

Excerpt 57 

2012T2X5-2 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical meaning) 

L2 Only 

 

I (Q) Y: what is what is coma. 

R S: I don’t know. 

RR Y: mmm OK. 

 

Excerpt 58 

2012T1X3-1 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: he had thrown the ticket into the garbage can before) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical meaning) 

L2 Only 

 

T H: can before before 

I (Eli) S: before? 

 R H: un. ((NLV, acknowledgement)) before, garbage can before. 

RR S: before. 

 RR H: aa ((NLV, acknowledgement)) 

 

I further classified LREs in the L1 Use category into three types, Limited L1 Use, 

Moderate L1 Use, and Extensive L1 Use, based on the L1 forms they contained. (See 

Appendix N for a summary of the coding scheme.) 
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Limited L1 Use. An LRE was coded as Limited L1 Use when the Japanese 

utterance or utterances consisted exclusively of one or both of the following: (a) 

sentence-final particles (SFP, e.g., ka, kana, ne), the copula (e.g., da, desu), or the copula 

+ SFP constructions (e.g., dane, dayo, dane, dana) or (b) response tokens that show 

understanding or agreement to the other student’s previous utterances (e.g., hai, sou, 

naruhodo) or that show disagreement to the other student’s previous utterances (e.g., iya). 

The following two LREs were coded as Limited L1 Use because the Japanese utterances 

consisted of nothing but SFP kana (Excerpt 59) or agreement token sou (Excerpt 60). 

 

Excerpt 59 

2012T1X3-4 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: couldn’t find the ticket from) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; preposition) 

Limited L1 Use 

 

T+I (Eli) S: from a ((CST)) from? 

R H: in [in] 

RR S: [in] 

  (2.0) 

R H: in on. in kana ((SFP, request for approval)) [i:n] 

RR S: [i:n] 

 

Excerpt 60 

2012T1Y7-10 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: asked) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Limited L1 Use 

 

T Y: so he was >very surprised and< asked his mother 

  (1.0) 

I (Ref) K: a! ((CST)) said to (1.0) his mother 

R Y: a sou e sou ((right right)) said to 
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Moderate L1 Use. An LRE was coded as Moderate L1 Use when the utterance or 

utterances in Japanese included any of the following forms but did not include any of the 

forms listed in the Extensive L1 Use category: 

● adjectives associated with positive or negative assessment, such as ii (good), daijobu 

(okay), atteru (correct), wakaru (understandable), iru (necessary), dame (no good), 

chigau (wrong), and iranai (unnecessary) 

● verbs that describe the speaker’s decision to use (or not to use) an English item 

● question words or short questions, such as nani (what), nanda (what), nante iu (how 

to say), docchi (which), doushiyo (what to do) 

● Japanese translations of the English target items 

● metalinguistic terms in Japanese 

● other words and expressions (see Appendix N for details) 

These forms might be inflected or followed by SFPs such as yone, ka, or kana when used 

in the utterances. The LRE in Excerpt 61 was coded as Moderate L1 Use because the 

only Japanese utterance it contained was atteru (correct). 

 

Excerpt 61 

2012T1X13-2 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: he have thrown) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology) 

Moderate L1 Use 

 

T K: that (.) he (1.0) he (.) have? 

 M: [un] ((acknowledgement)) 

I (Eli) K: [have] thro- n? atteru? ((correct?)) (1.0) he:: 

R M: had 

RR K: had 
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The LREs in Excerpts 62 and 63 each contained two instances of Japanese use: The 

former contained gomen (sorry) and chigatta (wrong), and the latter contained nanda 

(what) and toriaezu (for now). These LREs were coded as Moderate L1 Use because both 

forms belonged to that category. 

 

Excerpt 62 

2012T1X3-3 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: couldn’t found) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology) 

Moderate L1 Use 

 

I (Ref) S: a couldn’t find. 

R H: found find fa- fi- a gomen ((sorry)) chigatta ((wrong)) 

 S: ((laughter)) 

 H: ºfi- fi:ndº 

 

Excerpt 63 

2012T1X10-7 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical search) 

Moderate L1 Use 

 

I (Q) J: a:n garbage:: (4.0) a: nanda ((what)) ((mumbling)) toriaezu ((for 

now)) 

  (2.0) 

I Y: a:n garba:ge, 

 J: an: 

  (18.0) 

R Y: a garbage truck? u un 

RR J: a garbage truck. 

 

The LRE in Excerpt 64 also included two instances of Japanese use: the metalinguistic 

term kakokei (past tense) and the SFP ka. Because the former was classified in the 
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Moderate L1 Use category and the latter was classified in the Limited L1 Use category, 

this LRE was coded as Moderate L1 Use. 

 

Excerpt 64 

2012T1Y5-11 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: look) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology) 

Moderate L1 Use 

 

T M: and look for = 

 S: = ºand look for,º 

 M: and look for it. 

 S: look for it. = 

((Another LRE is embedded.)) 

  (1.0) 

I (Ref) M: looked a kakokei ((past tense form)) 

R S: a! ((CST)) looked ka ((SFP, confirmation)) 

 

In the examples above, students used the Japanese forms classified as Moderate L1 Use 

in isolation. However, in some LREs in the Moderate L1 Use category, they combined 

these forms with the Trigger or its reformulation in English to make longer utterances. 

These utterances often worked as Indicators in the episodes. For example, in the Indicator 

move in Excerpt 65, A shows that draw is not the right word by joining janai (not) with 

the Trigger draw. In Excerpt 66, M requests her partner to confirm the pronoun it by 

combining about it with de iino (is okay). In Excerpt 67, K suggests changing search to 

look by saying, “look ni shiyo” (let’s use look). In the preemptive LRE in Excerpt 68, Y 

uses hug in the question construction in Japanese, X tte nani (what’s X), when he asks for 

its meaning. 
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Excerpt 65 

2012T1X12-1 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: draw) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Moderate L1 Use 

 

T+I (Eli) A: >d- draw< draw janai ((not “draw”)) ((laughter)) draw 

((laughter)) 

  (2.0) 

R K: throw ((laughter)) 

RR A: throw a! ((CST)) throw ((laughter)) (1.0) ja: ((then)) throw 

throw(ing) 

RR K: throw(ing) 

RR A: no draw ((laughter)) a: throw 

 

Excerpt 66 

2012T1Y3-7 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: about it) 

Discourse-Focused (pronoun) 

Moderate L1 Use 

 

T+I (Eli) M: a: about it de iino? ((“about it” is okay?)) 

R K: un ((acknowledgement)) about it (3.0) it, 

RR M: it 

 

Excerpt 67 

2012T1Y9-19 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: search) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Moderate L1 Use 

 

T K: to (.) search 

((Another LRE is embedded.)) 

I (Ref) K: hai ((yes)) look ni shiyo ((let’s use “look”)) ((laughter)) 

R M: un bunan bunan ((safe safe)) 

 

Excerpt 68 

2012T2X7-2 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical meaning) 

Moderate L1 Use 
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I (Q) Y: hug tte e nani ((what’s “hug”)) 

 K: m? 

I (Q) Y: hug tte nani ((what’s “hug”)) 

R K hugged hug ((laughter)) 

RR Y: Mark’s Mark hug his dog, 

 

Japanese translations of English target items were considered as Moderate L1 Use when 

students used them independently or incorporated them in utterances in English. For 

example, the LRE in Excerpt 69 was coded as Moderate L1 Use because the Japanese 

translation of wife (okusan) was embedded in the English sentence as the object of the 

verb asked. In this preemptive LRE, K’s utterance “he asked okusan” served as an 

implicit question and prompted M to supply the target item wife. 

 

Excerpt 69 

2012T1Y3-5 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical search) 

Moderate L1 Use 

 

I (Q) K: he asked okusan ((wife)) 

R M: asked ºhis (1.0) wifeº 
 

Extensive L1 Use. An LRE was coded as Extensive L1 Use when the utterance or 

utterances in Japanese included any form that did not fall under the Limited L1 Use or 

Moderate L1 Use category. This typically happened when students used Japanese forms 

listed in the Moderate L1 Use category in conjunction with other Japanese forms in the 

Moderate L1 Use category and formed a statement or question. For example, in the LRE 

in Excerpt 70, the only Japanese utterance—no houga ii kamo shinnai—consists of two 

forms, no houga ii (is better) and kamo shinnai (a colloquial variation of kamo shirenai, 
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which means maybe), both of which belong to the Moderate L1 Use category. Because 

the two forms together constituted one statement, in it no houga ii kamo shinnai, this 

LRE was coded as Extensive L1 Use. 

 

Excerpt 70 

2012T1Y2-9 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: garbage can) 

Discourse-Focused (pronoun) 

Extensive L1 Use 

 

T M: in:: garbage can 

I (Ref) K: in the garbage can. (4.0) ma ((NLV)) in it no houga ii kamo 

shinnai ((“in it” might be better)) 

R M: un ((acknowledgement)) 

 

The LRE in Excerpt 71 contained four instances of Japanese use. The episode was coded 

as Extensive L1 Use because the first instance suteru tte nante iimasuka consisted of two 

forms categorized as Moderate L1 Use, suteru (translation of throw away) and tte nante 

iimasuka (how do you say), used in conjunction. 

 

Excerpt 71 

2012T1Y6-1 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical search) 

Extensive L1 Use 

 

I (Q) Y: ano ((NLV)) (1.0) suteru tte nante iimasuka ((how do you say 

“throw away”)) 

R K: th- thro- throw away de iinja ne ((“throw away” is okay)) 

RR Y: throw away 

 RR K: throw away = 

RR Y: = a! ((CST)) sou ((right)) throw away = 

RR K: = sou ((right)) throw away 
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It should be noted that, in this coding system, the number of L1 use instances contained 

in an LRE does not affect the coding of the episode. For instance, Excerpt 70 above 

contains only one instance of L1 use (no houga ii kamo shinnai), which belongs to the 

Extensive L1 Use category. The LRE in Excerpt 71 above contains one instance in the 

Extensive L1 Use category (suteru tte nante iimasuka), one instance in the Moderate L1 

Use category (in it de iinja ne), and two instances of use of the same form that belongs to 

the Limited L1 Use category (sou). The LRE in Excerpt 72 below includes three 

instances that fall under the Extensive L1 Use category (korette ichibun zutsu kirubeki 

janai, demo tsunagetemo, and i:noka tsunage chatte). These three LREs were coded as 

Extensive L1 Use because they all included at least one instance of L1 use in the 

Extensive category. 

 

Excerpt 72 

2012T1Y5-7 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: He went to there and found there were too 

vast . . .) 

Grammar-Focused (syntax; separating sentences) 

Extensive L1 Use 

 

I (Eli) M: korette ((this)) ichibun zutsu kiru beki janai? ((shouldn’t we 

separate each sentence?)) 

R S: hh iya demo ((no but)) [tsunagetemo] ((connecting)) 

RR M:  [ºi:nokaº] tsunage chatte = ((it’s okay to 

connect)) 

RR S: = un ((acknowledgement)) 

 

After coding all the LREs for L1 use using this system, I asked the coder who had coded 

subsamples for focus and outcome to verify the system. She coded 10% of LREs 
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randomly selected from the entire data set, and her coding matched mine with 90% of the 

LREs. We discussed to resolve all the disagreements. 

 

Quantitative Analysis of LREs 

After identifying all the LREs in the transcripts and classifying them according to 

the focus, outcome and L1 use, I prepared the data for quantitative analysis. First, the 

total number of LREs that each pair produced on each task was counted. Then, using the 

total and the length of the recorded audio data, the number of LREs per minute was 

calculated for each pair and task. In the subsequent analyses, this measurement was used 

as the measurement for LRE frequency. During the data collection sessions, a time limit 

was set for each task, and students were instructed to keep working until that time. 

However, some pairs finished work before the time was up and turned off their recorders. 

Because of this, the audio data for these pairs were shorter than those for others. To 

include these pairs into analysis, LREs per minute was used instead of total LREs. 

In addition, the number of LREs was tallied for each of the three focus categories 

(Lexis-Focused, Grammar-Focused, and Discourse-Focused), three outcome categories 

(Resolved Successfully, Resolved Unsuccessfully, and Unresolved), and four L1 use 

categories (L2 Only, Limited L1 Use, Moderate L1 Use, and Extensive L1 Use). Then, 

based on these numbers, the proportion of each category to the total number of LREs 

(e.g., proportion of Lexis-Focused LREs to total LREs) was calculated for each pair and 

task. In the subsequent analyses, these proportions were used instead of raw numbers 

because the study focused on changes in the relative strengths of different categories (e.g., 
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Lexis-Focused vs. Grammar-Focused; Resolved Successfully vs. Resolved 

Unsuccessfully) between the two task modes, rather than changes in the number of LREs 

in the same category. 

To answer Research Question 1, which investigated the effect of task modality on 

negotiation, I analyzed those LRE data statistically to find any significant differences 

between the writing version and the speaking version of the post-task. The two classes 

were examined separately because they had worked under different language conditions. 

The data from the nine pairs in each class that had completed both versions of the post-

task with the same partners were used. Thus, a series of dependent-samples tests were 

conducted for the nine pairs in the EO class first, and then for the nine pairs in the EJ 

class. Before the main analysis, the normality of the data was checked with histograms 

and Shapiro-Wilk tests, and it was found that the data were not normally distributed. 

Thus, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which is a non-parametric version of the dependent 

t-test, was used for the main analysis. For either class, the sample size was not 

sufficiently large for the z-approximation test to yield accurate p values. Thus, exact tests 

were conducted to calculate significance more precisely. The significance level was set 

at .05, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient r was used to measure effect size.
6
 

To answer Research Question 2, which studied the effect of L1 use on negotiation, 

I compared the two classes, EO and EJ, in terms of the LRE-related measurements. The 

writing post-task and the speaking post-task were analyzed separately. For these analyses, 

the data from all the pairs, including those that completed the two tasks with different 

                                                 
6
 According to Cohen’s (1988) criteria, r = .10 is interpreted as small effect, r = .30 is interpreted as 

medium effect, and r = .50 is interpreted as large effect. 
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partners, were used. Because of this, the sizes of the two classes differed slightly. Thus, 

first, a series of independent-samples tests were conducted to compare 12 pairs in the EO 

class and 13 pairs in the EJ class for the writing post-task. Then, another series of 

independent-samples tests were carried out to compare 12 pairs in the EO class and 11 

pairs in the EJ class for the speaking post-task. In the preliminary analysis, histograms 

and the Shapiro-Wilk test indicated that the data were not normally distributed. Because 

of this, the Mann-Whitney test, which is a non-parametric version of the independent t-

test, was used for the main analysis. As in the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for Research 

Question 1, the exact test was selected instead of the Asymptotic Method because the 

sample was small. The significance level was set at .05, and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient r was used to measure effect size. 

First, the two classes were compared in terms of the proportion of LREs coded as 

L1 Use. The purpose of this analysis was to confirm that the two language conditions had 

actually been materialized when the data were collected. I assumed that if students had 

followed my instructions about language, the proportion of L1 Use LREs for the EJ class 

would be significantly larger than that for the EO class. After this analysis, the two 

classes were compared in terns if the frequency, focus, and outcome of LREs. 

 

Analysis of the Written Data 

Research Question 3 explored any differences in accuracy between the 

compositions written by pairs who were required to speak English only while writing and 

those written by pairs who were allowed to speak Japanese. The first step in the 
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investigation of this question was to quantify the written data for subsequent analyses 

using accuracy measures. For this purpose, I first counted the number of words in the 

composition written by each pair. Then, I segmented the text into T-units following Hunt 

(1966), who defined a clause as “one subject or one set of coordinate subjects with one 

finite verb or one finite set of coordinated verbs” (p. 735) and a T-unit as “exactly one 

main clause plus whatever subordinate clauses happen to be attached to or embedded 

within it” (p. 737). Following these definitions, He is leaving early is one clause, but He 

leaving early is not a clause. He is leaving early is also one T-unit because it is made up 

of one main clause. Similarly, He is leaving early, but she is staying late is two T-units 

because it is made up of two main clauses. On the other hand, He is leaving early 

because he is sick is one T-unit consisting of one main clause and one subordinate clause 

attached to it. Based on Hunt’s definition, the composition in Excerpt 73 was segmented 

into 10 T-units, whose boundaries are shown by double slashes (//). 

 

Excerpt 73 

2012T1X6 

Composition 

 

However, he remembered that he had got away his lottery ticket. // So he looked 

in garbage can // but he couldn’t find out his ticket. // He asked his mother about 

ticket. // Because his mother told him that his ticket was carried to the garbage 

dump, he went there. // He searched in garbage dump // but he couldn’t find out 

his ticket. // He asked officers to search his ticket. // A man of the officers found it 

// so Diego gave returns to him. // 

 

The next step was to define what constituted an error. When doing this, I made sure that 

the definition was consistent with my coding system for LREs. Thus, in line with the 
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three focus types in the LRE coding, three categories of errors—lexical, grammatical, and 

discourse—were set, and a definition for each category was formulated. I also 

coordinated the definitions with my criteria for classifying LREs into Resolved 

Successfully and Resolved Unsuccessfully based on the outcome. Thus, a lexical error 

was defined as any use of a lexical item that did not exist in the English lexicon or did not 

make reasonable sense in the particular context in which it was used. In this definition, 

lexical items referred to nouns, verbs (including two-word verbs), adjectives, adverbs, 

and idiomatic phrases. As in the coding of Lexis-Focused LREs for outcome, non-

standard or non-nativelike usage was permitted to the extent that the meaning of the item 

was comprehensible in the specific context. A grammatical error was defined as any use 

or non-use of a morphological or syntactical form that did not conform to the rules of the 

English grammar. Morphological errors included errors in noun forms and verb forms as 

well as erroneous use or omission of grammatical functors (i.e., articles, prepositions, 

auxiliary verbs, demonstratives, and quantifiers). Syntactical errors typically involved 

wrong word order, missing constituents, or errors in sentence combining. Finally, a 

discourse error was defined as any use or non-use of a pronoun or a connector that 

intervened in logical connection between different parts of the text. As in the coding of 

Discourse-Focused LREs for outcome, any use of a discourse feature that was 

stylistically inappropriate in the particular text was accepted as long as the item 

connected elements of the text logically. Instances of incorrect spelling were not counted 

as errors because LREs focusing on spelling were entirely excluded from the study. 
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After establishing the definitions of different types of errors, I applied them to the 

written data and identified errors in each composition. For example, Excerpt 73 above 

contained seven errors, which are indicated by underlines. They consisted of two lexical 

errors (got away and returns), four grammatical (morphological) errors (three missing 

articles before garbage can, ticket, and garbage dump and a missing preposition after 

search), and one discourse errors (a man). The use of find out in line 2 and line 4 was 

rather awkward, but its meaning was comprehensible, so these instances were not 

counted as errors. When the same error with the same linguistic item was repeated in one 

composition, each instance was counted as one error. When two different errors were 

identified with one item, they were counted as two errors. For example, two grammatical 

errors—wrong tense and disagreement with the subject—were identified with the verb 

are in the sentence: He thought there are too many garbage to find the ticket by himself. 

Likewise, three grammatical errors—one syntactical (there was not it) and two 

morphological (a missing article before garbage can twice)—were identified in this 

excerpt: He remembered that he had thrown the lottery ticket in garbage can. In garbage 

can there was not it. 

Following this, I asked a colleague, a native-speaker of English experienced in 

teaching EFL in Japan, to analyze all the compositions using the error definitions. She 

agreed with my judgment regarding 97% of the errors I had identified. We discussed to 

resolve all the disagreements, including instances that she had considered as errors but I 

had not. I then modified the error definitions to incorporate points from our discussion. 
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Finally, I assessed the accuracy of the compositions using two measures: the 

proportion of error-free T-units to all T-units and the number of errors per word. The 

former, error-free T-units, is widely used in L2 writing research. Because it uses the T-

unit as the unit of measurement, which Hunt (1966) defined as “exactly one main clause 

plus whatever subordinate clauses happen to be attached to or embedded within it” (p. 

737), researchers consider it suitable for analyzing written data produced by intermediate 

or advanced learners who can handle subordination (Norris & Ortega, 2009). One 

problem with this measure is that it does not account for the number of errors contained 

in one T-unit. For example, it treats a T-unit with only one error and a T-unit with three 

errors equally. To make up for this weakness, I chose to use the second measurement, the 

number of errors per word. Compared to error-free T-units, this measure works more 

precisely when errors occur unevenly in the same text and, because of this, it is 

considered more capable of detecting small differences in compositions written by a 

homogeneous group of learners (Polio, 1997). The text in Excerpt 73 above has 10 T-

units, of which three are error-free; therefore, the proportion of error-free T-units to all T-

units is 0.30. On the other hand, it is made up of 79 words and contains seven errors, so 

the number of errors per word is 0.09. 

After measuring the accuracy of all compositions using these two instruments, I 

analyzed the scores statistically to find any significant differences between the two 

language conditions. I also found the proportions of the three types of errors—lexical, 

grammatical, and discourse—to the total number of errors for each composition and 

compared the two language conditions in terms of the proportions. Prior to the main 
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analysis, the data were checked using histograms and the Shapiro-Wilk test, and it was 

found that some of the data were not normally distributed. Thus, the non-parametric 

Mann-Whitney test was used for the main analysis. Exact tests were used to calculate 

significance because of the sample was small. The significance level was set at .05, and 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient r was used to measure effect size. 

 

Metalanguage Use in LREs 

One aim of Research Question 4 was to find how LREs in which L1 was spoken 

and LREs in which no L1 was spoken differed in terms of metalanguage use. To prepare 

for this analysis, I examined individual LREs to see if they included, between the 

Indicator move and the end of the episode, any use of metalanguage in the L1 or the L2. 

To identify metalanguage use in LREs, Berry’s (2005) definition was followed: 

Metalanguage is defined as language about language, where it is reflexive, not a 

distinct register, with all the lack of precision and consciousness that this 

involves. . . . Metalanguage is more than terminology, more than just a specialised 

body of lexis. It applies to all aspects of language that is used to talk about 

language, to features of grammar and discourse as well. (p. 17) 

Thus, in this study, any use of language to talk about language was considered as 

metalanguage use, no matter what linguistic form it took. In this regard, the scope of 

analysis was wider than that of Basturkmen et al. (2002), which focused on the use of 

metalinguistic terms. 
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L2 metalanguage use. When I searched each LRE for any use of L2 

metalanguage, I first excluded any English utterances that were not considered as 

metalanguage use. In my data, LREs took place while two students were writing down a 

story or preparing to narrate a story. Thus, a majority of the episodes focused on a 

specific form (i.e., Trigger) students had used or were going to use in the story. Reactive 

LREs typically began when one student of a pair repeated his or her own or the other 

student’s previous utterance including the Trigger or when one student repeated his or her 

own or the other student’s previous utterance substituting the Trigger with an alternative 

form. The repetition or substitution a student made in the Indicator move tended to recur 

in subsequent moves. Preemptive LREs often began with a student’s question containing 

a form he or she was going to use, and the two students tended to repeat the same form in 

subsequent moves. I called these repetitions the Core Component because they were 

included in all LREs. The Core Component consisted of (a) repetitions of the Trigger or 

other previous utterances that constituted parts of the story, (b) vocalizations of forms 

that substituted the Trigger, and (c) repetitions of the substitute forms. The Core 

Component was not counted as metalanguage because it consisted exclusively of the 

language of the story, and thus it was the object of the talk rather than language used to 

talk about it. 

In fact, many LREs in the L2 Only category were made up of nothing but the 

Core Component, and thus no instances of L2 metalanguage use were identified in them. 

For example, the reactive LRE in Excerpt 74 begins with S’s utterance of before, which 

repeats the Trigger in H’s previous utterance. The subsequent turns consist of repetitions 
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of the Trigger and another item from a student’s previous utterance (garbage can) and 

non-lexical vocalizations (un and aa). 

 

Excerpt 74 

2012T1X3-1 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: he had thrown the ticket into the garbage can before) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical meaning) 

L2 Only 

No metalanguage use 

 

T H: can before before 

I (Eli) S: before? 

R H: un. ((NLV, acknowledgement)) before, garbage can before. 

RR S: before. 

RR H: aa ((NLV, acknowledgement)) 

 

Similarly, the LRE in Excerpt 75 begins with J’s Reformulation Indicator, which repeats 

Y’s previous utterance but replaces the Trigger thought with remember. The episode 

quickly comes to an end with H’s non-lexical vocalization aa in the following turn, 

which acknowledges J’s reformulation. 

 

Excerpt 75 

2012T1X10-1 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: thought) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

L2 Only 

No metalanguage use 

 

T Y: he thought ((laughter)) 

I (Ref) J: he remember? 

R Y: aa ((NLV, acknowledgement)) 
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When an LRE contained any utterance in English other than the Core Component, it was 

regarded as L2 metalanguage use. Some of these utterances performed basic 

communicative functions, such as making a request, asking a question, or reacting to the 

other speaker’s request or question. Following Fortune (2005) and Fortune and Thorp 

(2001), I called these utterances Nontechnical Metalanguage. Others performed more 

advanced functions special to negotiation or discussion of form, such as proposing, 

explaining, evaluating, comparing, and making a choice. In line with Fortune and Fortune 

and Thorp, I called these utterances Technical Metalanguage. The use of Technical 

Metalanguage occurred, for example, when one student corrected the other student’s 

utterance, and the other student asked him or her to explain what was wrong with the 

utterance, or when the two students had different forms in mind, and they discussed 

which one to use. Whether Technical or Nontechnical, these utterances served the 

purpose of discussing the target linguistic item. Therefore, all these utterances were 

considered as L2 metalanguage use. 

L2 metalanguage use in the data often took the form of isolated utterances of 

English words or phrases. Typical examples were response tokens such as OK, yes, and I 

see and common conversational expressions such as I don’t know and maybe. For 

example, in Excerpt 76, OK in N’s Reaction move constitutes L2 metalanguage use. In 

Excerpt 77, I don’t know in S’s Response and OK in Y’s Reaction constitute L2 

metalanguage use. 
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Excerpt 76 

2012T1X2-5 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: it) 

Discourse-Focused (pronoun) 

L2 Only 

L2 metalanguage use 

 

T+I (Ref) N: garbage truck took (1.0) took it (.) them? took. (.) what. 

((laughter)) 

R W: took took e: garbage truck took it. 

RR N: it. OK. 

 

Excerpt 77 

2012T2X5-2 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical meaning) 

L2 Only 

L2 metalanguage use 

 

I (Q) Y: what is what is coma. 

R S: I don’t know. 

RR Y: mmm OK. 

 

Students sometimes used L2 metalanguage in longer utterances, in conjunction with 

repetitions or substitutions of the Trigger. This typically happened in the Indicator move 

of reactive LREs. When giving an Elicitation or Reformulation Indicator, students 

sometimes repeated or substituted the Trigger and followed it up with a question or 

comment in English. Sometimes, they incorporated the repetition or substitution in a 

question or comment in English. In these utterances, the repetition or substitution was 

regarded as the Core Component, and the question or comment was regarded as L2 

metalanguage use. For example, in N’s Reformulation Indicator (them? took what) in 

Excerpt 76 above, them and took were excluded, and the remaining utterance (what) was 

regarded as L2 metalanguage use. Similarly, in analyzing questions in preemptive LREs, 
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the target item was excluded, and the remaining part of the question was considered as L2 

metalanguage use. For example, in Y’s question what is what is coma in Excerpt 77 

above, only what is what is was considered as L2 metalanguage use. 

 

L1 metalanguage use. When I identified instances of L1 metalanguage use, I 

modified Berry’s (2005) definition of metalanguage. The part that stated “where it is 

reflexive, not a distinct register, with all the lack of precision and consciousness that this 

involves” (p. 17) does not apply to L1 metalanguage because an L1 is a language system 

distinct from an L2, and thus its use to talk about an L2 is not reflexive. In fact, in the 

same article, Berry noted that there are situations in which a completely distinct language 

is used as a metalanguage to describe another language and mentioned the use of an L1 to 

describe an L2 as an example. The use of Japanese in LREs in this study corresponded to 

this exceptional situation. The data showed that students used Japanese at various stages 

of task work. When they were not engaged in LREs, they used it, for instance, to 

understand the contents of pictures, to work out details of the story, to manage the task, 

and to have off-task talk. However, when they were engaged in LREs, they used Japanese 

for only one purpose: to talk about language. In other words, in LREs, Japanese 

functioned as a distinct language system used exclusively for describing English. 

Therefore, I regarded all Japanese utterances in LREs as L1 metalanguage use. 

The LREs in Excerpts 78 and 79 belonged to the L1 Use category (coded as 

Limited L1 Use and Extensive L1 Use, respectively), and all Japanese utterances they 

contained were regarded as L1 metalanguage use. Thus, one instance of L1 metalanguage 
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use was identified in Excerpt 78: the sentence-final particle kana in H’s second Response 

move. 

 

Excerpt 78 

2012T1X3-4 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: couldn’t find the ticket from the garbage can) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; preposition) 

Limited L1 Use 

L1 metalanguage use 

 

T+I (Eli) S: from a ((CST)) from? 

R H: in [in] 

RR S: [in] 

  (2.0) 

R H: in on. in kana ((SFP, request for approval)) [i:n] 

RR S: [i:n] 

 

In Excerpt 79, four instances of L1 metalanguage use were identified: suteru tte nante 

iimasuka in Y’s Indicator, de iinja ne in K’s Response, and the use of response token sou 

in two instances. 

 

Excerpt 79 

2012T1Y6-1 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical search) 

Extensive L1 Use 

L1 metalanguage use 

 

I (Q) Y: ano ((NLV)) (1.0) suteru tte nante iimasuka ((how do you say 

“throw away”)) 

R K: th- thro- throw away de iinja ne ((“throw away” is okay)) 

RR Y: throw away 

 RR K: throw away = 

RR Y: = a! ((CST)) sou ((right)) throw away = 

RR K: = sou ((right)) throw away 
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Some LREs in the L1 Use category contained instances of L2 metalanguage use in 

addition to those of L1 metalanguage use. For example, the LRE in Excerpt 80 was coded 

as Moderate L1 Use, and two instances of L1 metalanguage use were identified: janai in 

A’s Indicator move and ja: in A’s first Reaction move. However, one instance of L2 

metalanguage use was also identified: the English negative no in A’s second Reaction 

move. 

 

Excerpt 80 

2012T1X12-1 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: draw) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Moderate L1 Use 

L1 & L2 metalanguage use 

 

T+I (Eli) A: >d- draw< draw janai ((not “draw”)) ((laughter)) draw 

((laughter)) 

  (2.0) 

R K: throw ((laughter)) 

RR A: throw a! ((CST)) throw ((laughter)) (1.0) ja: ((then)) throw 

throw(ing) 

RR K: throw(ing) 

RR A: no draw ((laughter)) a: throw 

 

Similarly, the LRE in Excerpt 81 was coded as Moderate L1 Use, and one instance of L1 

metalanguage use was identified: o:danhodo:, which is a Japanese translation of 

crosswalk. In this LRE, the L1 metalanguage is incorporated in a question in English, 

how do you say X in English, which was identified as an instance of L2 metalanguage use. 
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Excerpt 81 

2012T1Y7-14 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical search) 

Moderate L1 Use 

L1 & L2 metalanguage use 

 

I (Q) Y: how do you say (1.0) o:danhodo: ((crosswalk)) (.) in English. 

R K: crosswalk, 

RR Y: crosswalk, 

 

After identifying all instances of metalanguage use in all LREs, I counted the number of 

LREs in the L2 Only category that included any instance of L2 metalanguage use. The 

rest of the LREs in this category contained no instance of metalanguage use, either in the 

L1 or the L2. LREs in the L1 Use category all included at least one instance of L1 

metalanguage use, so I determined how many of them contained L2 metalanguage use in 

addition to the L1 metalanguage use. Thus, as shown in Figure 2, LREs in the two L1 use 

categories were divided into two subtypes each, based on metalanguage use. 

 

 

Figure 2. Subdivision of L1 use categories based on metalanguage use. 

 

L2 Only 

No metalanguage use  

L2 metalanguage use 

L1 Use 

L1 metalanguage use 

L1 & L2 metalanguage use 
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Length of LREs 

Another aim of Research Question 4 was to explore differences in length between 

LREs in which L1 was spoken and LREs in which no L1 was spoken. Fortune’s (2005) 

study suggested that metalanguage helps learners engage with a particular form deeply 

and sustain that deep engagement for an extended period of time. EFL learners in Japan, 

including students in the study, can use metalanguage more smoothly and extensively in 

Japanese than in English. Thus, I predicted that LREs in the L1 Use category, in which 

students used metalanguage mainly in Japanese, would last longer than LREs in the L2 

Only category, in which students used metalanguage in English or did not use 

metalanguage at all. 

I operationalized sustained engagement in an LRE as the length of the episode, 

which was measured by the amount of time from the Indicator move to the end of the 

episode. In this regard, I did not follow Fortune (2005), who operationalized sustained 

engagement as discontinuity, or the fact that the episode was resumed after being 

abandoned once. The primary reason for not using discontinuity was that my data did not 

include many discontinuous episodes. A majority of LREs in the data were continuous, 

and they differed considerably in length. To answer my research question, it was 

imperative to analyze this variation among continuous episodes. However, one concern 

was that it might be difficult to differentiate episodes that were long and involved deep 

engagement from those that were long but lacked depth. The main reason Fortune used 

discontinuity instead of length was that this construct represented both length and depth, 

and thus could distinguish these two types of episodes. However, the analysis of 
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metalanguage use was expected to provide the necessary information about depth. 

Therefore, I decided that a quantitative measurement of length would suffice. 

To measure the length of LREs, I used duration, or the amount of time an episode 

lasted. I did not use other measurements, such as the number of turns or the number of 

words, because they were less suitable for LREs in my data. The number of turns can be 

an accurate measure of length when most LREs in the data are similarly structured, 

consisting of turns of about the same length. In this situation, it can be said that episodes 

containing more turns are longer than episodes containing fewer turns. However, LREs in 

my data were not homogeneous. Some “short” episodes consisting of three or four turns 

contained one or two very long turns while some “long” episodes consisting of more than 

10 turns were made up of very short turns only. The lengths of these two types of LREs 

might almost be the same when measured by the amount of time. One way to fill this 

deficiency was to use the number of words along with the number of turns. However, this 

measurement was also difficult to apply because LREs in the data contained utterances in 

two different languages, English and Japanese, which cannot be compared by word count. 

In view of these shortcomings of other measures, I concluded that duration would be the 

most suitable measurement for LREs in the data. 

Thus, the duration of each LRE was measured from the Indicator move to the end 

of the episode, in seconds. When an LRE was interrupted by another LRE or by a 

sequence with a non-linguistic focus (e.g., discussion of the story content or task 

management) and was later resumed, the duration of the interruption was deducted. 

However, when an LRE included pauses, they were counted into the duration regardless 
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of length. Even though the students did not produce any oral output during these pauses, 

it was likely that their attention to the target form was sustained. Therefore, I regarded 

pauses as part of LREs. Then, using these measurements, LREs coded as L1 Use and 

LREs coded as L2 Only were compared. In addition, the three subtypes in the L1 Use 

category (Limited, Moderate, and Extensive) were compared with each other, and the 

four subtypes of metalanguage use (no metalanguage use, L2 metalanguage use, L1 

metalanguage use, and L1 & L2 metalanguage use) were compared with each other. Prior 

to the main analysis, the data were checked using histograms and the Shapiro-Wilk test, 

and it was found that they were not normally distributed. Thus, non-parametric tests for 

independent samples—the Mann-Whitney test and the Kruskal-Wallis test—were used 

for these analyses. The significance level was set at .05, and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient r was used to measure effect size. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PILOT STUDIES 

 

Prior to the main study, I conducted two pilot studies with university students in 

Tokyo. The major purposes of these pilot studies were as follows: 

 to identify what type of main task was likely to generate large amounts of output and 

active interaction between students; 

 to determine whether the oral and written instructions about language that I prepared 

would create the two language conditions: English-only and English/Japanese; 

 to test task materials (e.g., worksheets and picture cards), task procedures, time 

allocation, and other data collection methods; 

 to collect samples of interactional data, particularly those including utterances in 

Japanese; and 

 to collect samples of joint compositions. 

This chapter describes how these studies were conducted and reports their results. 

 

Pilot Study 1 

The first pilot study was conducted at a competitive private university in Tokyo. 

Thirty seven first-year students in two intact classes of a required English writing course 

participated in two data collection sessions, which were carried out on different days as 

part of regular lessons. The students were all non-English majors and had been placed in 

the intermediate-level classes based on the results of a GTEC test they had taken at the 
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beginning of the academic year. They completed two decision-making tasks, each 

followed by a joint writing task. On the first day, students completed the first task in pairs. 

They imagined themselves to be passengers of an airplane that had crashed in the middle 

of an ocean and chose three items from a list of 10 that they would take with them when 

they evacuated. After that, in the same pairs, they wrote a paragraph reporting their 

choices and explaining the reasons. On the second day, students completed the second 

decision-making task in pairs. This time, they imagined themselves to be the joint owners 

of a fast food shop and chose one person from three candidates for the position of a shop 

assistant. After this, students wrote a paragraph reporting their decision in the same pairs. 

On the first day, before students started the main task, I told them to speak 

English only during the main task. I gave the same direction to the two classes, and the 

direction was also printed on the worksheet. Then, when students finished the main task 

and moved on to the post-task, I gave different instructions about language to the two 

classes. I told Class A to speak English only and told Class B that they could speak 

Japanese when they needed to. These directions were also printed on the worksheets for 

the two classes respectively. On the second day, I told both classes to speak English only 

before the main task, in exactly the same way as on the first day. Then, before the post-

task, I told Class A that they could speak Japanese when they needed to and told Class B 

to speak English only. 

Before students started working, I placed a digital recorder in front of each pair 

and asked students to record their talk during the main task and post-task. After they 
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finished the post-task, I collected the recorder from each pair. I also collected the 

paragraphs pairs had written. 

Most importantly, this pilot study provided useful information about the choice of 

task. Most students worked hard on the two decision-making tasks and seemed to enjoy 

them. However, the first task (plane crash) did not generate as much output as I had 

desired, orally or in writing. Students tended to agree easily and did not spend much time 

negotiating over their choices of items or discussing how they would use them. The 

second task (the best person for a job) generated more oral output during the main task. 

The task was designed so that students would have to weigh the four candidates, who had 

different strengths and weaknesses, against what the job required. This probably involved 

students in the task more deeply and led to the lively discussion. Students also produced a 

lot on the post-task, but they did not engage in LREs so often. One possible reason for 

this was the detailed descriptions of the four candidates given on the worksheet. Without 

my intention, the descriptions provided students a lot of linguistic support, particularly 

vocabulary items they would find useful in writing a report. Because of this feature, the 

task did not seem to have created much need for students to negotiate form. 

Another useful finding from this pilot study related to the instructions about 

language. The study showed that the written instruction on the worksheet and the oral 

instruction I gave before the post-task were sufficient to operationalize the two language 

conditions. Students in the two classes generally followed the instructions and refrained 

from speaking Japanese when they were told to speak English only. While I monitored 

students working in the English-only condition, I occasionally heard someone say 
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something in Japanese. However, the student usually returned to English immediately 

before I reminded him or her of the English-only rule. On the other hand, when they were 

allowed to speak Japanese, most students used Japanese extensively for various purposes.  

Finally, the pilot study left me with a lot of sample data, which I used to develop 

the coding systems for LRE analysis and the error definitions for composition analysis. In 

particular, the interactional data gained from this pilot study helped me elaborate the four 

structural patterns of LREs and the classification schemes for the focus and outcome of 

LREs. 

 

Pilot Study 2 

The second pilot study was conducted at the same university in Tokyo where the 

first study was conducted. This time, 34 first-year students in two classes of the required 

writing course participated in one data collection session during a regular lesson. Like the 

ones in the first pilot study, the students were non-English majors and enrolled in the 

intermediate-level classes based on the results of the GTEC placement test. The primary 

purpose of this pilot study was to test a picture story jigsaw task. Because the two 

decision-making tasks in the first pilot study did not generate as much oral or written 

production as I had expected, I tried this type of task to see whether it would make any 

difference. The task was based on the lottery story. Students first completed the main task 

in pairs. The two students of a pair had three pictures each and worked out the story 

without looking at each other’s pictures. Students then wrote down the story they had 

figured out with the same partners. 
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When telling the two classes about the language to speak, I used the same 

instructions as in the first pilot study. Before the main task, I told both classes to speak 

English only. Before the post-task, I told one class to speak English only and told the 

other that they could speak Japanese when necessary. The instructions were also printed 

on the worksheets. As in the first pilot study, I put a digital recorder in front of each pair 

and asked students to record their talk during the main task and post-task. After the post-

task, I collected the recorder and composition from each pair. 

The pilot study showed that picture story jigsaw tasks had more potential as a data 

collection instrument for the main study than decision-making tasks. Compared to those 

in the first pilot study, the pairs in the second study stayed focused on the task longer and 

interacted more actively. This was probably because the two students had different pieces 

of information and they had to exchange them in order to complete the task. Students in 

the second study also engaged in LREs more frequently. Compared to the decision-

making task that required students to choose the best person for a job, very little linguistic 

support was built in this jigsaw task, and students had to rely on their own resources 

when producing. This might have let to the increased opportunity for LREs. 

The second pilot study also helped me refine the data analysis methods I was 

developing for the main study. Using the interactional data and written data collected in 

this study, I elaborated the LRE coding system and the method of composition analysis. 

Particularly, the interactional data helped me formulate a scheme for classifying LREs 

according to the L1 utterances they included. The compositions students had written 

provided more examples of errors, with which I modified the definitions of errors. After 
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finalizing the definitions, I tried them on the compositions and identified errors in them. 

Then, I tried measuring the accuracy of the compositions using the error counts and 

confirmed that the two measurements—proportion of error-free T-units to all T-units and 

the number of errors per word—could be applied to the data without any problems. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

 

This chapter reports the results of the data analysis. First, an overview of the data 

is provided. The LRE counts are presented for each task and each class and for each 

category of focus, outcome, and L1 use. Then, the findings for the four research questions 

are reported. In response to Research Question 1, the two versions of the post-task are 

compared in terms of frequency, focus, and outcome of LREs. To answer Research 

Question 2, the two classes that represented the two language conditions—English Only 

and English/Japanese—are compared in terms of these variables. To answer Research 

Question 3, the compositions written by the two classes are compared in terms of 

accuracy and error type. Finally, responding to Research Question 4, differences in 

duration and metalanguage use between LREs in which L1 was spoken and those in 

which no L1 was spoken are reported. 

 

Overview of the Data 

A summary of the LRE counts is presented in Table 8. As shown, participants in 

the two classes produced a total of 508 LREs on the two versions of the post-task. The 

writing version generated 393 LREs, and the speaking version generated 115 LREs. Of 

the 393 LREs that occurred during the writing post-task, 208 were produced by 12 pairs 

in the EO class, who were instructed to speak English only, and 185 were produced by 13 

pairs in the EJ class, who were allowed to speak Japanese. Of the 115 LREs generated 
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during the speaking post-task, 77 were produced by 12 pairs in the EO class, and 38 were 

produced by 11 pairs in the EJ class. 

 

Table 8. Summary of LRE Counts 

 Writing Speaking 

 English 
only 

(n = 12) 

English/ 
Japanese 
(n = 13) 

English 
only 

(n = 12) 

English/ 
Japanese 
(n = 11) 

Task total 393 115 
Class total 208 185 77 38 
Focus     

Lexis 56 57 33 24 
Grammar 108 88 39 13 
Discourse 44 40 5 1 

Outcome     
Resolved successfully 168 142 62 25 
Resolved unsuccessfully 23 13 5 3 
Unresolved 17 30 10 10 

L1 use     
L2 Only 154 77 59 14 
L1 Use 54 108 18 24 

Limited 13 9 2 2 
Moderate 30 36 12 11 
Extensive 11 63 4 11 

 

Table 9 displays a summary of error counts for the compositions students wrote 

on the writing version of the post-task. In the compositions written by the 12 pairs in the 

EO class, a total of 102 errors were identified. Of these errors, 13 related to lexis, 85 

related to grammar, and four related to discourse. In the compositions written by the 13 

pairs in the EJ class, 108 errors were identified. Of these errors, 27 related to lexis, 77 

related to grammar, and four related to discourse. 
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Table 9. Summary of Errors in Compositions 

 English only 
(n = 12) 

English/Japanese 
(n = 13) 

Class total 102 108 
Error type   

Lexis 13 27 
Grammar 85 77 
Discourse 4 4 

 

Differences Between the Two Task Modes 

Research Question 1 aimed to find any differences in the frequency, focus, and 

outcome of LREs between the two post-tasks that represented two task modes: speaking 

and writing. To answer this question, the two classes were analyzed separately, and in 

each class, the data for the nine pairs that completed both versions of the post-task with 

the same partners were used. To measure frequency, the total number of LREs was 

counted for each pair, and LREs per minute was calculated for each pair and task. LREs 

were also classified into three focus categories and three outcome categories, and the 

proportion of each category to the total LREs was calculated for each pair and task. 

Descriptive statistics for the individual classes are presented in Tables 10 and 11. 

As Table 10 shows, the writing mode generated more LREs than the speaking 

mode in the EO class. The nine pairs in the class produced, on average, 1.25 LREs per 

minute on the writing post-task while producing only 0.52 LREs per minute on the 

speaking post-task. The proportions of the three focus categories—Lexis, Grammar, and 

Discourse—and the three outcome categories—Resolved Successfully, Resolved 

Unsuccessfully, and Unresolved—were generally consistent between the two task modes. 

On average, Lexis-Focused LREs constituted about 30-40%, Grammar-Focused LREs 

constituted about 50%, and Discourse-Focused LREs constituted 10-20% of all LREs on 
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both post-tasks. Similarly, on both post-tasks, about 80% of LREs were resolved 

successfully, about 10% were resolved unsuccessfully, and the remaining 10% were 

unresolved. 

The results for the EJ class were similar to the EO class in terms of the frequency 

of LREs. As Table 11 shows, the nine pairs in the EJ class produced, on average, 0.92 

LREs per minute on the writing post-task but produced only 0.23 LREs per minute on the 

speaking post-task. However, the EJ class showed different tendencies from the EO class 

with regards to the focus and outcome of LREs. With the EJ class, the proportions of the 

three focus categories were strikingly different between the two task modes. On the 

writing post-task, Grammar-Focused LREs accounted for 47%, while Lexis-Focused 

LREs and Discourse-Focused LREs accounted for 30% and 23%, respectively. On the 

speaking post-task, however, Lexis-Focused LREs constituted more than 80% of all 

LREs. Variation between task modes was also detected with the three outcome types. On 

the writing post-task, EJ pairs resolved an average of 75% of LREs successfully, but the 

rate dropped to less than 50% on the speaking post-task. Of the remaining LREs, 14% 

were resolved unsuccessfully, and 37% were unresolved. 

 



 

Table 10. Descriptive Statistics for the English-Only Class 

 Writing Speaking 

 M (SD) SE 95% CI M (SD) SE 95% CI 

Frequency (LREs per minute) 1.25 (.18) .06 [1.11, 1.39] .52 (.34) .11 [.27, .78] 
Focus (proportion to total LREs)       

Lexis .31 (.10) .03 [.23, .39] .37 (.28) .09 [.16, .59] 
Grammar .50 (.15) .05 [.39, .61] .51 (.23) .08 [.33, .69] 
Discourse .19 (.13) .04 [.09, .29] .12 (.15) .05 [.00, .23] 

Outcome (proportion to total 
LREs) 

      

Resolved successfully .83 (.10) .03 [.76, .90] .79 (.18) .06 [.65, .93] 
Resolved unsuccessfully .09 (.06) .02 [.05, .14] .11 (.16) .05 [-.02, .22] 
Unresolved .08 (.05) .02 [.04, .12] .11 (.13) .04 [.01, .20] 

Note. N = 9. 

 

Table 11. Descriptive Statistics for the English/Japanese Class 

 Writing Speaking 

 M (SD) SE 95% CI M (SD) SE 95% CI 

Frequency (LREs per minute) .92 (.39) .13 [.62, 1.22] .23 (.16) .05 [.11, .36] 
Focus (proportion to total LREs)       

Lexis .30 (.12) .04 [.21, .40] .83 (.27) .09 [.62, 1.04] 
Grammar .47 (.17) .06 [.34, .59] .14 (.21) .07 [-.02, .30] 
Discourse .23 (.11) .04 [.14, .31] .03 (.08) .03 [-.04, .09] 

Outcome (proportion to total 
LREs) 

      

Resolved successfully .75 (.16) .05 [.63, .88] .49 (.40) .13 [.19, .80] 
Resolved unsuccessfully .08 (.08) .03 [.01, .14] .14 (.33) .11 [-.12, .40] 
Unresolved .17 (.15) .05 [.05, .28] .37 (.40) .13 [.06, .67] 

Note. N = 9. 

1
7
2
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To analyze these differences statistically, a series of Wilcoxon signed-rank tests 

were conducted for each class, with task mode as the independent variable and the LRE-

related measurements as dependent variables. As Table 12 shows, with both classes, the 

difference in LRE frequency was significant. The writing post-task (EO: Mdn = 1.20; EJ: 

Mdn = 0.93) generated significantly more LREs per minute than the speaking post-task 

(EO: Mdn = 0.53; EJ: Mdn = 0.24), EO: z = -2.55, p = .008, r = -.60; EJ: z = -2.67, p 

= .004, r = -.63. While this was the only variable with the EO class that reached 

significance, with the EJ class, the proportions of the three focus types were also 

significant. The proportions of Grammar-Focused and Discourse-Focused LREs were 

significantly larger on the writing post-task (Grammar-Focused: Mdn = 0.43; Discourse-

Focused: Mdn = 0.21) than on the speaking post-task (Grammar-Focused: Mdn = 0.00; 

Discourse-Focused: Mdn = 0.00), Grammar-Focused: z = -2.49, p = .012, r = -.58; 

Discourse-Focused: z = -2.39, p = .016, r = -.56. On the other hand, the proportion of 

Lexis-Focused LREs was significantly larger on the speaking post-task (Mdn = 1.00) than 

on the writing post-task (Mdn = 0.30), z = -2.55, p = .008, r = -.60. 
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Table 12. Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Tests for Task Mode 

 
English only 

(N = 9) 
English/Japanese 

(N = 9) 

 z p z p 

Frequency (LREs per minute) -2.55 .008 -2.67 .004 

Focus (proportion to total LREs)     

Lexis -.77 .496 -2.55 .008 

Grammar -.36 .754 -2.49 .012 

Discourse -.98 .375 -2.39 .016 

Outcome (proportion to total LREs)     

Resolved successfully -.77 .477 -1.84 .074 

Resolved unsuccessfully -.35 .773 -.17 .938 

Unresolved -.42 .703 -1.37 .207 

 

Differences Between the Two Language Conditions 

Research Question 2 explored differences in the frequency, focus, and outcome of 

LREs between the two language conditions, English only and English/Japanese. The two 

conditions were compared in terms of LREs per minute, the proportions of the three 

focus categories to the total LREs, and the proportions of the three outcome categories to 

the total LREs. For these analyses, the data for all pairs in the two classes were used, 

including those that completed the two post-tasks with different partners, and the two 

post-tasks were analyzed separately. 

Before these analyses, the two classes were compared to examine whether the 

amount of the L1 they used was actually different. As shown in Table 13, for the writing 

post-task, on average, LREs coded as L1 Use constituted 28% of LREs generated by EO 

pairs and 58% of LREs generated by EJ pairs. For the speaking post-task, on average, 

LREs coded as L1 Use accounted for 27% of LREs produced by EO pairs and 63% of 

LREs produced by EJ pairs. Mann-Whitney tests revealed that these differences were 

statistically significant. On both versions of the post-task, the proportion of LREs coded 
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as L1 Use was significantly larger for the EJ class (writing: Mdn = .67; speaking: Mdn 

= .60) than for the EO class (writing: Mdn = .23; speaking: Mdn = .14), writing: U = 

30.50, z = -2.59, p = .008, r = -.52; speaking: U =30.00, z = -2.24, p = .025, r = -.47. 

 

Table 13. Proportion of LREs Coded as L1 Use 

  
English only (n = 12) 

English/Japanese 
(writing: n = 13; speaking: n = 11) 

 M (SD) SE 95% CI M (SD) SE 95% CI 

Writing .28 (.22) .06 [.14, .41] .58 (.26) .07 [.42, .73] 
Speaking .27 (.33) .09 [.06, .48] .63 (.36) .11 [.39, .88] 

 

As for the frequency of LREs, on the writing post-task, the EO class produced 

more LREs per minute than the EJ class (Table 14). The 12 EO pairs produced an 

average of 1.22 LREs per minute while the 13 EJ pairs produced an average of 0.95 

LREs per minute. As for the focus and outcome of LREs, the differences between the two 

language conditions on the writing post-task were rather small. The mean proportions of 

the three focus types, lexis, grammar and discourse, on the writing post-task were 28%, 

52% and 20% for the EO class and 30%, 49% and 21% for the EJ class. EO pairs 

resolved 81% of their LREs successfully, resolved 11% unsuccessfully, and left 8% 

unresolved while EJ pairs resolved 78% of their LREs successfully, resolved 7% 

unsuccessfully, and left 15% unresolved. 

As displayed in Table 15, the speaking post-task produced a similar result to the 

writing post-task in terms of frequency. The 12 pairs in the EO class produced 0.50 LREs 

per minute while the 11 pairs in the EJ class produced 0.25 LREs per minute. However, 

in terms of focus and outcome, the speaking post-task showed differences between the 

two language conditions more clearly. For example, the mean proportion of Lexis-
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Focused LREs for the EO class was 44% and at the same level as the mean proportion of 

Grammar-Focused LREs (47%); however, for the EJ class, it was 74% and far larger than 

that of Grammar-Focused LREs (24%). Also, on average, EO pairs resolved 78% of all 

LREs successfully, while EJ pairs resolved only 50% of them successfully. On the other 

hand, the mean proportion of unresolved LREs was 14% for the EO class and 36% for 

the EJ class.



 

 

Table 14. Descriptive Statistics for the Writing Post-Task 

 English only 
(n = 12) 

English/Japanese 
(n = 13) 

 M (SD) SE 95% CI M (SD) SE 95% CI 

Frequency (LREs per minute) 1.22 (.19) .06 [1.09, 1.34] .95 (.34) .10 [.74, 1.16] 
Focus (proportion to total LREs)       

Lexis .28 (.10) .03 [.22, .35] .30 (.12) .03 [.22, .37] 
Grammar .52 (.13) .04 [.43, .60] .49 (.15) .04 [.40, .58] 
Discourse .20 (.12) .04 [.13, .28] .21 (.09) .03 [.15, .27] 

Outcome (proportion to total 
LREs) 

      

Resolved successfully .81 (.10) .03 [.74, .87] .78 (.15) .04 [.69, .87] 
Resolved unsuccessfully .11 (.07) .02 [.07, .16] .07 (.08) .02 [.02, .13] 
Unresolved .08 (.06) .02 [.05, .12] .15 (.14) .04 [.06, .23] 

 

Table 15. Descriptive Statistics for the Speaking Post-Task 

 English only 
(n = 12) 

English/Japanese 
(n = 11) 

 M (SD) SE 95% CI M (SD) SE 95% CI 

Frequency (LREs per minute) .50 (.30) .09 [.30, .69] .25 (.15) .04 [.15, .35] 
Focus (proportion to total LREs)       

Lexis .44 (.27) .08 [.27, .62] .74 (.32) .10 [.52, .96] 
Grammar .47 (.21) .06 [.34, .61] .24 (.29) .09 [.04, .43] 
Discourse .09 (.14) .04 [.00, .17] .02 (.08) .02 [-.03, .07] 

Outcome (proportion to total 
LREs) 

      

Resolved successfully .78 (.16) .05 [.68, .88] .50 (.37) .11 [.25, .75] 
Resolved unsuccessfully .08 (.14) .04 [-.01, .17] .14 (.30) .09 [-.07, .34] 
Unresolved .14 (.13) .04 [.06, .23] .36 (.36) .11 [.12, .60] 

1
7
7
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Using these data, a series of Mann-Whitney tests were carried out for each post-

task, to find whether these differences between the two language conditions were 

statistically significant. As presented in Table 16, on both post-tasks, the EO class 

(writing: Mdn = 1.20; speaking: Mdn = 0.50) produced significantly more LREs per 

minute than the EJ class (writing: Mdn = 1.00; speaking: Mdn = 0.27): writing: U = 38.50, 

z = -2.16, p = .030, r = -.43; speaking: U = 28.00, z = -2.34, p = .018, r = -.49. Other than 

LREs per minute, no significant differences between the two classes were found in the 

writing task data. In the speaking task data, however, the difference in Lexis-Focused 

LREs was also significant. The proportion of Lexis-Focused LREs was significantly 

larger for the EJ class (Mdn = 1.00) than for the EO class (Mdn = 0.41), U = 34.00, z = -

2.00, p = .046, r = -.42. In addition, the differences between the two classes were nearly 

significant with two other variables. The proportion of Grammar-Focused LREs was 

significantly larger for the EO class (Mdn = 0.47) than for the EJ class (Mdn = 0.00), U = 

36.00, z = -1.88, p = .062, r = -.39, and the proportion of LREs resolved successfully was 

significantly larger for the EO class (Mdn = 0.79) than for the EJ class (Mdn = 0.67), U = 

36.00, z = -1.86, p = .064, r = -.39. 
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Table 16. Mann-Whitney Tests for L1 Use 

 Writing 
(N = 25

a
)
 

Speaking 
(N = 23

b
)
 

 U z p U z p 

Frequency (LREs per minute) 38.50 -2.16 .030 28.00 -2.34 .018 
Focus (proportion to total LREs)       

Lexis 65.50 -.68 .511 34.00 -2.00 .046 
Grammar 73.00 -.27 .799 36.00 -1.88 .062 
Discourse 77.50 -.03 .989 49.50 -1.41 .252 

Outcome (proportion to total 
LREs) 

      

Resolved Successfully 68.00 -.55 .602 36.00 -1.86 .064 
Resolved Unsuccessfully 51.00 -1.48 .144 62.00 -.29 .786 
Unresolved 58.50 -1.07 .297 41.50 -1.53 .130 

L1 Use (proportion to total LREs) 30.50 -2.59 .008 30.00 -2.24 .025 

Note. 
a
English only: n = 12; English/Japanese: n = 13. 

b
English only: n = 12; English/Japanese: n 

= 11. 

 

Differences in the Accuracy of Compositions 

Research Question 3 aimed to find any differences in accuracy in the 

compositions written by pairs in the EO class and the EJ class. As the first step in this 

analysis, three types of errors—lexical, grammatical, and discourse—were identified in 

each composition, and the number of errors was counted. The numbers of words, T-units, 

and error-free T-units were also counted for each composition. Based on the error counts, 

two accuracy scores—the number of errors per word and the proportion of error-free T-

units to total T-units—were calculated for each composition. The proportion of each error 

type to the total number of errors was also calculated. As shown in Table 17, the 

compositions written by pairs in the two classes did not differ in length. The mean 

number of words was 82.58 for the EO class and 81.54 for the EJ class, and the mean 

number of T-units was 9.67 for the EO class and 10.15 for the EJ class. No clear 

difference was detected in accuracy either. The mean scores of the two accuracy 

measures (the number of errors per word and the proportion of error-free T-units to total 
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T-units) were 0.11 and 0.42 for the EO class and 0.10 and 0.56 for the EJ class. The two 

classes did not differ distinctively in the proportions of the three types of errors. For both 

classes, the majority of errors related to grammar. For the EO class, on average, 

grammatical errors constituted 86% of all errors while lexical errors and discourse errors 

constituted 11% and 4% respectively. Similarly, for the EJ class, grammatical errors 

constituted 77% of all errors while lexical errors and discourse errors constituted 20% 

and 4% respectively. 

  



 

Table 17. Descriptive Statistics for Compositions 

 English only 
(n = 12) 

English/Japanese 
(n = 13) 

 M (SD) SE 95% CI M (SD) SE 95% CI 

Words 82.58 (15.23) 4.40 [72.91, 92.26] 81.54 (6.96) 1.93 [77.33, 85.74] 
T-units 9.67 (0.98) .28 [9.04, 10.29] 10.15 (.90) .25 [9.61, 10.70] 
Errors per word .11 (.05) .02 [.07, .14] .10 (.06) .02 [.06, .14] 

Error-free T-units per total T-units .42 (.18) .05 [2.95, 5.22] .56 (.49) .14 [2.85, 8.38] 
Error type (proportion to total 
errors) 

      

Lexis .11 (.10) .03 [.04, .17] .20 (.18) .05 [.09, .30] 
Grammar .86 (.13) .04 [.77, .94] .77 (.20) .06 [.65, .89] 
Discourse .04 (.06) .02 [.00, .07] .04 (.07) .02 [.00, .08] 

1
8
1
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Mann-Whitney tests were conducted using the two accuracy measurements and 

the proportions of the three error types as dependent variables. As shown in Table 18, the 

EO class (errors per word: Mdn = .11; error-free T-unit per total T-units: Mdn = .33) and 

the EJ class (errors per word: Mdn = .09; error-free T-unit per total T-units: Mdn = .40) 

did not differ significantly in either accuracy measure, errors per word: U = 77.50, z = -

.03, p = .989, r = -.01; error-free T-units per total T-units: U = 71.00, z = -.38, p = .718, r 

= -.08. The EO class (lexical: Mdn = .12; grammatical: Mdn = .86; discourse: Mdn = .00) 

and the EJ class (lexical: Mdn = .17; grammatical: Mdn = .83; discourse: Mdn = .00) did 

not differ significantly in the proportions of the three types of errors, lexical errors: U = 

55.50, z = -1.25, p = .222, r = -.25; grammatical errors: U = 61.00, z = -.94, p = .363, r = -

.19; discourse errors: U = 75.00, z = -.20, p = .841, r = -.04. 

 

Table 18. Mann-Whitney Tests for Compositions 

 U z p 

Words 73.00 -.27 .799 
T-units 57.00 -1.20 .228 
Errors per word 77.50 -.03 .989 
Error-free T-units per total T-units 71.00 -.38 .718 
Error type    

Lexis 55.50 -1.25 .222 
Grammar 61.00 -.94 .363 
Discourse 75.00 -.20 .841 

Note. N = 25 (English only: n = 12; English/Japanese: n = 13). 

 

Differences Between LREs With L1 Use and LREs With No L1 Use 

Research Question 4 investigated how LREs in which no L1 was spoken and 

LREs in which L1 was spoken differed in terms of metalanguage use and length. To 

analyze the data for metalanguage use, instances of metalanguage use were identified in 
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individual LREs, and LREs in the two L1 use categories were divided into two subtypes 

each. LREs in the L2 Only category were divided into those containing no metalanguage 

use and those containing L2 metalanguage use. LREs in the L1 Use category were 

divided into those containing metalanguage use in the L1 only and those containing 

metalanguage use in the L1 and the L2. The number of LREs in each category is 

displayed in Table 19. Of the 304 LREs in the L2 Only category, 106 (35%) included any 

instance of L2 metalanguage use. The remaining 198 (65%) included no instance of 

metalanguage use, composed exclusively of the Core Component. On the other hand, the 

204 LREs in the L1 Use category all contained at least one instance of L1 metalanguage 

use because any utterance in Japanese was counted as an instance of L1 metalanguage 

use. Of these LREs, 40 (20%) also contained L2 metalanguage use. The remaining 164 

(80%) contained L1 metalanguage use only. 

 

Table 19. Mean Duration of LREs by Metalanguage Use Subtype 

 n M (SD) SE 95% CI 

L2 Only     
No metalanguage use 198 7.13 (6.18) .44 [6.27, 8.00] 
L2 metalanguage use 106 14.88 (16.20) 1.57 [11.76, 18.00] 

L1 Use     
L1 metalanguage use 164 14.26 (11.63) .91 [12.47, 16.06] 
L1 and L2 metalanguage use 40 21.53 (15.75) 2.49 [16.49, 26.56] 

Note. Duration was measured in seconds. 

 

For the analysis of length, the duration of individual LREs, from the Indicator 

move to the end of episode, was measured by seconds. Of the 508 LREs in the data, the 

shortest one was 1 second long, and the longest one was 88 seconds long. The mean 

duration was 12.18 seconds (SD = 12.31). Then, the L1 Use category and L2 Only 
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category were compared in length. As displayed in Table 20, LREs in the L1 Use 

category were generally longer than LREs in the L2 Only category. The mean duration 

for the former was 15.69 seconds while the mean duration for the latter was 9.83 seconds. 

A Mann-Whitney test comparing the two categories indicated that LREs in the L1 Use 

category (Mdn = 11.00) were significantly longer than LREs in the L2 Only category 

(Mdn = 7.00), U = 19591.50, z = -7.05, p = .000, r = -.31. The three subcategories of L1 

Use were also compared in terms of duration. As shown in Table 20, LREs in the Limited 

L1 Use category were the shortest, and LREs in the Extensive L1 Use category were the 

longest. The mean durations for the three categories, Limited, Moderate, and Extensive, 

were 13.35 seconds, 15.37 seconds, and 16.69 seconds, respectively. 

 

Table 20. Mean Duration of LREs by L1 Use Category 

 n M (SD) SE 95% CI 

L2 Only 304 9.83 (11.38) .65 [8.55, 11.12] 
L1 Use 204 15.69 (12.83) .90 [13.91, 17.46] 

Limited L1 Use 26 13.35 (12.40) 2.43 [8.34, 18.35] 
Moderate L1 Use 89 15.37 (13.65) 1.45 [12.49, 18.25] 
Extensive L1 Use 89 16.69 (12.13) 1.29 [14.13, 19.24] 

Note. Duration was measured in seconds. 

 

A Kruskal-Wallis test was then carried out to compare the three subcategories (Limited 

L1 Use: Mdn = 8.00; Moderate L1 Use: Mdn = 10.00; Extensive L1 Use: Mdn = 13.00), 

but no significant differences were found, χ
2
 (2) = 4.82, p = .090. 

The final step in the analysis for Research Question 4 was to compare the four 

subtypes of metalanguage use in terms of duration. As shown in Table 19, in the L2 Only 

category, LREs containing L2 metalanguage use tended to last longer than those 
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containing no metalanguage use. The mean duration for the former was 14.88 seconds 

while the mean duration for the latter was 7.13 seconds. In the L1 Use category, LREs 

containing both L1 and L2 metalanguage use were generally longer than those containing 

L1 metalanguage use only. The mean for the former was 21.53 seconds while the mean 

for the latter was 14.26 seconds. To analyze these differences statistically, a Kruskal-

Wallis test was conducted, and a significant difference was found among the four 

subtypes, χ
2
 (3) = 92.73, p = .000. To follow up this finding, three pairwise comparisons 

were carried out using the Mann-Whitney test. A .0167 level of significance was applied, 

following the Bonferroni approach. The results indicated that LREs containing L2 

metalanguage use only (Mdn = 9.50) were significantly longer than LREs containing no 

metalanguage use (Mdn = 5.00), U = 5953.50, z = -6.24, p = .000, r = -.36, and LREs 

containing L1 and L2 metalanguage use (Mdn = 17.00) were significantly longer than 

those containing L1 metalanguage use only (Mdn = 11.00), U = 2338.00, z = -2.82, p 

= .005, r = -.20. However, no significant difference was found between LREs containing 

L1 metalanguage use only (Mdn = 11.00) and those containing L2 metalanguage use only 

(Mdn = 9.50), U = 8249.00, z = -.71, p = .480, r = -.04. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter, the results of the study are discussed. In the first section, the 

results for Research Question 1, which investigated the effect of task modality on LREs, 

are discussed. In the sections that follow, the results for Research Question 2 and 

Research Question 3 are discussed. These research questions explored the effect of L1 

use on LREs and written products. Then, based on the results for Research Question 4, 

LREs in which L1 was spoken are compared with LREs in which no L1 was spoken, and 

the relationship among L1 use, metalanguage use, and the length of LREs is explored. 

 

Effect of Task Modality on Negotiation of Form 

This study investigated LREs that EFL learners generated during a reporting post-

task, focusing on the influences of task modality and L1 use. Researchers agree that tasks 

can engage learners in meaningful interaction and help them develop the target language 

through negotiation. However, previous studies using conventional speaking-only tasks 

such as jigsaw and information gap tasks have provided mixed results as to the frequency, 

focus, and outcome of negotiation they generate. More specifically, some research has 

reported that task-based negotiation does not occur very frequently when learners interact 

with other learners, and even when it does happen, it focuses predominantly on 

vocabulary and often ends without input or output modification (e.g., Foster, 1998; Foster 

& Ohta, 2005). Because these limitations partly originate from key features of tasks, such 
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as their primary focus on meaning and their goal-oriented nature, the best way for 

teachers to address them is to assign an additional task after the main task instead of 

changing those features of the main task, to draw students’ attention to form, particularly 

grammar, in the post-task phase. Typical examples of such post-tasks require learners to 

report their main task outcome to the class or to the teacher. While preparing for the 

report with their partners, learners can discuss their language use during the main task 

and work to modify it. Negotiation of form is expected to occur during this interaction. 

The final product of a reporting post-task can be oral or written, and Research Question 1 

sought to investigate whether the choice of production mode would affect the frequency, 

focus, and/or outcome of negotiation. 

 

Effect of Modality on the Frequency of Negotiation 

As reported in the previous chapter, the writing version of the post-task generated 

significantly more LREs per minute than the speaking version of the post-task, and this 

result was consistent for the two classes. The result is in accordance with Niu’s (2009) 

finding that a text reconstruction task generated LREs more frequently when it required 

students to produce output in writing than when it required them to produce output orally. 

It is also in line with Adams (2006), who found that the writing segment of a task 

generated significantly more LREs than the speaking segment of the task. Thus, as these 

studies did, this study verifies the claim that writing tasks promote negotiation of form 

more effectively than speaking tasks (Adams, 2006; Skehan, 1998; Swain & Lapkin, 
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2001; Williams, 2012) and suggests that changing the modality from speaking to writing 

in the post-task stage is an effective way to incorporate focus on form into a task cycle. 

In discussing advantages of writing over speaking, researchers mention such 

features of writing as availability of extra planning time, visual saliency of form, and 

permanence of output (Adams, 2006; Skehan, 1998; Swain & Lapkin, 2001; Williams, 

2012). They argue that these features reduce learners’ cognitive burden and make it easier 

for them to notice linguistic features in their output. In this study, extra planning time was 

incorporated in both versions of the post-task. The two post-tasks were designed so that 

they would embody the planning stage in J. Willis’s (1996) three-stage task cycle: task, 

planning, and reporting. In this cycle, the planning stage is where students reflect on the 

outcome of their task work, make modifications to it, and prepare to report in the final 

stage. The writing version of the post-task allowed students 15 minutes to create a written 

report, and the speaking version allowed them 10 minutes to make speech notes and 

practice their speech before recording it. Using this time, students were expected to 

notice problems in the language they had used for the main task and resolve them through 

negotiation so that they could produce a more accurate report. 

However, for the speaking version of the post-task, students did not use the 10 

minutes as expected. The worksheet for the speaking post-task described the four steps 

they should take to complete the task: (1) check the order of the pictures they had figured 

out on the main task and write the letters of the pictures in that order, (2) make speech 

notes for each picture, (3) practice the speech using the notes, and (4) record the speech. I 

had predicted that many LREs would occur at Step 3, when students noticed problems in 
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their speech while they practiced. However, seven out of 12 pairs in the English only 

(EO) class and nine out of 11 pairs in the English/Japanese (EJ) class omitted this stage 

entirely. Some of these pairs had spent a long time completing Steps 1 and 2 and, as a 

result, had run out of time before reaching Step 3. The others had enough time left when 

they completed Step 2, but they returned to Step 1 instead of proceeding to Step 3. These 

pairs spent the remaining time changing the order of pictures and revising the story or 

figuring out the details of particular pictures. In short, on the speaking post-task, students 

tended to use the given time for working on the content rather than for practicing their 

speech and making it more accurate, and this perhaps accounts for the smaller numbers of 

LREs. 

The reason that many pairs chose to work on the content when they were 

supposed to be practicing their speeches can be explained by the absence of the two 

important features of writing—visual saliency of form and permanence of output—in the 

speaking version of the post-task. In the speaking mode, output exists only as sound, and 

it disappears as soon as it is produced. On the speaking post-task, students were not able 

to see the forms they had produced, except for a limited number of vocabulary items they 

had written in their speech notes. Far more visible than the language they produced were 

the pictures, which were laid out in front of them all the time. Students’ attention returned 

to the pictures and the story they depicted as soon as they finished making speech notes. 

The real-time nature of spoken output might have affected students’ behavior in 

another way. On the speaking post-task, no matter how many times students rehearsed 

their speech and corrected errors, they could not submit these practice performances as 
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their final product. When it was time to record the final version, they had to tell the whole 

story again. Of course, if they practiced many times and corrected many errors, they 

might have been able to perform better during the recording. However, this was not 

guaranteed. Such thoughts might have influenced their decision when they chose what to 

do after Step 2. Many pairs deviated from the suggested procedure and returned to 

working on the content, perhaps because they believed that it was a more secure way to 

increase the quality of the final product than practicing. 

Five pairs in the EO class and two pairs in the EJ class did follow the suggested 

procedure and practiced their speech before recording the final product. However, even 

these pairs did not engage in LREs as frequently as expected. One pair stopped while 

narrating the story but only for a few seconds to search for a word. The other pairs 

narrated the story from the beginning to the end, taking no time out. None of the pairs 

took time after the practice performance to review the language they had used. The 

situation was almost the same with the final recording session, which all the pairs 

engaged in. Only three pairs stopped to initiate an LRE in the middle of their speech, and 

only two pairs initiated an LRE after the speech. The infrequent occurrence of LREs 

during or after the practice or final performance can also be attributed to the nature of 

spoken output. Because spoken output exists only momentarily, it is not easy for learners 

to review their previous language use. They might be able to recall specific forms they 

have used immediately before, but recalling becomes increasingly difficult as time passes. 

On the other hand, the two features of the writing mode—visual saliency and 

permanence of written output—clearly favored the writing post-task. Probably due to 
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these features, students spent the given time doing what they were assigned to do and 

generated significantly more LREs as a result. In the writing mode, output becomes 

visible as soon as it is produced, and because of this saliency, students probably noticed 

problems in their language use and initiated negotiation more easily than on the speaking 

post-task. While working on the writing post-task, students typically did two things at the 

same time: narrating the story and writing it down. Most pairs continued to follow this 

process until they reached the end of the story. LREs involving forms used in the 

narration and in the composition constantly occurred during the process. 

Excerpt 82 shows how one pair reproduced the story as they wrote it down and 

how LREs occurred in the process. At the beginning of the excerpt, N chose the first 

picture, and W agreed, and the two students began to co-construct the story for the 

picture. While doing this, they generated two LREs. The first one was triggered by W’s 

utterance of thinks (line 6), after which W gave a Reformulation Indicator in response to 

his own error (line 9). When the students successfully resolved this episode, they returned 

to producing the story (line 13). However, N’s utterance of ticket (line 17) triggered a 

second LRE. This time, W gave an Elicitation Indicator (line 19), and N modified his 

own output in response (line 20). At this point, they reached the end of the sentence, and 

W, who worked as the scribe, began to write it down. W’s first utterance of OK (line 22) 

approved the modified output (the ticket), and the exchange of okays that followed (lines 

23-24) apparently confirmed the whole sentence that W had written. 
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Excerpt 82 

2012T1X2-1 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: thinks) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; verb form) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: thought) 

 

2012T1X2-2 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: ticket) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; missing article) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: the ticket) 

 

1  W: OK. e: 

2  N: so the first is the D? ((refers to Picture D)) 

3  W: D. e: 

4   (3.0) 

5  N: he: Diego. 

6 T W: Diego e: thinks 

7  N: thinks um thinks, about 

8   (3.0) 

9 I (Ref) W: thought 

10 R N: think, think thought. 

11 RR W: thought 

12   (2.0) 

13 RR N: think’s past? so um thought (1.0) abou- about? he thought about 

14   what. 

15  W: e:  

16   (2.0) 

17 T N: ha have having put put ticket into the trash box, 

18   (2.0) 

19 I (Eli) W: e:? having put ticket 

20 R N: put the: ticket, into the trash box, 

21   (1.0) ((W writes)) 

22 RR W: OK. 

23  N: OK? [hhh] 

24  W: [trash,] box. hai ((yes)) OK. 

 

The other feature, permanence of output, is also likely to have facilitated negotiation of 

form during the writing post-task. On the writing post-task, students were able to review 

what they had produced whenever they liked because their composition was in front of 

them all the time. This is probably why most pairs began to read their composition as 
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soon as they finished writing the story, and as they were reading what they had written, 

they initiated many LREs based on problems in the text. The permanent nature of written 

production might also have positively influenced students’ motivation. On the writing 

post-task, all the work students did during the 15 minutes culminated in the final product. 

Every time they found an error and corrected it, the correction remained and became part 

of the composition. This feature probably gave students reason to pay attention to 

accuracy and encouraged them to initiate LREs more frequently than on the speaking 

post-task. 

Interestingly, these features of the writing mode seem to have increased students’ 

attention to their oral output as well their written output. As described in Chapter 3, 

reactive LREs in the data were divided into three types according to the organizational 

pattern. The first two patterns represented LREs in which one learner indicated a problem 

in his or her own utterance or in the other learner’s utterance. The third pattern 

represented LREs in which one learner indicated a problem in the written text. The study 

revealed that the first two patterns were predominant even on the writing post-task. With 

EO pairs, on average, 86% of reactive LREs were triggered by problems in utterances. 

With EJ pairs, on average, 79% of all LREs were triggered by problems in utterances. 

These findings might also be related to the style of work on the writing post-task. 

In many pairs, the two students divided the duties of narrating and writing so that they 

could perform them at the same time. Typically, while one student narrated the story, the 

other student listened and wrote it down. This division of work made it possible for the 

narrator’s utterances to be instantly transformed into writing and made visible to the two 
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students. This, in turn, might have enabled students to shift their attention between the 

two types of output smoothly. The collaborative nature of the writing post-task might also 

have helped direct students’ attention to oral output and written output almost equally. 

Because of the division of labor, the two students were able to monitor each other’s work 

easily. While the speaker narrated the story, the scribe listened and checked his or her 

oral production, and when the scribe wrote it down, the speaker checked his or her 

written production. The two students had their own reasons to focus on forms in each 

other’s output: The scribe had to take down exactly what the speaker said, and the 

speaker had to make sure that the written text was the same as what he or she had said. 

Finally, producing in the dual modality might have made students more attentive to their 

output. Speaking and writing simultaneously imposes heavier cognitive load on learners. 

In this study, the increased load might have worked positively, to engage students deeply 

in the task and direct their attention to forms in both oral and written output. 

Just as the writing post-task involved spoken output, the speaking post-task 

involved written output. It had a written component—the creation of speech notes. The 

speech notes probably helped orient students’ attention to form to some extent; in fact, 

most of the LREs generated on the speaking post-task occurred while students were 

making speech notes. However, compared to the composition for the writing post-task, 

the speech notes were limited in many ways. The composition was the final product of 

the writing post-task, and students devoted almost all of the allocated time to completing 

it. In contrast, the speech notes were merely an aid for creating the final product of the 

speaking post-task. The amount of time students devoted to making speech notes varied 
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across pairs, but none of the pairs spent all of their time on it. Another important 

difference was the type of text students produced. The composition consisted of a story; 

therefore, the text was made up of sentences that were organized into a coherent passage 

(see Appendix O for a sample composition). The speech notes, on the other hand, 

required a minimum amount of writing. In fact, students were instructed not to write 

complete sentences: They were instructed to write one or two words or phrases for each 

picture (see Appendix P for sample speech notes). Thus, although the speaking post-task 

incorporated a written component, its impact on the frequency of negotiation was 

probably modest. 

 

Effect of Modality on the Focus of Negotiation 

Regarding the focus of LREs, a significant difference between the two task modes 

was found with the EJ class, but not with the EO class. With the EJ class, the average 

proportions of Lexis-Focused, Grammar-Focused, and Discourse-Focused LREs for the 

writing post-task were 30%, 47%, and 23%, respectively, while those for the speaking 

post-task were 83%, 14%, and 3%, respectively. In other words, EJ students focused on 

different types of linguistic items almost equally when they worked on the writing post-

task, but they focused mostly on vocabulary when they worked on the speaking post-task. 

With the EO class, however, little variation was found between the two task modes in 

terms of LRE focus. The writing post-task and the speaking post-task both successfully 

distributed students’ attention over the three foci: The average proportions of Lexis-

Focused, Grammar-Focused, and Discourse-Focused LREs were 31%, 50%, and 19% on 
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the writing post-task and 37%, 51%, and 12% on the speaking post-task. The different 

results for the two classes suggest that task mode interacts with L1 use in regard to the 

focus of LREs. Task mode seems to affect the focus of LREs more strongly when 

students are allowed to speak the L1. 

The results for the EJ class support Azkarai and García Mayo’s (2015) findings. 

They compared tasks that required written output with tasks that required spoken output 

in terms of the functions of L1 use they elicited and found that the functions varied 

depending on modality. While the most common function was phatics in both writing and 

speaking modes, the second most common function was grammar talk in the writing 

mode and vocabulary search in the speaking mode. The results for the EJ class are also in 

line with Niu’s (2009) study, in which grammar-focused and discourse-focused LREs 

accounted for a greater proportion when learners operated in the writing mode, while 

lexis-focused LREs accounted for a greater proportion when learners operated in the 

speaking mode. 

Other studies also indicated that tasks with written components tend to distribute 

students’ attention to various aspects of language, rather than concentrate it on 

vocabulary (Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2007; García Mayo & Azkarai, 2016; 

Storch & Wigglesworth, 2007; Swain & Lapkin, 1998). However, these studies were 

conducted with a variety of participants in a variety of settings, for example, with 

university English majors in China (Niu, 2009), university EFL students in Spain 

(Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2007; García Mayo & Azkarai, 2016), non-native-

speaking university students in Australia (Storch & Wigglesworth, 2007), or students in 
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French immersion classes in Canada (Swain & Lapkin, 1998). Moreover, the researchers 

did not specifically mention whether L1 use was permitted or whether participants 

actually used any L1 during task work. If participants in these studies mainly spoke the 

target language while working, their results should be compared with the results for the 

EO class, not the EJ class. When they are compared with the EO class’s results, they 

actually conflict with them because the EO class showed no significant difference 

between the two modes in terms of LRE focus. 

As for the writing post-task, the two classes yielded similar results. This indicates 

that the writing mode successfully distributes students’ attention to a variety of forms 

regardless of language condition. This is partly due to the type of text that the task 

required students to produce. On the writing post-task, students wrote a story based on a 

series of pictures. Unlike the speech notes on the speaking post-task, the text they created 

was made up of sentences and therefore contained a variety of forms including function 

words and syntactical features. In addition, students had to organize the sentences 

coherently by using pronouns and transitional expressions in the appropriate places (see 

Appendix O for a sample composition). This requirement encouraged students to notice a 

wide range of linguistic issues in their output, including those of syntax and discourse, 

and initiate LREs to address them. 

On the other hand, although it was only the case with the EJ class, the speaking 

post-task tended to concentrate students’ attention on vocabulary issues. The predominant 

focus on vocabulary on the speaking post-task can be attributed to the writing component 

of the task. As described in the previous section, the majority of LREs on this task were 
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generated while students were making speech notes, triggered by items they had included 

or were about to include in the notes. Because students were not allowed to choose more 

than two items for each picture, and the items had to be single words or short phrases, 

they tended to select content words that depicted key elements of the picture. This 

probably led to the frequent occurrence of Lexis-Focused LREs. 

However, the speaking post-task did not exert this effect on the EO class. When 

they worked on the speaking post-task, EO students focused on grammar more frequently 

than lexis, just as they did when they worked on the writing post-task. The reason for this 

might be related to how they used language when creating speech notes. When creating 

speech notes, both classes typically followed this procedure: (1) looked at a picture and 

talked about its contents or the scene it depicted, (2) selected two words or phrases 

associated with the picture or the scene, and (3) wrote them down. Most pairs in the EJ 

class used Japanese when they talked about the picture and when they negotiated the 

choice of two items. A consequence of this was that they rarely used the target items in 

sentences. Excerpt 83 shows how an EJ pair interacted while making speech notes. 

 

Excerpt 83 

2012T2Y9 

Interaction (non-LRE) 

 

 Y: H. ((refers to picture H)) 

  (1.0) 

 M: worry 

 Y: worry wo:rry 

  (1.0) ((Y writes)) 

 Y: sleeping, 

 M: slee- un. 

 Y: su 
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 M: -leeping de ((then)) 

 Y: D ((refers to picture D)) 

 M: doctor 

 Y: doctor 

 M: u:n (.) talk a nanda? ((what)) parents nandaro: ((what)) 

   (4.0) 

 Y: sad (.) sad de ((then)) teian ((suggestion)) 

 M: aa aa ((acknowledgement)) 

 Y: mo: wakannai ((I don’t know)) sad ka do:ka wakannai kedo ((I 

don’t know if (they are) sad or not, but)) 

 M: sa- aa aa ((acknowledgement)) 

 Y: toriaezu kaite oku ((I’ll write down for now)) 

 M: un ((acknowledgement)) 

 Y: sad, 

 

On the other hand, when making speech notes, many pairs in the EO class talked about 

the picture in English and selected the two items for their speech notes from words or 

phrases that came up in the talk. Some pairs also negotiated the choice of items in 

English. These discussions provided them with opportunities to use the target items in 

sentences, rather than in isolation or in Japanese utterances. It is likely that these 

discussions helped direct students’ attention to various aspects of target items, including 

morphology and syntax, instead of concentrating it on their meaning. Excerpt 84 shows 

how an EO pair interacted while making speech notes and how they engaged in a 

Grammar-Focused LRE in the process. 

 

Excerpt 84 

2012T2X3-6 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: besides) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; preposition) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: beside) 

L2 Only 

 

 H: u:n number ei- H. 
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 S: H 

 H: H a:: 

 S: u:n u::n 

  (2.0) 

 H: parents look 

 S: parents 

  (1.0) 

 H: parent(s) loo- (.) -k at him, 

 S: un ((acknowledgement)) 

  (7.0) 

 S: he a: 

 H: he in coma 

  (9.0) 

 S: he a: e:: (.) he (4.0) he is (2.0) lying = 

 H: = u:n 

 S: ((laugh)) 

 H: danger dan- very danger 

 S: de- danger he is danger 

  (2.0) 

 H: a: 

 S: a: 

T H: parents besides him 

 S: an a 

 H: a OK 

  (2.0) 

I (Ref) S: besides (2.0) beside or [besides] 

 H:  [besi-] 

 S: -dz 

R H: besides? beside? 

RR S: beside. I think beside. 

RR H: aa ((acknowledgement)) 

 

Effect of Modality on the Outcome of Negotiation 

The results for the outcome of LREs showed similar tendencies to the results for 

the focus of LREs. With the EO class, the distribution of the three outcome types differed 

only slightly between the two task modes. On the writing post-task, EO pairs resolved 

83% of LREs successfully while resolving 9% unsuccessfully and leaving 8% unresolved. 

On the speaking post-task, they resolved 79% of LREs successfully while resolving 11% 
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unsuccessfully and leaving another 11% unresolved. With the EJ class, the difference 

between the two modes was far more evident, although none of the three paired 

comparisons reached significance. On the writing post-task, EJ pairs resolved 75% of 

LREs successfully while resolving 8% unsuccessfully and leaving 17% unresolved. In 

contrast, on the speaking post-task, they resolved only 49% of LREs successfully while 

resolving 14% unsuccessfully and leaving 37% unresolved. Thus, as with the results for 

the focus of LREs, the results for the outcome of LREs indicate some kind of interaction 

between task mode and L1 use. The effect of task mode on the outcome of LREs seems 

to be more apparent when students are allowed to speak the L1. 

The results also indicate that Japanese university learners resolve their linguistic 

issues successfully through negotiation most of the time. Except for those in the EJ class 

on the speaking post-task, students in the study correctly selected a grammatical form, 

found the meaning of a word, or answered their question in 70 or 80% of the LREs. As 

for the efficacy of learner-learner interaction in terms of the quantity and quality of input 

or output modification, previous studies have yielded mixed results. Some have found 

that learners are as capable as native speakers of modifying input or output into more 

target-like forms (e.g., García Mayo & Pica, 2000; Pica et al., 1996; Porter, 1986), while 

others have found that learners do not frequently adjust their language when interacting 

with each other (e.g., Foster, 1998; Foster & Ohta, 2005). This study provides support to 

the former group of studies, indicating that learners are able to adequately address their 

own linguistic problems most of the time. 
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The only exception was the performance of the EJ class on the speaking post-task. 

On this task, EJ pairs resolved only half of the LREs successfully. Even more strikingly, 

37% of the LREs they generated were coded as Unresolved. Of course, these LREs 

included episodes that were resolved “non-verbally,” with one student suggesting a form 

and the other student approving it by nodding or writing it down. However, the figure 

still stands out compared to the result for the same class on the writing post-task (17%) or 

the result for the EO class on the speaking post-task (11%). This result falls in line with 

García Mayo and Azkarai’s (2016) finding that the proportion of unresolved LREs was 

significantly larger in the speaking mode than in the writing mode. The researchers 

explained that LREs generated on speaking tasks largely focused on lexical issues, which 

were likely to be left unresolved when neither learner knew the L2 word they needed. 

García Mayo and Azkarai’s (2016) explanation applies to the large proportion of 

unresolved LREs for the EJ class. As in their study, most of the LREs this class generated 

on the speaking post-task focused on lexis, and these LREs included many preemptive 

episodes. Of the 38 LREs that the 11 EJ pairs generated on the speaking post-task, 24 

focused on lexis, and nine of them were preemptive episodes. Of these nine preemptive 

episodes, four were coded as Unresolved. On the other hand, the 12 pairs in the EO class 

produced a total of 77 LREs on the speaking post-task, and 33 of them focused on lexis. 

Of these 33 LREs, only seven were preemptive episodes, and five of them were 

unresolved. For both classes, the lexis-focused preemptive LREs mainly consisted of 

word search episodes and word meaning episodes. Word search episodes typically began 

when one student offered a Japanese word and asked how to say it in English. Word 
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meaning episodes typically occurred when one student asked for the meaning of an 

English word. Compared to reactive LREs, these two types of preemptive LREs are more 

likely to be abandoned without the two learners agreeing on a form. Reactive LREs are 

triggered by a particular form, and learners negotiate to modify it. Thus, learners always 

have candidate forms (i.e., the Trigger and its reformulation) to choose from, and this 

makes it relatively easy for them to agree on one form, even when they are uncertain if it 

is the more accurate one. In comparison, in preemptive word search episodes, when 

neither student can supply the word, they have no option but to abandon the episode. 

Similarly, in preemptive word meaning episodes, when neither student knows the 

meaning of the word, they have no option but to abandon the episode. Thus, the large 

proportion of unresolved LREs for the EJ class on the speaking post-task can be 

attributed to the fact that EJ pairs did not produce many LREs, and the few LREs were 

mostly preemptive lexis-focused episodes. 

 

Effect of L1 Use on Negotiation of Form 

The second research question sought to investigate the influence of learners’ L1 

use on negotiation of form. Research has shown that negotiation of form is one of the 

most common purposes of L1 use during task work (Azkarai & García Mayo, 2015; Scott 

& de la Fuente, 2008; Storch & Aldosari, 2010; Storch & Wigglesworth, 2003; Swain & 

Lapkin, 2000). One possible reason that learners often use the L1 for negotiating form is 

that it helps them employ metalanguage smoothly. As in many other EFL settings in Asia, 

English lessons at secondary schools in Japan strongly emphasize rule-based grammar, 
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and teachers often use L1 metalanguage when they teach it. Because of this, Japanese 

university students tend to have good explicit knowledge of grammar but can articulate 

the knowledge only in Japanese. This leads to an assumption that if they are allowed to 

use Japanese during task work, they can apply their explicit knowledge to negotiating 

forms, and this will positively affect the frequency, focus, and outcome of LREs. 

Research Question 2 tested this assumption by comparing two classes that represented 

two language conditions: English only (EO) and English and Japanese (EJ). 

 

L1 Use in the Two Classes 

Prior to the main analysis for Research Question 2, the two classes were compared 

statistically in terms of the proportion of LREs coded as L1 Use. The purpose of this 

comparison was to confirm that the two classes used different amounts of Japanese while 

working on the post-tasks. As reported in the previous chapter, the proportion of LREs 

coded as L1 Use was significantly larger for the EJ class than for the EO class, showing 

that the two language conditions were successfully materialized when the data were 

collected. The result also suggests that students in the two classes generally followed the 

instructions about language. EO pairs, who were instructed to speak English all the time, 

used Japanese only occasionally when engaging in LREs. For these pairs, the average 

proportion of LREs coded as L1 Use was 28% on the writing post-task and 27% on the 

speaking post-task. In contrast, EJ pairs, who were instructed to speak English whenever 

they could but were allowed to speak Japanese when they deemed necessary, used 
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Japanese in LREs far more frequently. For these pairs, the average proportion of LREs 

coded as L1 Use was 58% on the writing post-task and 63% on the speaking post-task. 

It should be noted, however, that not all pairs in the EO class followed the 

English-only rule closely: On average, they spoke Japanese in about 30% of LREs, and 

they spoke it outside LREs as well, for talking about the story or for managing the task. 

Likewise, in spite of the freedom to speak Japanese when necessary, pairs in the EJ class 

did not use it at all in about 40% of LREs. 

On a final note, whether they were allowed to speak it or not, the amount of 

Japanese students actually used varied considerably across pairs. In the EO class, the 

proportion of LREs coded as L1 Use ranged from 0% to 76% for the writing post-task 

and from 0% to 67% on the speaking post-task. In the EJ class, it ranged from 0% to 86% 

on the writing post-task and from 0% to 100% on the speaking post-task. 

 

Effect of L1 Use on the Frequency of Negotiation 

In terms of LRE frequency, the study found a significant difference between the 

two language conditions, but not in the way that I had expected. Prior to the study, I had 

predicted that pairs in the EJ class would engage in LREs more often because the L1 

would facilitate their use of metalanguage and thereby make it easier for them to 

negotiate forms. Actually, however, pairs in the EO class produced significantly more 

LREs than pairs in the EJ class, and this result was consistent across task modes. 

One possible explanation for this result is that the availability of the L1 dispersed 

students’ attention over a wider range of issues, rather than concentrated it on forms. For 
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EFL students, having access to their L1 means that they are capable of discussing 

complicated topics without worrying about a lack of linguistic resources. While working 

on a task, students might encounter a variety of problems, including non-linguistic ones, 

and the L1 allows them to address any of them. In fact, previous research has identified 

clarifying the content, generating ideas, and managing the task, along with discussing 

language, as reasons for learners’ L1 use (e.g., Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 

2009; Storch & Aldosari, 2010; Swain & Lapkin, 2000). In Swain and Lapkin’s (2000) 

study, for example, learners used their L1 more frequently for managing the task, 

understanding the story, and searching for vocabulary than for focusing on form. 

Similarly, in Alegría de la Colina and García Mayo’s (2009) study, learners engaged in 

L1 metacognitive talk (e.g., clarifying content or managing the task) more often than L1 

metatalk (i.e., discussion of vocabulary or grammar). Like tasks used in these previous 

studies, the post-tasks in this study confronted students with a variety of problems, which 

they had to resolve in order to complete the tasks. These problems sometimes involved 

content (e.g., the order of pictures or details of the story) or task management (e.g., 

procedure or division of work). It would not be surprising if students in the EJ class 

prioritized these non-linguistic issues over linguistic ones and used Japanese to resolve 

them. On the other hand, because they were not allowed to speak Japanese, students in 

the EO class might have avoided complicated issues and concentrated on small matters 

they could easily handle in English. On these post-tasks, such matters might have been 

minor linguistic errors, for example, use of incorrect tense or missing plural markers. 
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Another possible explanation for the significant difference in LRE frequency 

between the two classes involves the length of LREs and the amount of metalanguage use 

and therefore relates closely to Research Question 4. Metalanguage enables learners to 

articulate their explicit knowledge of the target language (Fortune, 2005; Fortune & 

Thorp, 2001). In addition, metalanguage can perform an array of functions in negotiation 

of form, including explaining, evaluating, comparing, and making a choice. It is 

speculated that EJ pairs developed their negotiation and discussed each linguistic form in 

detail with the help of L1 metalanguage, and as a result, they did not have time to initiate 

as many LREs as EO pairs. The data support this speculation. As reported in the previous 

chapter, LREs in which L1 was spoken were significantly longer than LREs in which no 

L1 was spoken. On both post-tasks, these LREs accounted for around 60% of LREs 

generated by EJ pairs while they accounted for less than 30% of LREs generated by EO 

pairs. The relationship between LRE length and metalanguage use will be discussed 

further in the section on Research Question 4. 

 

Effect of L1 Use on the Focus of Negotiation 

As for the focus of LREs, significant or nearly significant differences between the 

two language conditions were found only with the speaking post-task. On the writing 

post-task, the average proportions of the three focus types were almost the same for the 

two classes: Lexis-Focused LREs accounted for about 30%, Grammar-Focused LREs 

accounted for about 50%, and Discourse-Focused LREs accounted for about 20% of all 

LREs. On the speaking post-task, however, the distribution of the three focus types 
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clearly differed between the two classes. With the EO class, the average proportions of 

Lexis-Focused, Grammar-Focused, and Discourse-Focused LREs were 44%, 47%, and 

9%, respectively. However, with the EJ class, the proportions were 74%, 24%, and 2%, 

respectively, showing heavy concentration on lexis. 

The results for the writing post-task suggest that the writing mode distributes 

students’ attention to a variety of forms in their output and this effect is exerted 

regardless of the language they speak while negotiating the forms. The significant 

difference found for the speaking post-task might be related to the different ways pairs in 

the two classes worked on speech notes. As explained in the previous section on the 

effect of modality, EO pairs tended to describe pictures in English and select words or 

phrases to include in the speech notes from the items they used in the descriptions. This 

increased the chance that the items would occur in complete sentences and thus learners’ 

attention would be attracted to the morphological or syntactical aspects of their language 

use. In contrast, EJ pairs tended to select items for the speech notes directly from pictures. 

Many of them did not describe the pictures or narrate the story in English while making 

speech notes, and thus the items were less likely to occur in complete sentences. Perhaps 

because of this, EJ pairs’ attention was mainly drawn to the meaning of the items, rather 

than their morphological forms. 

 

Effect of L1 Use on the Outcome of Negotiation 

The results relating to the outcome of LREs showed similar tendencies to those 

relating to the focus of LREs. The two classes did not differ on the writing post-task but 
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differed significantly on the speaking post-task. On the writing post-task, pairs in the EO 

class resolved 81% of LREs successfully and 11% unsuccessfully, leaving 8% unresolved. 

Similarly, pairs in the EJ class resolved 78% of LREs successfully while resolving 7% 

unsuccessfully and leaving 15% unresolved. However, on the speaking post-task, while 

EO pairs resolved 78% of LREs successfully, EJ pairs resolved only 50% of LREs 

successfully. Of the remaining LREs, EO pairs resolved 8% unsuccessfully and 

abandoned 14% without resolution while EJ pairs resolved 14% unsuccessfully and 

abandoned 36% without resolution. 

The results generally indicate the efficacy of negotiation of form by EFL learners. 

Students in the study successfully resolved most of the linguistic issues they negotiated, 

at least on the writing post-task. The rate of successful resolution dropped only when the 

EJ class worked on the speaking post-task. A possible explanation for this has been 

offered in the section on the effect of modality. On the speaking post-task, EJ pairs 

engaged in negotiation less frequently, and the few LREs they produced tended to be 

preemptive episodes focusing on lexis. Because this type of LRE is more likely to be left 

unresolved, the average proportion of successfully resolved LREs was low for the EJ 

class on the speaking post-task. 

To summarize, the results for the focus and outcome of LREs indicate some kind 

of interaction between task mode and L1 use. The effect of L1 use appeared more 

strongly when students worked in the speaking mode. When students worked in the 

writing mode, LREs they generated were similar in focus and outcome whether or not 

they were allowed to use the L1. Likewise, the effect of task mode appeared more 
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strongly when students were allowed to use the L1. When students were instructed to use 

the L2 only, LREs they generated were similar in focus and outcome whether the task 

required an oral report or written report. These results suggest that when the two 

conditions—speaking mode and L1 use—are met, learners engage in tasks differently, 

and that affects the focus and outcome of LREs. 

 

Effect of L1 Use on the Written Product 

Research Question 3 investigated whether students’ use of the L1 during the 

writing post-task had any impact on the accuracy of their compositions. One way in 

which L1 use during task engagement can influence the accuracy of the product is via 

LREs. When learners engage in an LRE during a joint writing task like the one used in 

the study, they usually discuss an item they have already used or want to use in the 

composition. Thus, if access to the L1 makes any difference to LREs, that difference 

might affect the accuracy of the composition. For example, if students initiate LREs more 

frequently or resolve more LREs successfully with the help of the L1, the composition 

they produce might contain fewer errors. To date, very little research has been conducted 

to investigate this topic, but a study by Swain and Lapkin (2000) found a negative 

correlation between the amount of L1 use during task work and the quality of 

compositions. However, the authors did not refer to LREs when explaining this result. 

They interpreted the negative correlation as indicating that students who produced lower-

quality compositions needed to use more L1 to complete the task. In other words, they 
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concluded that the L1 helped less proficient students complete the task but did not affect 

the quality of their task product. 

The present study found no significant difference between the two language 

conditions in terms of the accuracy of compositions. The two accuracy measurements—

the proportion of error-free T-units and the number of errors per word—both indicated 

that the texts written by EJ pairs were no less accurate than the texts written by EO pairs. 

Neither did the two classes differ significantly in the types of errors they made. For the 

EO class, the average proportions of lexical, grammatical, and discourse errors were 11%, 

86%, and 4%. For the EJ class, the average proportions of lexical, grammatical, and 

discourse errors were 20%, 77%, and 4%. 

As reported in the previous chapter, EJ pairs generated significantly fewer LREs 

than EO pairs while writing these compositions, but they were no less likely to resolve 

the LREs successfully. The two classes were also similar in terms of the forms they 

focused on. When interpreted with these findings, the result suggests that the availability 

of the L1 during task work does not influence the accuracy of the task product. In other 

words, if a teacher allows students to speak their L1 while composing together, the 

number of LREs they generate might decrease, but it makes no difference to the accuracy 

of the text they write. 

One possible explanation as to why the frequency of LREs had little impact on the 

accuracy of the compositions is that LREs covered only a fraction of the linguistic 

problems students encountered while writing. During the writing post-task, students in 

the study initiated many LREs and resolved most of them successfully. As the data 
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demonstrate, most of these successful resolutions were reflected in the compositions. 

However, the task certainly posed more problems than students addressed through LREs. 

Some of these problems might have gone unnoticed and presented themselves as errors in 

the compositions. Others might have drawn students’ attention, but the students might not 

have initiated LREs to deal with them. They might have solved these problems on their 

own, successfully or unsuccessfully, or they might have left them as they were. In short, 

the study suggests that negotiation of form can address only a small part of the linguistic 

issues involved in producing a piece of writing, and even though it helps learners resolve 

these issues successfully, its contribution to the quality of the product is marginal at best. 

 

L1 Use, Metalanguage Use, and Length of Negotiation 

Research Question 4 aimed to find how LREs in which L1 was spoken differed 

from LREs in which no L1 was spoken in terms of metalanguage use and length. The 

findings of two previous studies on L2 metalanguage use motivated the exploration of 

these two variables. Fortune and Thorp (2001) found that intermediate learners used L2 

metalanguage in only 29% of the LREs they produced while working on dictogloss tasks. 

Fortune (2005) found that LREs containing L2 metalanguage tended to be discontinuous, 

that is, learners tended to return to episodes they had abandoned earlier. Fortune 

considered discontinuity as an indication of learners’ deep involvement in the LRE and 

sustained focus on form. He explained that metalanguage use, particularly the use of 

Technical Metalanguage such as using metalinguistic terminology or referring to 

grammatical rules, enables learners to articulate their explicit knowledge and employ it in 
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interactive problem solving. When these findings and the authors’ explanations are 

applied to EFL contexts, it is assumed that EFL learners can negotiate L2 forms more 

explicitly by using L1 metalanguage, and as a result, they can sustain their attention to 

the target forms. This assumption is particularly relevant to Japanese learners at the 

university level, who tend to have a fairly large amount of explicit knowledge about 

English but do not have sufficient knowledge of L2 metalanguage to articulate it in 

English. 

The result of the study supports this assumption. LREs in which L1 was spoken 

were significantly longer than LREs in which no L1 was spoken. When taken alone, this 

result seems to indicate that students produced more output in Japanese, and the extra 

amount of output made these LREs longer. However, when the use of metalanguage in 

these two types of LREs is taken into account, the true origin of the difference in length 

becomes clear. As explained in Chapter 3, all LREs in the data had the Core Component, 

which consisted of repetitions of the Trigger and forms that substituted the Trigger. In 

LREs in the L1 Use category, students made some utterances in Japanese, and the 

utterances constituted L1 metalanguage use and added extra amounts of output to the 

episodes. In some LREs in the L1 Use category, students used L2 metalanguage in 

addition to L1 metalanguage. In these LREs, the L2 metalanguage use also constituted 

extra output. In LREs in the L2 Only category, students did not use any L1 metalanguage. 

However, they used L2 metalanguage in some of them, and it added extra output to these 

episodes. When students did not use any L2 metalanguage in LREs in the L2 Only 
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category, the LREs consisted of the Core Component only. (See Figure 3 for the structure 

of LREs in the L1 Use and L2 Only categories.) 

 

   Core Component Extra Output 

L1 Use 
n = 204 

 with L1 & L2 
metalanguage use 
n = 40 (20%) 

repetitions of Trigger  
or its substitute 

L1 & L2 
metalanguage use 

    

 
with L1 metalanguage use 
n = 164 (80%) 

repetitions of Trigger  
or its substitute 

L1 metalanguage use 

     

L2 Only 
n = 304 

 
with L2 metalanguage use 
n = 106 (35%) 

repetitions of Trigger  
or its substitute 

L2 metalanguage use 

    

 
with no metalanguage use 
n = 198 (65%) 

repetitions of Trigger  
or its substitute 

 

 

Figure 3. Structure of LREs. 

 

As reported in Chapter 5 and shown in Figure 3, L2 metalanguage use occurred in 

only 35% of LREs in the L2 Only category. The infrequent use of L2 metalanguage is in 

line with Fortune and Thorp’s (2001) study, which reported that intermediate ESL 

students used L2 metalanguage in 29% of all LREs. In contrast, all LREs in the L1 Use 

category contained L1 metalanguage use by definition, and some also contained L2 

metalanguage use. It is likely that the difference in the frequency of metalanguage use 

made LREs in the L2 Only category significantly shorter than LREs in the L1 Use 

category. In other words, the difference in length is attributed to the use of metalanguage, 
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not to the use of the L1. In fact, when LREs that only contained L1 metalanguage use 

were compared with LREs that only contained L2 metalanguage use, no significant 

difference in length was found. 

However, it might be premature to conclude that all kinds of metalanguage use 

affect the length of LREs uniformly. Metalanguage, or language used for talking about 

language, is by no means a monolithic concept. As the taxonomies of Fortune and Thorp 

(2001) and Fortune (2005) illustrate, it encompasses a wide range of terms and discourse 

functions, and therefore its influence on negotiation of form can be manifold. 

Furthermore, according to Fortune’s explanation, metalanguage use does not affect the 

length of LREs directly. Through metalanguage use, learners engage in LREs deeply, and 

the deep engagement sustains their attention to the same feature for a long time. Thus, in 

principle, it is possible that some types of metalanguage promote learner engagement 

more than others and thereby affect the length of LREs more strongly. It is also possible 

that some types of metalanguage do not facilitate learner engagement but do prolong 

LREs. To investigate this topic further, it is necessary to examine individual LREs in the 

data more closely and determine what kinds of metalanguage students used for what 

purposes. 

 

Metalanguage Use in LREs in Which L1 Was Spoken 

The following LRE excerpts from the L1 Use category show how students used 

different kinds of metalanguage and how the use of metalanguage affected negotiation of 

form. LREs in this category were classified into three subtypes—Extensive, Moderate, 
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and Limited—according to the L1 forms they included. Because all L1 utterances in 

LREs were regarded as L1 metalanguage use, the distinctions among these three 

subcategories more or less represented how extensively L1 metalanguage was used in 

individual episodes. As reported in Chapter 5, the mean length of LREs was the longest 

for the Extensive category and the shortest for the Limited category. However, none of 

the paired comparisons among the three categories reached a significant level. 

 

Extensive L1 Use. Of the total 204 LREs in the L1 Use category, 89 (43.5%) 

were coded as Extensive L1 Use, and their mean duration was 16.69 seconds. L1 

utterances in LREs in this category largely consisted of complete sentences produced 

entirely in the L1 or complete sentences produced mainly in the L1 but incorporating L2 

target forms. The LRE in Excerpt 85 includes typical examples of L1 metalanguage use 

in this category. It was one of the longest episodes in the data, lasting for 71 seconds 

from the Indicator move (line 2) to the end (line 34). In the Indicator move, M proposed 

inserting the direct object people after the verb asked, which was used in the part of the 

composition K had read aloud. K did not disagree with this idea but questioned inserting 

the word immediately after the verb; he hinted that they needed for (line 3). He argued 

that the usage of ask was different when it was used in the sense of to request and when it 

was used in the sense of to inquire (line 8). However, M disagreed with K, saying that the 

person’s name should follow the verb (line 13). Then, K found an instance in which ask 

was used in the sense of to inquire in their composition and mentioned it to support his 

point (lines 21-24). M then questioned the use of to in asked to search (line 25), and K 
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said that it was part of the infinitive to search, implying that they should therefore keep to 

(line 26). K then proposed ask for once again (line 27). In response, M explained the 

meaning of ask for, hinting that it was different from what they intended to say (lines 29-

30). The episode came to an end when K signaled his understanding (line 32) and 

repeated M’s reformulation (line 34). 

 

Excerpt 85 

2012T1Y9-16 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: asked to search his lottery ticket) 

Grammar-Focused (syntax; missing object) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: asked people to search his lottery ticket) 

Extensive L1 Use 

L1 metalanguage use 

71 seconds 

 

1  K: asked to search his lottery (.) ticket? 

2 I (Ref) M: people toka ireta houga ii? ((should we put “people”?)) 

3  K: ask (.) for for dakke nan dakke ((is it “for”? what is it?)) 

4  M: aa nanka bunpo: tekina no attane ((there was something related 

5   to grammar)) 

6  K: un ((acknowledgement)) 

7  M: mo: wasure chitta = ((I forgot already)) 

8  K: = tanomu to tazuneru wa chigatta mo: wasure chatta ((laughter)) 

9   ((“to request” and “to inquire” were different—I forgot)) 

10  M: ask 

11  K: zenbu ask de sumase chau ((use “ask” for everything)) (2.0) ask 

12   for 

13  M: ask nani nani janai? [sokon toko ni (.) aite no namae wo kakun ja 

14   nai no?] ((isn’t it “ask something”? shouldn’t we write the 

15   person’s name there?)) 

16  K:  [a: ask (.)] ask for (.) people toka ja nakattakke 

17   ((wasn’t it “ask for people”?)) for toka (?) shhh 

18   (1.0) 

19  M: ask, hito no namae, to ja nakatta kke ((wasn’t it “ask” person’s 

20   name “to”?)) 

21  K: e:to soshitara kore (.) kore so:ja ne? ((then this, isn’t this it?)) (2.0) 

22   tazuneru to (.) tanomu ga chigatta kiga suru chigawa nakatta kke  

23   ((I think “to request” and “to inquire” were different, weren’t they 
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24   different?)) asked a woman where the garbage was 

25  M: to asked to (.) to iru kke ((do we need “to”?)) 

26  K: hhhh kono to wa futeishi no to dakara ((because this “to” is the 

27   infinitive “to”)) (1.0) iya? ask for datta ki surun dakedo. ((no, I 

28   think it was “ask for”)) 

29  M: tashika nani nani wo kuda (.) iya shi (.) kudasai teki na imi datta 

30   ask for ((I think “ask for” means sort of “please give (me) 

31   something”)) 

32  K: a ((CST)) sokka ((right)) 

33  M: sou datta kiga suru ((I think it is so)) 

34  K: asked (1.0) people. 

 

The predominance of L1 utterances in this episode is clear from the transcript. This 

means that the episode was largely made up of L1 metalanguage, with the L2 Core 

Component constituting only a small part. As in other LREs in the Extensive L1 Use 

category, most L1 metalanguage in this episode took the form of complete sentences, 

rather than words or phrases used in isolation or combined with repetitions or 

reformulations in the L2. L1 metalanguage in this episode also performed a wide range of 

functions. Some L1 metalanguage utterances performed basic communicative functions 

such as making a suggestion (“. . . toka ireta houga ii” in line 2) or showing 

understanding (“a sokka” in line 32). These were instances of Nontechnical 

Metalanguage according to Fortune and Thorp’s (2001) taxonomy. Other L1 

metalanguage utterances performed functions special to language-related discussion or 

negotiation of form, such as referring to a grammatical rule (“ask, hito no namae, to ja 

nakattakke” in line 19), using a metalinguistic term (futeishi in line 26), and giving a 

word meaning (“tashika nani nani wo . . . kudasai teki na imi datta” in line 29). These 

utterances constituted Technical Metalanguage in Fortune and Thorp’s taxonomy. 

Fortune and Thorp noted the importance of this type of metalanguage because it 
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demonstrates that the learners are employing their explicit knowledge and are deeply 

engaged with the target form. This example illustrates how, by using Technical 

Metalanguage in the L1, two learners who have different ideas about the target feature 

explain their ideas and try to persuade each other. It shows that L1 metalanguage enables 

learners to negotiate in the genuine sense of the word and helps them sustain their 

attention to the target form. 

Another point about this example is that it sheds light on the process in which 

learners retrieve their explicit knowledge from memory, articulate it, and share it with 

other learners, all through the means of L1 metalanguage. At secondary schools in Japan, 

English grammar is often taught and learned deductively using patterns similar to 

mathematical formulas. For example, when learning how the verb ask is used, students 

typically memorize patterns such as: ask + hito (person) + about, ask + hito (person) + 

to futeishi (infinitive), and ask for + mono (thing). When the patterns derive from a 

particular vocabulary item, students memorize the patterns with a Japanese translation of 

the word. When, as with the verb ask, the vocabulary item has several meanings and each 

one is associated with a different pattern, students memorize each pattern and the 

corresponding word meaning as a set. When K mentioned the two meanings of ask—

tanomu (to request) and tazuneru (to inquire)—in line 8, he seemed to be retrieving the 

formula that corresponded to each meaning from his memory. At the same time, he 

seemed to stimulate the memory of his partner, who most probably had learned the 

patterns in the same way. In fact, M responded to K’s utterance by giving the pattern he 

thought was correct: ask, hito no namae (person’s name), to (line 19). These exchanges 
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show how the L1 metalanguage that EFL learners share helps them retrieve and articulate 

their own and each other’s explicit knowledge. 

 

Moderate L1 Use. In LREs in the Moderate L1 Use category, L1 metalanguage 

did not take the form of complete sentences: It took the form of single words or phrases 

and was used in isolated utterances or in conjunction with the Core Component. Of the 

204 LREs in the entire L1 Use category, 89 (43.5%) were classified into this subtype, and 

their mean length was 15.37 seconds, slightly shorter than the mean for the Extensive L1 

Use category. The example episode presented in Excerpt 86 lasted for 35 seconds, much 

longer than the average, but the L1 metalanguage it contained was typical of this 

subcategory. In this Grammar-Focused LRE, the two students discussed the correct form 

of the verb throw to be used in the noun clause introduced by he realized that he. The 

episode began when M gave a Reformulation Indicator, changing throw in his previous 

utterance to threw (line 1). A little later, M made a second attempt at self-correction, this 

time proposing the use of the past perfect (line 5). K initially disagreed with this idea, 

saying “had ja nakutemo ii kamo” (line 6), but after repeating the beginning of the clause 

(he realized that), he accepted M’s choice (line 7). Agreeing to use the past perfect, the 

students moved on to discussing the verb form after had. While M kept on repeating 

threw (lines 9, 11, and 13), K tried to show that thrown was the right form, by using the 

metalinguistic term kako bunshi (past participle) (line 12) and saying the conjugation of 

throw (line 16). The episode was resolved successfully when M finally accepted K’s 
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reformulation by repeating it (line 17), and K confirmed this by repeating the form one 

more time (line 19). 

 

Excerpt 86 

2012T1Y9-2 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: throw) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; verb tense) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: had thrown) 

Moderate L1 Use 

L1 metalanguage use 

35 seconds 

 

1 T+I (Ref) M: throw away [threw] 

2  K: [throw] 

3  M: threw away 

4  K: th [threw] 

5 I (Ref) M: [he had] 

6  K: a ya ha- had had ja nakutemo ii kamo ((it doesn’t have to be 

7   “had” maybe)) (2.0) he realized that a ((CST)) ha- had ka  

8   ((SFP, confirmation)) (2.0) he (.) had (2.0) thrown? ((writing)) 

9  M: threw threw 

10  K: n? 

11  M: threw 

12  K: throw threw iya ka- kako bunshi ((no, past participle)) 

13  M: threw threw 

14  K: uso [da] ((wrong)) 

15  M: [a] (.) n? 

16  K: throw threw thrown jan ((isn’t it)) 

17  M: a ((CST)) thrown thrown 

18   (2.0) 

19  K: tabun. ((probably)) thrown (1.0) away 

 

As in this example, L1 metalanguage used in LREs in the Moderate L1 Use category 

often included Technical Metalanguage, but it typically performed a narrower range of 

functions. The two students in Excerpt 86 disagreed over the choice of morphological 

form but did not justify their choices as the students in Excerpt 85 did. For example, M 
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did not give any explanation when he proposed using the past perfect (line 5). K 

disagreed with M using L1 metalanguage (ja nakutemo ii kamo) but did not explain why 

they did not have to use the past perfect (line 6). Neither did he offer a reason when he 

changed his mind and approved M’s choice (line 7). In the subsequent discussion about 

the verb form after had, K used an L1 grammatical term (kako bunshi), which constituted 

Technical Metalanguage, and mentioned the conjugation of the target verb (throw, threw, 

thrown). However, he made these utterances in isolation, rather than embedded them in 

complete statements, and because of this, the roles of these utterances in K’s argument 

remained ambiguous. Thus, L1 metalanguage use in the Moderate L1 Use category 

largely consisted of Nontechnical Metalanguage. When Technical Metalanguage was 

employed, it usually took the form of single words or phrases used in isolation, and this 

probably diminished its influence on the depth of learner engagement and the length of 

negotiation. 

However, this LRE also shows that Technical Metalanguage can play an 

important role even when it is used sporadically in fragmented utterances. K’s utterance 

of “kako bunshi” was made in isolation and did not convey his message clearly. 

Nevertheless, M’s reactions toward the end of the episode indicated that he inferred K’s 

intention correctly. Hearing K say “kako bunshi” and “throw, threw, thrown,” M 

understood that the past participle was the right form after had and that K was proposing 

thrown because it was the past participle form of throw. Thus, K’s fragmented use of 

Technical Metalanguage did not help the students discuss the target form in detail or 

maintain their focus on the target form for a long time. However, it did help them apply 
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their explicit knowledge to the negotiation and resolve the LRE successfully. What made 

this possible was probably the fact that the two students had common experiences of 

learning English, in addition to a common L1. Having spent six years learning English in 

secondary schools in Japan, they most likely had learned verb conjugation by 

memorizing the present, past, and past participle forms as a set. This common experience 

probably filled the gap created by the isolated use of metalanguage and helped M infer 

his partner’s message correctly. Thus, this example demonstrates that EFL learners’ 

shared learning experiences can supplement their insufficient use of metalanguage and 

allow them to retrieve their own and each other’s explicit knowledge without much 

verbalization. 

 

Limited L1 Use. L1 utterances in LREs in the Limited L1 Use category consisted 

of sentence-final particles such as ka, kana, and ne, the copula da, and response tokens 

such as hai, sou and iya. Of the 204 LREs coded as L1 Use, 26 (13%) were in this 

category, and their mean duration was 13.35 seconds. Excerpts 87 and 88 present 

examples of this subcategory. They were considerably shorter than the average but 

contained samples of L1 metalanguage typical of this subcategory. In both episodes, the 

only L1 utterance other than non-lexical vocalizations was the sentence-final particle 

kana. The rest of the episode was made up of repetitions of the target item (in in Excerpt 

87 and from in Excerpt 88), reformulations of the target item (to in Excerpt 87 and in and 

on in Excerpt 88), and repetitions of the students’ other previous utterances (threw and 

garbage can in Excerpt 87). Although sentence-final particles might look trivial, they 
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perform a variety of functions. Therefore, they were regarded as L1 metalanguage when 

LREs were analyzed. In these two examples, the sentence-final particle kana (or kana:) 

was attached to the L2 target item and indicated the speaker’s stance toward the item. The 

kana: in Excerpt 87 showed M’s doubt about the use of in. The kana in Excerpt 88 

indicated that H was not confident about choosing in over on and asking M for approval. 

However, compared with the previous two examples from the Extensive and Moderate 

L1 Use categories, the L1 metalanguage included in these examples seems to have 

exerted minimal influence on the students’ involvement in the negotiation. In this regard, 

LREs in this subcategory did not differ considerably from LREs that contained no 

metalanguage use. 

 

Excerpt 87 

2012T1X13-4 

Reactive LRE (Trigger in text: he had thrown the lottery ticket in the garbage 

can) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; choice of preposition) 

Resolved Unsuccessfully (Outcome: to the garbage can) 

Limited L1 Use 

L1 metalanguage use 

16 seconds 

 

 I (Eli) M: a: in kana: ((SFP, doubt)) 

 K: threw 

  (3.0) 

 M: garbage can, 

  (2.0) 

I (Eli) K: in? 

R (MO) M: to? 

RR K: a! ((CST)) to. to 

RR M: to  

RR K: to 
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Excerpt 88 

2012T1X3-4 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: couldn’t find the ticket from the garbage can) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; preposition) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: in the garbage can) 

Limited L1 Use 

L1 metalanguage use 

8 seconds 

 

 H: ºfi- fi:ndº 

 S: the ticket  

 H: ºtheº 

T+I (Eli) S: from a ((CST)) from? 

 H: in [in] 

 S: [in] 

  (2.0)  

 H: in on. in kana ((SFP, request for approval)) [i:n] 

 S: [i:n] 

 

The last example from the Limited L1 Use category (Excerpt 89) is very different from 

the previous two. Along with instances of L1 metalanguage use, it contained instances of 

L2 metalanguage use. Actually, in this episode, the students employed L2 metalanguage 

far more extensively than L1 metalanguage. It is a Lexis-Focused LRE in which the two 

students negotiated to choose the best adjective from several candidates. Y’s initial 

utterance, “so he was upset and asked his mother,” triggered the episode (lines 1-2). K 

gave an Elicitation Indicator in response to the use of upset in this utterance (line 4). Y 

had used the word to describe how the main character felt when he realized that the 

garbage can was empty, but K said, “upset is after asking her mother,” and questioned 

this use. K meant that upset described the character’s feeling in the next scene. Y agreed 

with K by saying “aa aa aa souya,” which constituted the only occurrence of L1 

metalanguage use in the episode (lines 5-6). She went on to reformulating her initial 
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utterance, but K cut in and offered his choice, nervous (line 8). Instead of reacting to K’s 

idea, Y proposed another adjective, shocked (line 9), and explained that the word 

described the man’s feeling in both scenes (lines 11-12 and 15-16). However, K repeated 

the whole sentence incorporating a third choice, surprised (lines 18 and 20). This time, Y 

gave approval by using the change-of-state token aa (line 19) and repeating the sentence 

K had produced while writing it down (line 21). 

 

Excerpt 89 

2012T1Y7-6 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: upset) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: surprised) 

Limited L1 Use 

L1 & L2 metalanguage use 

46 seconds 

 

1 T Y: so (1.0) he was (3.0) upset? (2.0) upset (2.0) and ask(.)ed his 

2   mother. 

3    (2.0) 

4 I (Eli) K: upset (.) is after asking (.) [her mother] 

5  Y: [aa aa aa:] ((CST)) 

6   souya: ((right)) (.) e but (2.0) can (1.0) can was empty (2.0) so 

7   (3.0) a! ((CST)) = 

8  K: = nervous nervous 

9  Y: nervous a! ((CST)) he:, shocked 

10  K: a ((CST)) 

11  Y: he shocked twice (1.0) one is (1.0) the garbage can was empty 

12   second is (1.0) the (1.0) garbage (.) tan- na- lo- 

13   (2.0) 

14  K: n: garbage car 

15  Y: ((laughter)) garbage car (2.0) had gone (1.0) mita- a: (1.0) e? ºhe 

16   searched his garbage can it was (empty)º (5.0) so (2.0) so 

17    (2.0) 

18  K: he was very (1.0) surprised = 

19  Y: = aa ((CST)) = 

20  K: = and ask (1.0) his mother 

21  Y: ºwa(s) veryº (5.0) ((writing)) surprise (1.0) ºedº 
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Note. A second LRE (a preemptive episode focusing on lexis) is embedded in this 

episode. It begins with Y’s utterance “garbage tan- na- lo-” in line 11, which 

functioned as an implicit question, and ends with Y’s utterance “garbage car” in 

line 15. The duration of this embedded episode was excluded when the duration of 

the main episode was determined. 
 

One notable feature of this episode is that L2 metalanguage took the form of complete 

sentences that incorporated the target vocabulary item. In the entire data, such use of 

metalanguage occurred frequently in the L1 but only occasionally in the L2. Also to be 

noted is that the students used L2 metalanguage to justify their choices. In line 4, K used 

it to explain why upset was not the right word for that scene. In lines 11-12 and 15-16, Y 

used it to justify her choice of shock, naming the two scenes the word applied to. 

As reported in the previous chapter, some LREs in the L1 Use category contained 

both L1 and L2 metalanguage use. There were 40 such episodes (20% of the L1 Use 

category) distributed across the three subcategories of L1 use: Limited, Moderate, and 

Extensive. As a group, these LREs were significantly longer than LREs that only 

contained L1 metalanguage use. However, examination of individual episodes showed 

that L2 metalanguage use in most episodes was limited to a few utterances of response 

tokens, such as yes and OK, and did not seem to have much influence on the length of the 

episode, other than adding a small amount of output. Only in a few exceptional cases like 

Excerpt 89 was the relative dominance of L1 and L2 metalanguage reversed. 

 

Metalanguage Use in LREs in Which No L1 Was Spoken 

As reported in the previous chapter, of the 304 LREs in the L2 Only category, 

only 106 (35%) contained any use of L2 metalanguage. These LREs were not classified 
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further like LREs in the L1 Use category, but they varied in terms of the extent to which 

students used L2 metalanguage. Excerpt 90 presents an example in which students 

employed L2 metalanguage extensively. It is a long episode that lasted 53 seconds. In the 

episode, the two students discussed the meaning of the phrase in a coma, which was 

printed under one of the pictures on the picture card. The episode began preemptively 

with N’s question asking for the meaning of the phrase (line 1). W reacted by repeating 

N’s question and saying that he did not know (line 3). N responded, “I think this says the 

important word” (line 4), and W followed, “But we can’t use in a coma” (line 7). W 

probably meant that they could not use the phrase in their narration because neither he 

nor N knew its meaning. Then, hedging with maybe, N told W what he thought it meant: 

“he is safe, but he is not good, he is not well” (lines 14-20). W approved this idea using 

various L2 expressions: OK, yeah, and I think so (lines 19 and 21). 

 

Excerpt 90 

2012T2X2-3 

Preemptive LRE 

Lexis-Focused (lexical meaning) 

Resolved Successfully 

L2 Only 

L2 metalanguage use 

53 seconds 

 

1 I (Q) N: what’s this. [((laughter))] ((refers to the phrase “in a coma” printed 

2   on the picture card)) 

3  W: [what’s this. ((laughter))] I don’t know shh a: 

4  N: I think this says the important word ((laughter)) 

5  W: shhh but 

6  N: mmm 

7  W: I I but we can’t use in a coma 

8  N: maybe maybe 

9  W: maybe 
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10  N: maybe: 

11  W: maybe 

12  N: this (.) situation (.) is, that (.) he is in a coma. 

13  W: coma 

14  N: I think it uh (2.0) he’s (.) he’s safe, but (.) he’s = 

15  W: = aa aa aa ((CST)) he’s 

16  N: he’s 

17  W: mmm 

18  N: not good? 

19  W: OK a! ((CST)) 

20  N: he’s not well 

21  W: OK (1.0) I think so. yeah. OK. 

22  N: OK? [((laughter))] 

23  W: [((laughter))] 

 

The L2 metalanguage in this episode covered a wide range of forms, from response 

tokens to complete sentences, and performed a variety of functions, including asking and 

answering questions, defining words, and agreeing. This example shows that in some 

LREs in the L2 Only category, students used L2 metalanguage extensively, and when this 

happened, the L2 metalanguage benefited negotiation in the same way as L1 

metalanguage did in LREs in the Extensive and Moderate L1 Use categories. However, 

such extensive use of L2 metalanguage occurred in only a small number of LREs in the 

data. 

In most of the LREs in the L2 Only category, L2 metalanguage use was limited to 

a few utterances of isolated words or phrases. Among them, students used two forms far 

more frequently than others: yes (or yeah) and OK. In fact, in 55 of the 106 LREs in 

which L2 metalanguage was used, one or both of these two response tokens were the only 

L2 metalanguage forms students employed. Excerpts 91 and 92 present examples of such 

episodes. Both consist of only three turns, and yes or OK appears in the final turn. The 
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LRE in Excerpt 91 is a preemptive episode in which the students searched for a noun to 

refer to the man in the picture. Before the episode began, J mistook the man for a female 

character in the story, and Y pointed out his mistake saying “no no no.” Y tried to tell J 

who the person was but did not know what to refer to him in English. Y uttered garbage, 

which served as an implicit question and initiated the word search episode. The episode 

quickly came to an end when J provided the word garbage worker and Y approved it 

saying “yeah yeah yeah.” 

 

Excerpt 91 

2012T1X1-5 

Preemptive LRE  

Lexis-Focused (lexical search) 

Resolved Successfully 

L2 Only 

L2 metalanguage use 

6 seconds 

 

 J: a! ((CST)) this person is (.) her? 

I (Q) Y: no no no e:to garbage 

R J: aa ((CST)) garbage uh worker 

 RR Y: yeah yeah yeah. 

 

The LRE in Excerpt 92 is a reactive, Grammar-Focused episode. It was triggered by S’s 

utterance of the word hospital, which immediately followed H’s previous utterance went 

out. H inserted the preposition from before hospital and reformulated S’s utterance. S 

approved this modification by saying OK three times. 
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Excerpt 92 

2012T2X4-6 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: went out hospital) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; missing preposition) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: went out from hospital) 

L2 Only 

L2 metalanguage use 

3 seconds 

 

 H: went out? 

T S: hospital = 

I (Ref) H: = from, hospital, = 

 R S: = OK. OK OK. 

 

The roles of yes and OK in these LREs should not be ignored. Used in the Response or 

Reaction move, they made it clear that the student accepted the other student’s choice and 

thereby brought these LREs to a close. If these students had not said yes or OK and had 

merely repeated the other student’s choice in the final turn, their intention would not have 

been expressed so explicitly. That being said, unlike the extensive use of L2 

metalanguage in Excerpt 90, the use of response tokens in these episodes did not have the 

power to involve the students deeply in negotiation and maintain their attention on the 

target form for a long time. 

Thus, close examination of individual LREs in the L1 Use and L2 Only categories 

provided additional information about how these two types of LREs differed in terms of 

metalanguage use. First, LREs coded as Extensive L1 Use, which accounted for 43.5% of 

the L1 Use category, tended to include Technical Metalanguage in the L1, which 

performed such functions as explaining word meaning, using metalinguistic terminology, 

and referring to grammatical rules. This means that nearly half of the LREs in which L1 

was spoken featured Technical Metalanguage. Second, only 35% of LREs in the L2 Only 
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category contained any L2 metalanguage use, and in about half of them, the use was 

limited to one or both of the two response tokens: yes and OK. In other words, LREs in 

which no L1 was spoken did not frequently contain L2 metalanguage use, and even those 

that contained any use of L2 metalanguage rarely featured Technical Metalanguage. 

 

Length of LREs and Depth of Learner Engagement 

Fortune and Thorp (2001) and Fortune (2005) argued that Technical 

Metalanguage enables learners to articulate their explicit knowledge and utilize it for 

justifying their choices or making joint decisions about language. They also claimed that, 

through these negotiation exchanges, learners engage in negotiation deeply and sustain 

their focus on the target form. Based on these arguments, I assumed that LREs would last 

longer when students used Technical Metalanguage. However, the results of the study did 

not support this assumption. As described in the previous section, LREs that only 

contained L1 metalanguage use were more likely to feature Technical Metalanguage than 

LREs that only contained L2 metalanguage use. However, the statistical comparison 

between these two types of LREs revealed no significant difference in length. This 

seemingly contradictory result indicates that LREs that only contained L2 metalanguage 

use might include some long episodes that did not feature Technical Metalanguage. This 

implies that it is possible for learners to continue negotiating for an extended period of 

time, using only the simplest kinds of L2 metalanguage. 

The following two LREs support this possibility. The LRE in Excerpt 93 was 

made up of only English utterances, and the metalanguage use was limited to the two 
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most common response tokens: yes and OK. Nevertheless, it lasted for 20 seconds, much 

longer than the average for LREs that only contained L2 metalanguage use. The episode 

was triggered by K’s use of find after the preposition for (line 1). A responded to this 

grammatical error with an Elicitation Indicator and prompted K’s self-correction (line 5). 

However, K merely repeated A’s Indicator (line 7), so A ended up correcting the error for 

her. K approved this reformulation saying yes and OK (line 10), and A confirmed it 

saying OK (line 11). The transcript shows that the episode is constituted with a series of 

short, fragmented utterances. The only instances of metalanguage use occurred at the end, 

and their main function was to close the negotiation smoothly, not to sustain the 

negotiation. The relatively long duration of this episode resulted mainly from the two 

pauses in line 6 and line 9. These pauses were most likely productive silences, inside and 

outside of the students’ minds. For example, the 3-second pause that followed A’s 

Indicator allowed time for K to think of the correct form A expected her to produce. 

During the 9-second pause, A was writing down the modification she had made. K could 

have been looking at what she was writing and checking the form visually. Interactionally, 

however, nothing occurred during these pauses. Therefore, although these pauses might 

have contributed to the increased duration of the episode, they probably helped very little 

to deepen the students’ engagement in the negotiation. 
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Excerpt 93 

2012T1Y4-6 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: for find) 

Grammar-Focused (morphology; form after preposition) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: for having found) 

L2 Only 

L2 metalanguage use 

20 seconds 

 

1 T K: = for for fin- find ticket 

2  A: oh Die:go:, thanked (.) him  

3   (3.0) ((writing)) 

4  K: him 

5 I (Eli) A: for  

6   (3.0)  

7 I (Eli) K: for = 

8 R A: = having? found (.) the?  

9   (9.0) ((writing)) 

10 RR K: yes. OK = 

11 RR A: = OK 

 

In contrast, the Lexis-Focused LRE in Excerpt 94 did not include any long silences. 

Except for short pauses that occurred sporadically, it was made up of very short 

utterances. However, the episode lasted even longer than the LRE in Excerpt 93, for 30 

seconds. Like Excerpt 93, it was an L2 Only episode, and a few utterances of OK in lines 

6 to 8 were the only instances of metalanguage use it contained. The other short 

utterances all constituted the Core Component, i.e., repetitions of the target lexical item 

or the item that substituted it. The episode began with S’s self-correction in line 4. He 

reformulated with in his previous utterance to having so that the sentence would read: 

Ambulance went to hospital having Mark. In the turns that followed, S said OK to ask for 

Y’s approval, Y said OK to give approval, and the two students repeated the 

reformulation to confirm it (lines 6-9). The students continued to vocalize the form they 
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had chosen as S wrote it down (lines 11-14). However, when the negotiation was about to 

culminate, Y proposed another form, carry (line 14), and S immediately repeated it (line 

15). The two students then modified it simultaneously to the present participle (carrying), 

the form to be used in the sentence they were producing (lines 16 and 17). After that, 

each student repeated the form one more time to confirm it (lines 19 and 20). 

 

Excerpt 94 

2012T2X5-5 

Reactive LRE (Trigger: with Mark) 

Lexis-Focused (lexical choice) 

Resolved Successfully (Outcome: carrying Mark) 

L2 Only 

L2 metalanguage use 

30 seconds 

 

1 T S: a: ambulance, (.) went to hospital with 

2   (2.0) 

3  Y: [Mark] 

4 I (Ref) S: [aa] ((CST)) having Mark 

5  Y: ((laughter)) 

6  S: o- OK? 

7 R Y: OK. 

8 RR S: OK (1.0) having Mark ((laughter)) 

9 RR Y: having Mark ((laughter)) 

10   (3.0) ((S writes)) 

11  S: ºhavingº ((writing)) 

12  Y: having Mark 

13  S: having Mark 

14 I (Ref) Y: having Mark ((laughter)) carry. carry. (2.0) carry. 

15 R S: carry. 

16 RR Y: [carrying Mark] 

17  S: [carrying carrying] 

18   (3.0) 

19  S: carrying Mark = 

20  Y: = carrying Mark 
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Compared to Excerpt 93, the negotiation in Excerpt 94 elicited more output from the two 

students, and in this regard, it might have been more conducive to learning. However, as 

the transcript shows, except for the few utterances of OK, the output consisted of the 

Core Component. When S reformulated Y’s utterance (line 4), he merely uttered the form 

he chose: having Mark. He did not explain why he preferred it to with Mark. He did not 

even make it clear that he was proposing an alternative form. The same was true of Y 

when he modified having to carry (line 14). 

Seeing these examples, one might question the value of Technical Metalanguage 

in negotiation of form. These episodes provide evidence that LREs can progress and 

learners can resolve linguistic problems successfully with minimum amounts of 

metalanguage use. Excerpt 93 shows that learners can retrieve knowledge, employ it to 

problem solving, and monitor each other’s work even in silence. Excerpt 94 demonstrates 

that learners can negotiate by using simple response tokens and by repeating and 

reformulating the target item. There is little doubt that these episodes benefitted students’ 

learning in many ways. The students maintained their attention on the target feature for as 

long as 20 or 30 seconds; at least in this regard, these LREs were more facilitative to 

learning than those that lasted for only two or three seconds. The students resolved the 

linguistic problem successfully, and as a result, they most likely consolidated their 

existing knowledge of the target form, even if they did not gain any new knowledge. 

Thus, if the goal of learners is to stay focused on target forms longer or resolve 

linguistic problems successfully, they can achieve it without using Technical 

Metalanguage. However, these are not the only goals learners should strive for; there are 
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other qualities of negotiation they should work to improve. Fortune and Thorp (2001) 

argued that the value of an LRE cannot be evaluated by its length alone. They considered 

weight, or “the extent to which learners appear to be involved in making linguistic 

decisions,” an equally important criterion (p. 153). In “weighty” LREs, learners employ 

metalinguistic terms or refer to grammatical rules in making judgment, or they provide an 

explanation or justification of their choices. When evaluated in this framework, the LREs 

in the last two excerpts are long but not “weighty.” They lasted much longer than average 

LREs that contained L2 metalanguage use but did not involve the students as deeply as 

LREs that featured Technical Metalanguage (e.g., Excerpt 90). As a result, these LREs 

failed to provide many important benefits to the students. The students did not get the 

chance to perform complicated functions, such as justifying their choices, comparing 

alternative candidates, and discussing subtle differences in word meaning. The students 

were not able to fully utilize their explicit knowledge for negotiating the target form. 

They might have used it to make decisions for themselves; however, they could not apply 

it to collaborative decision making because they did not verbalize it. In other words, they 

missed the opportunity to share their explicit knowledge with each other and scaffold 

each other’s learning through the sharing. These are the benefits of “weighty” LREs, the 

benefits learners can gain only through the use of Technical Metalanguage. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this final chapter, the findings of the study are summarized, and theoretical and 

pedagogical implications are drawn from the findings. Following these, limitations of the 

study are discussed, and directions for future research are proposed. The chapter ends 

with final conclusions based on the study. 

 

Summary of the Findings 

This study investigated the negotiation of form that Japanese EFL learners 

engaged in while they worked on reporting post-tasks, with particular focus on the effect 

of task modality and L1 use. To study the effect of modality, LREs that learners 

generated while working on a writing version of a post-task were compared with LREs 

that they generated while working on a speaking version of the same post-task, in terms 

of frequency, focus, and outcome. The analysis revealed that learners engaged in LREs 

significantly more often on the writing post-task. It also showed that they focused on 

different aspects of language almost equally on the writing post-task and resolved 70-

80% of LREs successfully. In contrast, on the speaking post-task, learners who worked in 

the English/Japanese condition focused predominantly on lexis and resolved only about 

50% of LREs successfully. To investigate the effect of L1 use, LREs produced by 

learners who were instructed to speak English only during the post-tasks were compared 

with LREs produced by learners who were allowed to speak Japanese. The analysis 
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showed that learners in the English-only (EO) condition generated significantly more 

LREs than learners in the English/Japanese (EJ) condition. Learners in the EO condition 

distributed their attention to different linguistic foci and resolved about 80% of LREs 

successfully on both post-tasks. However, learners in the EJ condition focused mostly on 

lexis and resolved only half of LREs successfully when they worked on the speaking 

post-task. To investigate the effect of L1 use further, compositions written by pairs in the 

two language conditions (EO and EJ) were compared in terms of accuracy and error type. 

However, no significant differences were found with either variable. 

Finally, to explore L1 use in negotiation of form more in detail, LREs in which 

learners spoke Japanese (L1 Use) were compared with LREs in which they spoke English 

exclusively (L2 Only), in terms of metalanguage use and length. In this study, all L1 

utterances in LREs were considered as metalanguage use. Thus, all LREs in the L1 Use 

category contained at least one instance of metalanguage use. In contrast, the analysis 

revealed that only 35% of LREs in the L2 Only category contained any instance of 

metalanguage use. The comparison also showed that LREs in the L1 Use category were 

significantly longer than LREs in the L2 Only category. In the L1 Use category, LREs 

that contained L1 and L2 metalanguage use were significantly longer than LREs that only 

contained L1 metalanguage use. In the L2 Only category, LREs that contained L2 

metalanguage use were significantly longer than those that contained no metalanguage 

use. However, no significant difference in length was found between LREs that only 

contained L1 metalanguage use and those that only contained L2 metalanguage use. The 

results suggest that the difference in length between L1 Use and L2 Only is attributed to 
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the difference in the amount of metalanguage use, rather than the difference in the 

amount of L1 use. Closer examination of individual LREs in the two categories revealed 

that learners frequently used Technical Metalanguage in Japanese in LREs in the L1 Use 

category. With L1 Technical Metalanguage, they explained their grammatical choices, 

compared word meanings, and discussed the target forms in detail. In contrast, learners 

rarely used Technical Metalanguage in LREs in the L2 Only category. English 

metalanguage used in these LREs largely consisted of simple response tokens such as yes 

and OK. In most LREs in this category, learners relied on these response tokens and 

repetitions of the target items to carry out negotiation. 

 

Theoretical Implications 

A series of theoretical implications can be drawn from these findings. First, the 

study implies that the writing mode is more facilitative to focus on form than the 

speaking mode. Students in the study negotiated forms more frequently when they were 

required to produce a written report than when they were required to produce an oral 

report. This result is in line with Adams’s (2006) and Niu’s (2009) findings, and like 

these studies, it supports the claim that unique features of writing, such as visual saliency 

and permanence, help direct learners’ attention to forms in their own and each other’s 

output (Adams, 2006; Skehan, 1998; Swain & Lapkin, 2001; Williams, 2012). Students 

in the study also distributed their attention across various aspects of language in the 

writing mode. Although only the case with the EJ class, this result was significantly 

different from the result for the speaking mode, in which students focused predominantly 
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on lexis. This finding is in accordance with Azkarai and García Mayo (2015) and Niu 

(2009) and indicates that modality shift at the post-task stage positively affects the focus 

of negotiation. One problem with negotiation during conventional meaning-focused tasks 

is that it focuses on vocabulary almost exclusively. This is because the primary purpose 

of negotiation during these tasks is to resolve communication troubles, which are usually 

caused by lack of vocabulary or misuse of lexical items. Researchers advise that teachers 

address this problem using post-tasks (D. Willis & Willis, 2007; J. Willis, 1996). In the 

post-task phase, learners can reflect on the forms they have used during the main task and 

work to improve the accuracy of the product, and while doing these, they can attend to a 

variety of forms, including grammar and discourse. The study shows that this solution is 

effective, and the advantage of post-tasks is enhanced when learners are required to 

produce written output. 

Second, the study suggests that allowing EFL learners to use their L1 during tasks 

might reduce the opportunity of focus on form they gain from the tasks. Students in the 

EJ condition generated fewer LREs than students in the EO condition, and a possible 

explanation for this result is that they spent a large part of the given time talking about 

the story in Japanese. This implies that, when the L1 is available, learners might use it 

mainly for non-linguistic purposes, and they might negotiate forms less frequently as a 

result. The result also implies that negotiation of form is not the only way in which the L1 

facilitates L2 learning. Previous studies on task-based interactions revealed that EFL 

learners use the L1 for various non-linguistic purposes such as clarifying content, 

generating ideas, managing the task, and building rapport, in addition to linguistic 
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purposes such as discussing grammar and choosing vocabulary (Alegría de la Colina & 

García Mayo, 2009; Azkarai & García Mayo, 2015; Storch & Aldosari, 2010; Swain & 

Lapkin, 2000). The result supports the findings of these studies and suggests that the L1 

assists learning through facilitating non-linguistic elements of tasks, such as idea 

generation, smooth collaboration, and effective management. Researchers who argue for 

the benefit of the L1 have drawn on different theories of learning, including cognitive, 

interactionist and socio-cultural theories, and their studies have shown that the L1 

promotes L2 learning though a variety of processes, including noticing, negotiation of 

form, knowledge sharing, and scaffolding (Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2009; 

Storch & Aldosari, 2010; Storch & Wigglesworth, 2003; Swain & Lapkin, 2000). This 

study confirms that negotiation of form is one of the major functions of the L1 in task-

based interaction, but it also shows that it is not the only channel through which the L1 

contributes to L2 learning. 

The same implication can be drawn from the results for the outcome of 

negotiation and the accuracy of compositions. Students in the EJ condition used Japanese 

more frequently while they negotiated forms than students in the EO condition. However, 

they did not resolve LREs more successfully or compose more accurate texts than 

students in the EO condition. These results indicate that the influence of L1 use during 

negotiation of form is not so strong as to increase the quality of modified output or the 

quality of task product. This seems to show that negotiation of form is one of many ways 

that learners’ L1 contributes to L2 learning, and the size of the contribution might be 

relatively small. 
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Thus, the less frequent occurrence of negotiation in the EJ condition implies that 

when the L1 is available, learners might use it mainly for non-linguistic purposes, and the 

L1 might contribute to learning more effectively through these uses than through 

negotiation of form. However, this result implies another, probably more important 

function of the L1: facilitating the use of metalanguage. Students in the EJ condition 

generated fewer LREs, but this might be because they spent more time on individual 

LREs. This explanation is supported by the result for the length of LREs: LREs in which 

L1 was spoken were significantly longer than LREs in which no L1 was spoken. Closer 

examination of individual LREs in the data revealed that the difference in length is 

attributed to the frequency of metalanguage use rather than the frequency of L1 use. In 

LREs in which no L1 was spoken, learners did not use metalanguage frequently, and the 

L2 metalanguage they used largely consisted of simple response tokens. In contrast, in 

LREs in which L1 was spoken, learners always used L1 metalanguage, and a large part of 

the L1 metalanguage use consisted of Technical Metalanguage, which performed such 

functions as defining word meanings and explaining grammatical rules. In these LREs, 

students often justified their choices or persuaded each other using Technical 

Metalanguage. Fortune (2005) found that LREs in which metalanguage was used tended 

to be discontinuous, which means that learners tended to resume the negotiation they had 

suspended. He considered Technical Metalanguage as particularly important in making 

LREs discontinuous. By means of Technical Metalanguage, learners can articulate their 

explicit knowledge and share it with their partners. Through the articulation and sharing, 

learners can engage in negotiation deeply and sustain their attention to the target form. 
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This study supports Fortune’s argument and shows how it applies to EFL settings. In EFL 

settings, learners’ shared L1 facilitates the use of Technical Metalanguage and, through 

the use of Technical Metalanguage, helps them discuss forms in detail and stay focused 

on the forms longer. 

 

Pedagogical Implications 

A number of important implications for teachers can be drawn from the study. 

Regarding task modality, the study confirms the supremacy of the writing mode over the 

speaking mode in terms of the potential to promote form-focused negotiation. Thus, when 

teachers assign students a meaning-focused task, they should follow it up with a writing 

task that requires them to report their outcome of the main task. The study shows that 

well-designed writing post-tasks provide learners with the opportunity to reflect on the 

forms they have used during the main task, notice problems in them, and modify them to 

more target-like forms. Having two or more learners collaborate on such post-tasks is 

even more effective. In joint writing, learners can combine their cognitive resources and 

scaffold each other’s learning. In addition, because producing in dual modality (speaking 

and writing) imposes heavier cognitive load, learners can be committed to the task more 

deeply. Teachers can also enhance the benefit of such post-tasks by requiring learners to 

write a coherent passage like a story, rather than fill out a form with words or phrases. 

The study suggests that composing this type of text helps students focus on a variety of 

forms, including syntactical items and discourse features. 
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Compared to writing post-tasks, post-tasks that require learners to report orally 

might be less effective in providing opportunity for negotiation of form. However, by 

manipulating task design, teachers can increase the opportunity. One way to do this is to 

add a writing component as in this study. It might also be effective to allocate a certain 

amount of time for rehearsal to ensure that students practice their speeches several times 

before their final performance. To make the rehearsal more meaningful, teachers can ask 

students to audio-record their own speeches and listen to them, or have them peer review 

their performances using a checklist. By using these measures, teachers can incorporate 

the advantages of the writing mode—visual saliency of form and permanence of output—

into speaking tasks and direct students’ attention to forms in their oral production more 

effectively. 

The study also provides several implications concerning learners’ L1 use during 

task work. First of all, regarding the language to speak during task work, teachers should 

set a specific policy for each task and make it clear to learners. Some previous studies 

have found that even without specific instructions, learners generally refrain from 

overusing the L1 while working on L2 learning tasks (Storch & Aldosari, 2010; Storch & 

Wigglesworth, 2003). However, others have found variations across tasks and across 

pairs in terms of the amount of L1 use (Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo 2009; Swain 

& Lapkin 2000). If teachers wish to control the amount of L1 use task by task, specific 

instructions will be crucial, and this study shows that students largely heed teachers’ 

instructions about language, at least in Japan at the university level. 
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As for what policy to set, the study offers seemingly ambivalent implications. On 

one hand, it suggests that the availability of the L1 might actually direct learners’ 

attention away from form. Thus, when allowing students to use their L1 during task work, 

teachers should be aware that they might use it for purposes other than talking about 

language. The L1 has a variety of uses in task work, and once a task begins, it is students 

who decide what they use it for. Therefore, when setting a language policy for a task, 

teachers should consider the purpose of the task and whether the L1 is necessary for that 

purpose. When they decide to permit L1 use, they should adjust the task design and 

procedure carefully to ensure that students will use the L1 for that particular purpose. For 

example, if the task used in this study had had a simpler story with a clearer story line or 

given students the ending of the story in addition to the beginning, students in the EJ 

condition might not have needed to discuss the story content and therefore used Japanese 

to discuss language. 

On the other hand, the study suggests that the L1 can be a powerful tool once 

students start negotiating and teachers should let them use it when they need to. L1 

metalanguage enables students to perform a variety of functions, some of which they 

cannot perform smoothly in the L2, for example, clarifying word meaning, using 

metalinguistic terminology, or articulating grammatical rules. By performing these 

technical functions, they can engage in negotiation deeply and sustain their attention on 

the target form. L1 metalanguage also enables students to verbalize their explicit 

knowledge and share it with each other for the purpose of mutual learning. In view of 
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these benefits, at least in EFL classrooms, it is unwise for teachers to ban learners’ L1 use 

entirely for all kinds of tasks. 

In short, as for L1 use, the study suggests that teachers should carefully decide, 

task by task, whether to allow students to speak their L1. Using the L1 as a metalanguage 

during form-focused post-tasks should be justified or even encouraged because it clearly 

benefits students’ learning in the short term. However, teachers should also know that 

they have other options available. For instance, they can make students do all the task 

work, including negotiation of form, in the L2 only and follow it up with a quick 

grammar or vocabulary lesson that covers the problems students have not addressed or 

have not resolved successfully. Finally, if teachers consider a long-term goal, they should 

help students learn L2 metalanguage so that they can use it for negotiating form. When 

students achieve this goal, they will be able to do everything involved in task work—

interacting meaningfully, resolving linguistic problems through negotiation, and 

scaffolding each other’s learning—in the L2 only. 

 

Limitations 

The study is limited in at least three ways. The first limitation relates to the design 

of the speaking post-task. The two post-tasks were designed so that their products would 

represent the two task modes. The writing version required students to produce a written 

report, and the speaking version required them to produce an oral report. For the writing 

post-task, I expected that the product modality would largely determine the process of 

work, and actually, all pairs spent most of the 15 minutes writing or reviewing what they 
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had written. However, for the speaking post-task, I estimated that it would not take 

students more than five minutes to make the final product, which was an audio recording 

of their oral report. Thus, to equalize the time on task, I incorporated speech notes and 

prescribed specific work procedures so that students would keep working for 10 minutes 

until the recording session began. However, even with these manipulations, it was 

difficult to control students’ work, and as discussed in the previous chapter, the way they 

spent the 10 minutes varied greatly among pairs. Williams (2012) considered slower pace 

as an inherent advantage of the writing mode, but at the same time, she pointed out that 

this advantage poses a serious design problem when researchers try to compare the two 

production modes. She argued against equalizing the time on task between the two modes 

because it changes the nature of the writing mode and thus makes a true comparison 

difficult. In this study, I adjusted the time on the speaking post-task to the time required 

for the writing post-task by adding extra components that were not inherent to the 

speaking mode. This manipulation might have changed the nature of the speaking mode 

as Williams warned, and students’ work on the speaking post-task might not be truly 

comparable to their work on the writing task. 

Another important limitation involves the data collection method. In this study, I 

did not have access to video recording because of institutional constraints, and this 

limited the amount of information available for analyzing LREs. This limitation affected 

the coding of LREs for outcome in particular. LREs were coded as Resolved only when 

the two students verbally agreed to use a form because all judgements were based on 

audio data. However, while they engaged in LREs, students were often displaying 
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agreement nonverbally, by nodding their heads or writing down the form their partners 

suggested. These measures were sometimes the only indication of agreement between the 

two students as they resolved LREs. Thus, if video had been used and instances of 

nonverbal agreement had been included in analysis, the results for the outcome of LREs 

are likely to have changed. 

Finally, the study is limited in scale and scope. The statistical analyses conducted 

for the first three research questions were based on data from a total of 18 to 25 pairs of 

learners. It is likely that the small sample size reduced the power of the analytical 

methods and the validity of the results. In addition, each pair completed the two versions 

of the post-task only once, in either of the two language conditions. Thus, the results 

should be interpreted with caution, and to make any conclusive statements, it will be 

necessary to repeat the study with more learners. In addition, the study investigated how 

modality and L1 use affect negotiation of form but did not investigate how negotiation of 

form affects learning. Through the analysis of compositions, it has shed some light on the 

possible relationship between negotiation during task work and the quality of task 

product. However, it has revealed very little about how successful negotiation of a 

particular form leads to learning of the form. 

 

Suggestions for Future Research 

This study investigated the effect of task modality and L1 use on negotiation of 

form using a task cycle that consisted of a picture story jigsaw task as the main task and 

an oral or written reporting task as the post-task. Future research will benefit from 
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investigating these two variables using different types of tasks. Previous research has 

shown that different types of tasks generate different amounts of negotiation (e.g., Foster, 

1998; Nakahama et al., 2001; Pica et al., 1993) and has found variation even among tasks 

that require written output (Alegría de la Colina & García Mayo, 2007; García Mayo & 

Azkarai, 2016; Swain & Lapkin, 2001). Thus, further investigation into this topic will 

add to the literature. In addition, this study should be replicated with additional learner-

related variables. One such variable is learners’ proficiency level. Research suggests that 

lower proficiency learners are more in need of L1 metalanguage when they negotiate 

form (Fortune, 2005; Storch & Aldosari, 2010). If future research confirms that lower 

proficiency learners can negotiate more effectively with the help of L1 metalanguage, the 

findings will provide a guide for EFL teachers when they decide whether to let their 

students use the L1 for a task. Another variable worth investigating is learners’ gender. 

Previous studies on task-based pair interactions have indicated that the gender of the two 

learners (i.e., male-male, female-female, or male-female) influences how frequently they 

negotiate (Gass & Varonis, 1986; Ross-Feldman, 2007). The body of research into this 

variable is still small, and future research will advance the field and provide useful 

implications for teachers. Future research can also contribute to the field through 

developing a framework for analyzing metalanguage use that can be applied to different 

languages. Little research has been conducted on EFL learners’ metalanguage use in the 

L1 and the L2, and there is still much to be discovered, for example, whether they use the 

two languages for different metalinguistic purposes and which language helps them more 

when they negotiate form. With a comprehensive framework of analysis, researchers can 
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explore these topics more effectively. Finally, future studies can investigate the long-term 

effects of metalanguage use and negotiation of form. Previous research suggests that the 

use of Technical Metalanguage in negotiation of form promotes and sustains learners’ 

engagement with the target form (Fortune, 2005; Fortune & Thorp, 2001), and this study 

supports this claim. However, whether the sustained engagement leads to better learning 

of the form has yet to be determined. This line of research will greatly advance the field 

and provide valuable pedagogical implications. 

 

Final Conclusions 

The study has provided interesting findings and valuable pedagogical implications 

regarding two issues facing EFL teachers in Japan who consider using tasks in their 

lessons. As for the first issue—how to incorporate focus on form into tasks—the study 

suggests that shifting modality to writing is an effective means to promote attention to 

form in the TBLT framework. To balance the need to teach grammar and the need to 

develop communicative competence, many secondary school teachers in Japan have 

maintained the traditional PPP approach and replaced the production activities with tasks. 

However, as this study implies, if they assign authentic meaning-focused tasks and follow 

them up with joint writing tasks, they can place tasks at the center of the lesson and still 

cater to the need for focus on form. As for L1 use, the study underscores the importance 

of policy setting. For each task, teachers should carefully decide whether to permit L1 use 

and make the decision clear to students. The primary goal of TBLT is to develop fluency 

and communicative competence, and to achieve this goal, it is essential to make students 
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use English as much as possible. However, teachers should know that it is counter-

productive to ban L1 use totally for any kind of task. For certain kinds of tasks, the 

benefit of letting students use the L1 exceeds the benefit of forcing them to speak English 

exclusively. The shared L1 has an enormous potential as a resource for EFL students, and 

teachers should be aware of when it supports learning and when it does not. When 

students use it appropriately under the teacher’s careful guidance, the L1 becomes a 

powerful tool for negotiating form and learning the L2 through tasks. 
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APPENDIX A 

PICTURE CARDS FOR THE LOTTERY STORY 
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APPENDIX B 

PICTURE CARDS FOR THE DOG STORY 
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APPENDIX C 

WORKSHEET FOR THE WRITING POST-TASK 
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APPENDIX D 

WORKSHEET FOR THE SPEAKING POST-TASK 
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APPENDIX E 

CONSENT FORM 
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APPENDIX F 

TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM 

 

? Rising intonation 

. Falling intonation 

, Non-final intonation 

! Animated tone 

(?) Incomprehensible word 

(stay) Problematic hearing (the transcriber is uncertain about the word) 

[  ] Overlapping utterances 

= Linked or continuing utterance 

st- Cutoff 

sta:y Stretching of the sound or syllable 

sta::y Longer stretch of the sound or syllable 

(.) Short pause 

(2.0) Timed pause (in seconds) 

<   > Slow talk 

>   < Fast talk 

stay Increased volume 

ºstayº Lowered volume 

hh Outbreath 

ºhh Inbreath 

(hh) Laughter within a word 

((laughter)) Comment by the transcriber 

 

The official Romanization system (Hepburn system) was used for transcribing utterances 

in Japanese. Non-lexical vocalizations were transcribed as shown in the list of non-lexical 

vocalizations in Appendix M. 
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APPENDIX G 

ABBREVIATIONS IN TRANSCRIPTS 

 

 

T Trigger 

I Indicator 

Eli Elicitation 

Ref Reformulation 

Q Question 

C Comment 

R Response 

RR Reaction 

MO Modified output 

NMO Non-modified output 

Ack Acknowledgement 

Rep Repetition 

SFP Sentence-final particle 

NLV Non-lexical vocalization 

CST Change-of-state token 
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APPENDIX H 

REACTIVE LANGUAGE-RELATED EPISODES (LRES): THE LISTENER 

GIVES INDICATOR 

 

  

Listener’s Indicator 

(Elicitation) 

- Request for clarification 

- Repetition of Trigger with a rising 

intonation or an expression of 

uncertainty (request for confirmation) 

- Prompting 

- Metalinguistic comment or question 

- L1 translation 

Listener’s Indicator 

(Reformulation) 

- Other-correction 

- Other-correction with a metalinguistic 

comment or question 

Speaker’s Response 

Modified output 

- Paraphrasing 

- Elaboration 

- Provision of 

information 

- Self-correction (with a 

metalinguistic 

comment or question) 

Speaker’s Response 

Modified output 

- Repetition of 

reformulation (with a 

metalinguistic 

comment or question) 

- Incorporation of 

reformulation 

Speaker’s Response 

Non-modified output 

- Repetition of Trigger* 

- Metalinguistic 

comment 

- Acknowledgement 

Speaker’s Response 

Non-modified output 

- Approval of 

reformulation 

- Repetition of Trigger* 

- Acknowledgement 

- Metalinguistic 

comment 

Listener’s Reaction 

- Claim of understanding 

- Approval 

- Repetition of modified output 

- Repetition of Trigger 

- Acknowledgement 

Trigger 

in Speaker’s utterance 

*The Speaker’s repetition of the Trigger in the Response move performs different functions in a 

negotiation of meaning sequence and a negotiation of form sequence. In a negotiation of meaning 

sequence, it confirms or clarifies the meaning of the Speaker’s previous utterance. In a negotiation of 

form sequence, it indicates that the Speaker prefers not to modify the Trigger. 
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APPENDIX I 

REACTIVE LANGUAGE-RELATED EPISODES (LRES): THE SPEAKER 

GIVES INDICATOR 

   

Speaker’s Indicator 

(Elicitation) 

- Repetition of Trigger with a rising 

intonation or expression of uncertainty 

- Prompting 

- Metalinguistic comment or question 

- L1 translation 

Speaker’s Indicator 

(Reformulation) 

Modified output 

- Self-correction 

- Self-correction with a metalinguistic 

comment or question 

Listener’s Response 

(Reformulation) 

- Other-correction 

- Other-correction with a 

metalinguistic comment 

or question 

Listener’s Response 

- Approval 

- Repetition of modified output 

- Repetition of Trigger 

- Acknowledgement 

- Metalinguistic comment 

Listener’s Response 

(Non-reformulation) 

- Repetition of Trigger 

- Metalinguistic comment 

- Acknowledgement 

Speaker’s Reaction 

Modified output 

- Repetition of reformulation 

- Incorporation of 

reformulation 

Trigger 

in Speaker’s utterance 

Speaker’s Reaction 

Non-modified output 

- Approval 

- Repetition of Trigger 

- Acknowledgement 

- Metalinguistic comment 
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APPENDIX J 

REACTIVE LANGUAGE-RELATED EPISODES (LRES): TEXT AS TRIGGER 

  

Learner A’s Indicator 

(Elicitation) 

- Utterance of Trigger or a pronoun that 
refers to Trigger 
- with a rising intonation 
- with an expression of uncertainty 
- with an expression that draws the 

other learner’s attention 
- Metalinguistic comment or question 

 

Learner A’s Indicator 

(Reformulation) 

- Correction 

- Correction with a metalinguistic 

comment or question 

Learner B’s Response 

Modified output 

- Correction 

- Correction with a 

metalinguistic 

comment or question 

Learner B’s Response 

Modified output 

- Repetition of 

reformulation (with a 

metalinguistic 

comment or question) 

- Incorporation of 

reformulation 

Learner B’s Response 

Non-modified output 

- Repetition of Trigger 

- Metalinguistic 

comment 

- Acknowledgement 

Learner B’s Response 

Non-modified output 

- Approval of 

reformulation 

- Repetition of Trigger 

- Acknowledgement 

- Metalinguistic 

comment 

Learner A’s Reaction 

- Approval 

- Repetition of modified output 

- Repetition of Trigger 

- Acknowledgement 

Trigger in Text 
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APPENDIX K 

PREEMPTIVE LANGUAGE-RELATED EPISODES (LRES) 

  

Learner A’s Indicator 

(Question) 

- Metalinguistic question 
- L1 translation of a lexical item 
- Part of a lexical item (e.g., compound 

noun) 

 

Learner A’s Indicator 

(Comment) 

- Metalinguistic comment 

Learner B’s Response 

- Answer to A’s question 
- Lexical item sought by A 
- “I don’t know” 

Learner B’s Response 

- Repetition of Learner A’s comment 
- Agreement  
- Claim of understanding  
- Acknowledgement  

Learner A’s Reaction 

- Repetition of B’s answer or the lexical 
item 

- Agreement 
- Claim of understanding  
- Acknowledgement 

Learner A’s Reaction 

- Repetition of comment 

- Acknowledgement 
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APPENDIX L 

FOCUS OF LANGUAGE-RELATED EPISODES (LRES) 

 

Lexis-Focused 

a. Lexical search 

● Seeking an L2 lexical item that represents an intended meaning 

● Seeking an L2 lexical item that corresponds to an L1 lexical item 

b. Lexical choice 

● Replacing an L2 lexical item with another item 

● Choosing among L2 synonyms or competing lexical items 

● Adding modifiers (adjectives or adverbs) 

c. Lexical meaning 

● Finding the meaning of an L2 lexical item 

Note. Lexical items refer to content words (nouns, verbs (including two-word verbs), 

adjectives, and adverbs) and idiomatic phrases. 

 

Grammar-Focused 

a. Morphology 

● Nominal morphology: singular/plural; number agreement; possessive 

● Verbal morphology: subject-verb agreement; tense and aspect (choice, formation); 

passive; gerund/infinitive; particle formation; 

● Derivational morphology 

● Grammatical functors: choice; missing items; unnecessary uses 

● Other: choosing between to + infinitive and prepositional phrase 

Note. Grammatical functors refer to articles, prepositions, auxiliary verbs, demonstratives 

(e.g., this, that), and quantifiers (e.g., one, some, much, many). 

b. Syntax 

● Word order: deviation from SVO; placement of adverbs 

● Missing constituents: sentence fragment; missing S/V/O 

● Sentence combining: combining sentences using conjunctions; relative clauses; 

run-on sentences; dangling modifiers; separating sentences 

● Other: direct/indirect objects; choosing between clauses and noun phrases/gerunds 

 

Discourse-Focused 

a. Reference (pronouns) 

● Replacing nouns with pronouns 

● Identifying referents; replacing pronouns with nouns 

● Making pronouns agree with their referents 

b. Connectors (conjunctions and adverbial phrases that link elements of text) 

● Adding connectors 

● Choosing connectors 

c. Lexical cohesion (use of synonyms to avoid repetition)  
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APPENDIX M 

NON-LEXICAL VOCALIZATIONS 

 

 English Japanese Function 

Used by the Listener 

(response tokens; 

backchannels) 

oh aa  

a! 

● information receipt 

● repair receipt 

(change-of-state token) 

 uh huh 

mm hm 

hm 

mm 

un / un un 

hun hun 

aa / aa aa 

● passing a turn 

(continuer) 

● acknowledgement 

(showing interest, 

agreement, or 

understanding) 

 mm? e? / ee? / e! 

n? 

a? / are? / a! 

● showing surprise 

● showing uncertainty; 

questioning 

● initiating repair 

Used by the Speaker um 

er 

a: / a:n 

e: / e:to / etto 

u:n / u:nto 

● hesitating (hesitation 

marker) 

● taking a turn 

● holding a turn (filler) 
 

Note. This list is based on Gardner (2001), Heritage (1984), and Schegloff (1982). Clancy, 

Thompson, Suzuki, and Tao (1996) was also referred to for non-lexical vocalizations in 

Japanese. Ikeda (2007) and Saft (2001) were referred to for the Japanese change-of-state 

token a. 
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APPENDIX N 

FIRST LANGUAGE (L1) USE IN LANGUAGE-RELATED EPISODES (LRES) 

 

L2 Only 

An LRE is coded as L2 Only when it includes no utterance in Japanese in the Indicator 

move or thereafter. 

 

L1 Use 

An LRE is coded as L1 Use when it includes any utterance in Japanese in the Indicator 

move or thereafter. 

 

1. Limited L1 Use 

When the utterance or utterances in Japanese consist exclusively of one or more of the 

following forms, the LRE is coded as Limited L1 Use. 

 

a. Particles including sentence-final particles (SFP, e.g., ka, kana, ne), the copula (e.g., 

da, desu), or the copula + SFP constructions (e.g., dane, dayo, dane, dana) 

Note. Two or more particles can be used together (e.g., tokane, dayone). 

 

b. Response tokens that show understanding or agreement to the other learner’s 

previous utterances (e.g., hai, sou, naruhodo) or disagreement to the other learner’s 

previous utterance (e.g., iya, i:ya) 

Note. The former corresponds to yes, yeah, right, or I see. The latter corresponds to 

no. 

 

2. Moderate L1 Use 

When the utterance or utterances in Japanese consist exclusively of (a) one or more of 

the following forms or (b) one or more of the following forms and one or more of the 

forms listed under Limited L1 Use, the LRE is coded as Moderate L1 Use. For an 

LRE to be coded as Moderate L1 Use, these forms must be used in isolation or 

incorporated in statements or questions otherwise produced in English (noted as L2 in 

the examples below); they must not be incorporated in statements or questions in 

Japanese. 

Note. These forms might be inflected or followed by sentence-final particles such as 

yone, ka, kana, tte, or kamo. 

 

a. Adjectives associated with positive or negative assessment: ii (good), daijobu 

(okay), atteru (correct), wakaru (understandable), iru (necessary), dame (no good), 

chigau (wrong), iranai (unnecessary) 

These forms are sometimes used with the L2 target item of the LRE to form a 

statement or question. In this type of use, the L2 utterances are often followed by 
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Japanese particles such as de, tokade, demo or expressions such as no hou ga 

(more). 

Examples: 

L2 de iiyo (is okay), L2 no hoga ii (is better), L2 janai (is not right), L2 nakutemo ii 

(is not necessary), L2 de iino? (is okay?), L2 de tsujiru? (is clear?), L2 tte iu? (do 

we say?), L2 irukke? (is necessary?) 

 

b. Verbs that describe the speaker’s choice of an English item or decision to use (or 

not to use) an English item. 

These forms are usually used with the L2 target item of the LRE to form a 

statement or question. In this type of use, the L2 utterances are often followed by 

Japanese particles such as ni or tokani. 

Examples: 

L2 ni shiyo (let’s use/choose L2), L2 ni shiyo ka (shall we use/choose L2?), L2 

tsukeru (to put L2), L2 tsukenai (not to put L2), L2 ireru (to insert L2), L2 irenai 

(not to insert L2) 

 

c. Question words or short questions 

nani (what), nanda (what), nante iu (how to say), docchi (which), doushiyo (what 

to do), L2 tte nani (what is L2) 

 

d. Japanese translations of the L2 target items or metalinguistic terms in Japanese 

 

e. Other words or expressions, including the following 

 Connectors, e.g., demo (but), dakara (so), datte (because), ka (or), L2 dakara 

 Interjections (openers), e.g., ja:, de (then, so) 

 Demonstratives, e.g., kore, kono (this), sore, sono (that), koko (here), soko 

(there), konna (like this), sonna (like that) 

 Expressions that correspond to I don’t know, e.g, wakaran, wakannai, L2 ga 

wakaranai, 

 Adjectives, adverbs, and expressions frequently used in spoken interactions, e.g., 

mo:ikkai (once more), mata (again), tabun (probably), kamoshirenai (maybe), 

gomen (sorry), matte (wait), do:kana (I wonder), toriaezu (for now), nantonaku 

(for no particular reason), chotto (a little), mitaina (sort of), nanka (somewhat) 

 

3. Extensive L1 Use 

When an LRE includes any utterance in Japanese that does not fall under either one of 

the previous two categories, the LRE is coded as Extensive L1 Use. 
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APPENDIX O 

SAMPLE COMPOSITION 
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APPENDIX P 

SAMPLE SPEECH NOTES 

 


